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In this dissertation, I recount my contributions to the emerging discipline of

systems bioengineering in two contexts: expanding our ability to simulate the

biomolecular circuitry underlying blood vessel growth; and developing a business

to reduce the cost of life-saving gene therapies by filling gaps in the network of

firms behind drug development and manufacturing.

A rapidly advancing set of experimental and computational tools have enabled

vascular biologists to build increasingly complex in silico recreations of angiogene-

sis – the process by which new blood vessels sprout from pre-existing vasculature

– hinting at future where specialized biomedical software helps predict tissue vas-

cularization in regenerative medicine and oncology. I combined rigorous mathe-

matical analysis with a broad search for potentially interacting signaling processes

within the vascular endothelial cells to show why the orthodox view of “tip cell

selection” (a sub-process within angiogenesis) is unlikely to recapitulate the full

range of observed angiogenic sprouting behaviors. I propose two qualitatively new

hypotheses for the molecular underpinnings of tip cell selection which could pre-

dict angiogenic phenomena that previous simulations have failed to capture. Code

samples for the mechanisms analyzed are included as supplements.

Gene therapies using recombinant adeno-associated viruses (AAV) to deliver

DNA into a patient’s cells have reached market access in Europe, with the US

expected to soon follow. AAV gene therapies might permanently cure hereditary



diseases such as hemophilia and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, but many emerg-

ing treatments are plagued by extraordinarily high manufacturing costs (some in

excess of $1 million per patient). I pursued the goal of introducing a costing-

saving technology – improved insect cell lines for use as a production substrate –

into commercial use for AAV manufacturing. After performing in-depth industry

analysis and business model design, I found that the raw price-performance was

a minor component of the value that biotechnology firms placed on new manu-

facturing technologies. Rather, engineers attempting to solve real-world problems

in biotechnology must account for a range of commercial, medical, legal, and so-

cial constraints to be successful – raising important implications for the future of

systems bioengineering as it attempts to distinguish itself from its roots in basic

research.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Biomolecular engineering encompasses broad attempts, born out of chemical en-

gineering, to exert mechanistic control over living systems. The emphasis on un-

derstanding how emergent properties of macroscopic organisms, industrial biopro-

cesses, and ecosystems arise from nanoscale behaviors of biomolecules and complex

fluids is largely a response to society’s desires. Biomolecular engineers have been

tapped to eradicate disease with rationally-designed biopharmaceuticals, breed mi-

croorganisms with the singular purpose of providing us usable energy, and author

computer programs that simulate life to shortcut the need for experiments.

Biomolecular engineers are equipped with a growing set of tools for measuring

and modifying the nanoscale basis of biology: the birth of “-omics” and compu-

tational informatics which can classify a wealth of new intensive data about cells;

new gene-editing technologies including CRISPR1 and gene delivery vectors;2;3 a

growing repertoire of logical elements and design motifs in synthetic biology;4 and

experimental platforms that expand the scale of questions that can be address in

vitro from cells to tissues.5 While the discipline of systems biology has provided

the computational tools necessary process experimental data into holistic views of

macroscopic biological systems for over a decade, the applied counterpart of sys-

tems biology – recently referred to as systems bioengineering – has only recently

started to take shape.6 In this dissertation, I will present two projects in which

I contributed to the latter activity in biomolecular engineering: analyzing and

designing biological systems that solve humanity’s problems.

First, I will discuss my role in advancing our ability to simulate the growth of

blood vessels. Blood vessels have a special importance in a chemical engineer’s con-
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ceptualization of the human body: the vascular system is the piping that connects

our organs and the microfludic circuitry that exchanges gases and nutrients the

entire volume of our tissues. The vascular system is assembled by a developmental

program whose complexity mirrors that which gives rise to our nervous system; vas-

cular network formation will likely not be fully comprehensible to humans without

the aid of computers. The creation of computational models that can recapitulate

blood vessel formation is an ongoing challenge which involves both science (in the

interplay between experiment and simulation) and engineering design (in formal-

izing biological hypotheses into mathematical constructs and defining the logical

structures of the programs for maximum utility). In the section below, I will de-

scribe a sub-process within a sub-process of vascular network formation (“tip cell

selection” within “angiogenesis”), I will summarize the progress and obstacles in

modeling it and how I planned to contribute to the simulation – and larger theory

– of this small component of the developmental program for the vascular system.

My research in this area is contained in Chapters 2 – 4.

Next, I will describe a system which is biomolecular in a more abstract sense:

the network of academic and industrial firms that are making human gene therapy

a reality through innovations in biological manufacturing. Gene therapy, which

involves biomolecules which can permanently alter a person’s gene expression, is

rapidly advancing towards commercial use in the United States; in the US, over

1500 clinical trials have been opened, and hundreds have been completed. Gene

therapies may hold the key to treating debilitating hereditary diseases such as

hemophilia, ALS, and spinal muscular atrophy, provided that scientists and bio-

process engineers can work together to design vectors that effectively transport the

genes into a patients cells and large-scale, cost-effective manufacturing process for

those vectors. While the design of gene therapy vectors has improved drastically
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over the last two decades, there are still hurdles facing their commercial produc-

tion. As I will discuss in the section below and in Chapter 5, the cost of producing

clinical-grade gene therapy vectors can range from the tens of thousands of dollars

into the millions – there are few diseases for which such enormous costs can reason-

ably be borne by health care payers or pharmaceutical companies. I performed an

analysis of the industry surrounding the manufacturing of a particular gene ther-

apy vector – recombinant adeno-associated virus (AAV) – to understand what the

barriers were to introducing new, cost-saving biological technologies into practical

use, and I will present concepts for new businesses which could overcome those bar-

riers to earn a sustainable profit while lowering costs for developers and patients of

gene therapy. Understanding the values and behaviors governing human systems,

whether networks of businesses or public spheres, represents a critical aspect of

delivering on the promises of biomolecular engineering to address society’s needs

and desires.

1.1 Modeling tip cell selection in angiogenesis

Sprouting angiogenesis builds new blood vessels in early development, wound heal-

ing, and tumor growth7. The process requires a population of endothelial cells

to perform repeated cycles of collective differentiation and motion.8 Continuing

advancement of angiogenesis-related therapies9, methods for fabricating artificial

tissues5;10;11, and our fundamental understanding of vascular development8 de-

pend on the ability to explain and predict the multicellular processes governing

angiogenesis. Multiscale modeling has emerged as a primary tool that vascular bi-

ologists used to synthesize observations from experiment and results of simulating

molecular and cellular sub-processes within angigoenesis.12;13
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Figure 1.1: Overview of tip cell pattern formation. Overview of tip cell
selection. Quiescent (gray) endothelial cells (ECs) are stimulated by VEGF (V)
and other angiogenic factors, causing the ECs to differentiate into tip (red) and
stalk (blue) endothelial cells. The density of tip cells in the resultant pattern is
influenced by a number of molecular factors and determines the density of angio-
genic sprouts that form13;17. Tip cell selection might occur in a two-dimensional
endothelium (see Figure 3.2), or in a roughly one-dimensional array of cells (like
on the leading edge of a growing vascular plexus)16 as depicted here.

Many early attempts to control blood vessel growth looked for an on-off switch

– molecular or biophysical stimuli that could halt or induce the formation of angio-

genic sprouts.14 However, some of our most potent angiogenesis inhibitors (such as

the anti-VEGF therapeutic bevacizumab) have been most successful at reducing

the density of vascular sprouting, as opposed to eliminating it altogether.15 To ex-

plain how the density of sprouts is governed in vivo, many researchers have pointed

to changes in the density of tip cell selection (Figure 1.1) prior to sprouting16;17.

Upon stimulation by vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) from nearby

tissues, quiescent endothelial cells spontaneously differentiate into a heterogeneous

pattern of cells with the competency to be become either migratory tip cells or

proliferative stalk cells. Given additional time, these tip- or stalk-competent cells

will undergo morphological change to become the tips or stalks of new angiogenic

sprouts.18 The balance of tip cell selection – the number of tip cells selected and

their levels of activity – is hypothesized to have significant impact on the structure
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of the vasculature produced by angiogenesis, in particular, the number of vessel

branching points and the length of each branch.17;19–21 Critical to this balance,

researchers have hypothesized, is a “central pattern generator” that determines

how the endothelium enforces variability between neighboring endothelial cells to

control the local density of tip cell formation.22

Tip cell selection is therefore a narrower concept than tip cell formation: the

selection hypothesis states that endothelial cells do not differentiate into tip cells

by virtue of being at the tip of a nascent sprout; rather, a spatial pattern of gene

expression, causing tip cell differentiation in a fraction of endothelial cells, sponta-

neously emerges within the endothelium prior to the formation of sprouts. Prior to

the widespread consideration of tip cell selection, multi-scale models of angiogene-

sis usually relied on biophysical phenomena similar to dendrite growth, where the

frequency of branching was coupled to interplay between diffusion limitations (i.e.,

of VEGF) and the movement of a surface (i.e., due to cell migration in response

to VEGF), to explain the formation of tip cells and new vascular sprouts.23 As

tip cell selection gained popularity, multi-scale models of angiogenesis increasingly

attempted to couple tip cell (and sprout) formation to a mechanism of deliberate

selection.12;24

As I will discuss in Chapter 3, researchers in the field of tip cell selection have

nearly-unanimously agreed about the nature of that mechanism: simply put, tip

cells use ligands for the Notch receptor to inhibit the formation of other tip cells in

their immediate vicinity.16;19;25. While this explanation aligns with experimental

observation that Notch is important to tip cell formation and angiogenesis,17;25 as

previous computational studies26 and my work (see Figure 3.5 show, the essential

mechanism of this hypothesis – known as “lateral inhibition” – is extremely limited
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in how it can select tip cells. In angiogenesis, the reliance on lateral inhibition as a

means for selecting tip cells implies that (in theory) 50% of cells in the endothelium

will attempt to lead a new sprout in response to angiogenic stimulus – not only

does this fixed fraction conflict with observations that sprouting frequency changes

in a variety of contexts, but 50% would appear to be a pathologically high number

of tip cells according to past depictions in the literature.17;21;27

I foresee problems in the community forming such a strong consensus about

the nature of a hypothetical process like tip cell selection – which must involve

the dynamic regulation of multiple signaling pathways of which we have limited

knowledge – so early in our attempts to understand angiogenesis. In Chapter 2, I

will describe what I see as an ideal methodology for deciphering complex develop-

mental processes like angiogenesis through multi-scale modeling: an approach that

combines theory, optimization algorithms, and formal classification of multicellu-

lar structures to arrive at hypotheses of local, biomolecular mechanisms that best

match global, tissue-scale experimental observations – this vision for the future

is shared by many computational biologists.6;28 However, I shall argue that even

modeling approaches built around computational algorithms should search among

sets of multiple biophysical hypotheses that capture the logic of how cells might

interact. If a particular sub-process (e.g., tip cell selection) within a larger devel-

opmental program (e.g. angiogenesis) has only one hypothesis that might explain

it (e.g., lateral inhibition), the entire multi-scale modeling effort might be con-

strained in how it can adapt to experimental observations. Indeed, computational

biologists Palm, et al., who recently simulated angiogenesis, found that reliance

on lateral inhibition as a means to dictate tip cell behaviors would have restricted

them from exploring many questions about vascular growth; this group was able

to simulate a wider range of realistic vascular morphologies by simply assuming
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a predetermined tip cell fraction (ranging from 0% to 100%) than they could by

modeling spontaneous tip cell selection via lateral inhibition.29

The possible trend, established by Palm, et al.,29 of bypassing tip cell selection

via reintroducing phenomenological rules for tip formation (such as a predeter-

mined fraction) would, in my view, constitute a setback for the ultimate goal of

understanding the mechanistic basis of angiogenesis; to avert this possibility, it was

my goal to provide alternative hypotheses for the biophysical mechanisms under-

lying tip cell selection that might overcome the limited utility of lateral inhibition

in future multi-scale modeling efforts. Having established this goal, the question

arose how I would explicitly show that two mechanisms constituted two different

hypotheses; in the proposed computational context, two models with superficial

differences – the names of species or the values of parameters changed – would not

necessarily be two separate hypotheses. One class of theories, I found, provided

the ideal mathematical means to define and analyze the logical structure of hypo-

thetical mechanisms for endothelial tip cell selection: biological pattern formation

as described with principles of nonlinear dynamics.30

In Chapter 2, I will summarize key advances in the mathematics of biological

pattern formation beginning with a seminal work by Alan Turing;31 I will elabo-

rate on my vision for future multi-scale modeling of developmental processes like

angiogenesis using nonlinear dynamics as the theoretical foundation, but with a

scope extended by algorithms that optimize the dynamical sub-models and classify

experimental data. In Chapter 3, I provide additional details about the state of

literature’s understanding about dynamical mechanisms that govern tip cells selec-

tion and might form a set of competing hypotheses in present multi-scale modeling

efforts; I will use stability analysis and numerical simulation to argue why this set
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of hypotheses, which is based on the conventional understanding of the couplings

between endothelial Notch signaling and tip cell selection, is too limited to enable

the computational approach I envision. In Chapter 4, I will take an unconventional

look at the molecular mechanisms governing tip cell differentiation to identify pos-

sible sources of qualitatively new hypotheses for biological pattern formation; I will

present two new hypothetical mechanisms for tip cell selection that can be used

to guide experiments and compete with lateral inhibition in future multi-scale

modeling efforts of angiogenesis.

1.2 Analyzing business opportunities in commercial gene

therapy manufacturing

Gene therapies are a new class of biopharmaceuticals that treat diseases by intro-

ducing genes, in the form of RNA or DNA, into a patients’ cells to achieve desired

biological activity. Many gene therapies deliver DNA that encodes for proteins

that are otherwise absent or impaired in a patient as a result of hereditary disease.

For example, some gene therapies under development can introduce genes for the

Factor VIII blood clotting protein, restoring normal clotting function to patients

with hemophilia A, who are deficient in the protein. In all gene therapies, the

RNA or DNA must be introduced into the patient’s cells by means of a vector:

some clinical trials injected naked DNA into intramuscular tissue, perhaps aided

by electroporation or “gene guns”, but the majority of gene therapies – comprising

nearly 70% of clinical trials to date – use recombinant viruses to infect cells with

the target genes.

Gene therapies have the potential to permanently cure many disease that are
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debilitating, lifelong, and extremely costly to treat with existing therapeutic op-

tions. Hemophilia A inflicts over 90,000 people worldwide, with an estimated

17,000 sufferers living within the United States. The cost of treating a patient

with hemophilia A, which currently involves regular administration of recombinant

Factor VIII and blood transfusions, averages $162,000 per annum (or $292,000 per

annum for patients with a severe case);32 in total, the United States spends roughly

$2.7 billion each year treating this disease. Gene therapy may be able to shrink

the regular costs of hemophilia A: in July of 2016, clinical trials for a gene therapy

called BMN-270 showed that a recombinant adeno-associated virus (AAV) con-

taining the Factor VIII gene was able to restore activity of the clotting factor in

patients with hemophilia A to as much as 60% of normal levels – this effect is

expected to be lifelong, and to drastically reduce or eliminate the need for patients

to continue protein replacement regiments.33

In spite of this clinical promise, a major problem faces the commercial via-

bility of gene therapies: the manufacturing cost for recombinant viruses can be

extraordinarily high. BMN-270 saw the strongest and most consistent results

when it injected patients with doses of 6 × 1013 vg/kg (AAV particles, or “vec-

tor genomes”, per kilogram of patient bodyweight).33;34 BMN-270 was produced

in the baculovirus expression system (discussed in Chapter 5): one price listing for

manufacturing of research-grade AAV using this system advertises that 5 × 1014

vg can be produced (without purification) at a cost of $59,950.35 Given a body

mass for adult American of roughly 80 kg (≈175 lbs), the cost of producing non-

purified, research-grade AAV for a single patient using this manufacturing facility

would be $575,520; the true cost of manufacturing clinical materials may be much

higher than this figure because clinical-grade manufacturing incurs much higher

costs than research-grade manufacturing, the price quote does not include the cost
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of purification, and purification can have yields of 10% (i.e., 90% of the AAV is

lost between harvest and administration). My estimate, that clinical-grade pro-

duction costs for AAV gene therapies can range into the millions of dollars per

patient, is supported by the first gene therapy to ever win market approval in Eu-

rope: Glybera (discussed in Chapter 5) had a launch price of over $1 million per

treatment, and some experts speculate that this price merely broke even with the

manufacturing cost of the AAV therapy.36

Several avenues exist for lowering the manufacturing cost of AAV gene ther-

apies. Arguably the most ideal solution is to design gene therapy vectors that

require lower doses to be effective; one recent trial by Spark Therapeutics raised

activities of clotting Factor IX (deficient in patients with hemophilia B) using doses

of only 5 × 1011 vg/kg.34 All else being equal, one would estimate that manufac-

turing AAV for this treatment would cost in the tens of thousands of dollars per

patient as opposed to millions. However, this low of a dose is unusual for AAV

treatments that use intraveneous or intramuscular injections – doses ranging from

1 × 1012 to 1 × 1014 vg/kg are more common; it remains to be seen if Spark can

adapt its hemophilia B vector to a treatment targeting the much more prevalent

hemophilia A.34

The other option, which might be universal to all AAV therapies and does not

face the same limits as decreasing dosage through AAV vector design, is to reduce

the manufacturing costs per viral particle. Manufacturing costs can be associated

with purification and formulation of AAV drugs, or, as will be discussed in great

detail in Chapter 5, these costs can arise from the raw demands of producing

AAV particles in living cells. Chapter 5 will focus around how businesses that

accelerate the adoption and improvement of new expression systems (in particu-
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lar, the baculovirus expression system mentioned previously) for AAV production

can reduce the costs of manufacturing for all gene therapies. The key challenge

that I will address is not so much in demonstrating the technical performance of

any expression system, but in analyzing and navigating the network of research

institutions, startup companies, contractors, and investors that define the industry

around AAV manufacturing so that I might define a path to introducing new tech-

nologies to these firms. Perhaps more-so than any other industry, the complexity

of the biotechnology sector – as one researcher attempted to capture in Figure 1.2

– demanded a systematic approach to mapping out how these firms interact and

perceive the value of new technologies.
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Figure 1.2: Bioscientific and biotechnological value chain. Reproduced
with permission from Cooke, 2005.37
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CHAPTER 2

MODELING BIOLOGICAL PATTERN FORMATION

2.1 What is biological pattern formation?

The evolution of plants and animals was synonymous the evolution of biological

development programs which could transform single-celled zygotes into organisms

of immeasurable structural and functional complexity. During human embryogen-

esis, the fundamental nature of those developmental programs are not on display

for the first four doublings of the zygote: at 3 to 4 days post-fertilization, the em-

bryo is a roughly spherical clump of 16 undifferentiated cells, known as a morula,

held together by adhesive forces. However, as time passes, the outer cells of the

morula form tight gap junctions with each other and begin pumping sodium ions

into the center of the 16-cell mass, creating an osmotic gradient that fills the center

of the sphere with water. In creating the water-filled blastocyst, the outer cells of

the morula achieve one of the principle feats of biological development: pattern

formation, in which cells are able to infer and heterogeneously respond to their

position within a tissue by sensing biophysical fields, such as chemical gradients or

contact forces.

Pattern formation is relied on frequently and broadly during plant and animal

development:

� Pattern formation frequently precedes cellular differentiation: the embryonic

formation of somites blocks (multicellular precursors of connective tissues) is

governed by an oscillating “molecular clock” of gene expression within each

pre-somitic mesodermal cell; signaling by the Notch receptor synchronizes
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those clocks to create a traveling wavefront of somite differentiation which

allows neighboring cells to coordinate the “pinching off” or segmentation of

each somite block.38

� Pattern formation can also allow the rate and orientation of cell growth to

be predetermined: the formation of the Arabidopsis root vascular cylinder,

which contains two phloem poles separated by a flat xylem, results from a

pattern of gene expression which emerges in just four undifferentiated cells

in the plant embryo; two cells become enriched in auxin and elongate as they

divide to form the flat xylem, two cells become enriched in cytokinin and

divide quickly and without polarizing to form the phloem poles.39

� Finally, patterning can have an impact on morphogenesis, the emergence

of multicellular structures through directed cell migration and deformation:

most refinement and reorganization of the circuitry of the mature central

nervous system is performed by neuronal activity, but the formation of the

earliest neuronal networks is governed by diffusible molecular species that

direct the migration of neuronal growth cone; how the embryo establishes the

patterns repulsive and attractive molecular cues which guide the growth cone

to its proper destination remains a fundamental mystery in developmental

biology.40–42

However, it is those three processes which couple to biological pattern forma-

tion – cell growth, cell differentiation, and morphogenesis – which make up the

classical pillars of developmental biology. Rather than being a literal developmen-

tal process, pattern formation is a theory of multicellular behavior which is at

times more generalized and abstract than the biomolecular and genetic machinery

that executes it, but which must remain grounded in empirical biological fact. Put

more bluntly, the field of pattern formation might be most accurately described
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as a continuation of the work of Alan Turing towards understanding how spatial

instabilities can lead to new structures in living systems.

2.2 Mathematical history of biological pattern formation

Turing’s unfinished machine

In 1952, Turing published a paper entitled “The chemical basis of morphogene-

sis”,31 in which he hypothesized that common biological patterns – the spots on

a leopard’s fur being the classic example – were the product of the diffusion and

nonlinear reaction of biomolecules he dubbed “morphogens”. To demonstrate this

phenomena, Turing created systems of partial differential equations that predicted

the reaction and diffusion of two (or more) chemical species across a spatial do-

main. He proved the existence of pattern formation using linear stability analysis

of these differential equations. First, Turing defined a steady-state in which the

concentrations of each species was uniform across the spatial domain, and then

linearized the governing equations about that uniform steady-state. By perform-

ing a spatial Fourier transform of the linearized equations, Turing showed that a

uniform distribution of species across the domain could become conditionally un-

stable on certain spatial wavelengths, implying that any minor perturbation would

create a trajectory of heterogeneous pattern formation – concentrations of each

species would shrink or grow, depending on their position within the domain and

the initial perturbation.

However, knowing that a linear stability analysis was only valid around the

linearized point (in this case, the uniform steady-state), Turing completed his
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analysis using a tool that few before him had access to: he used a computer to

perform a numerical integration of the full, nonlinear governing equations and

produced the first simulation of biological pattern formation. Although Turing

was modest about claiming his model was biologically accurate, going so far as

to claim “The theory does not make any new hypotheses”, he planned to follow

up his 1952 study with a computational study of phyllotaxis – the process plants

use to make spiral structures of leaves. Turing’s work in this area was unfinished

before his tragic death in 1954.

Pattern formation on discrete cell lattices

Some 20 years later, chemical engineers Othmer & Scriven revisited theoretical

pattern formation in an attempt to simplify the arduous math that Turing used to

predict spatial instabilities and provide additional biological realism by enabling

analysis within spatial domains that more closely matched the cellular structure of

tissues.43 In particular, Othmer & Scriven devised a way of easily performing linear

stability analysis in discretized lattices consisting of tiled, regular polygons. Their

primary contributions to pattern formation were introducing the “connectivity

matrix”, which formalizes the structure (or topology) of the cellular lattice, and

deriving the “symmetry-adjusted Jacobian”, which allows the dynamics of the

uniform steady-state –in reality a spectrum of trajectories– to be collapsed into a

single matrix.
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Figure 2.1: The cell lattice and the connectivity matrix. (A) A population
of sixteen cells can be arranged into a 4×4 grid with a periodic boundary condition.
In a square grid (shown here), each cell contacts four neighbors. (B) The contacts
formed by all sixteen cells can be formally defined with the connectivity matrix
(also known as the “adjacency matrix” in graph theory44).

The connectivity matrix

The connectivity matrix formalizes how the concentration of a species in each cell

impacts the concentration of species in neighboring cells. In Othmer & Scriven’s

examples, the connectivity matrix acts as a discrete analog to the Laplacian; multi-

plying this connectivity matrix by a vector of concentrations for each cell produces

a vector containing the difference in concentration for that species each has versus

its neighbors (this is useful in calculating molar fluxes due to diffusive mass trans-

port). However, as will be discussed in a later section, the connectivity matrix does

not have to model diffusion; it can also produce the “average concentration” of a

species contained within the neighbors of each cell. An example of a connectivity

matrix which takes an average of concentrations in neighboring cells is given in

Figure 2.1.

The connectivity matrix, being symmetrical, has real eigenvalues (called “struc-

tural eigenvalues”) and eigenvectors (called “structural eigenvectors”):

Muk = qkuk (2.1)

where M is the connectivity matrix, uk is an eigenvector of M, and qk is an eigen-
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Figure 2.2: The spectrum of the connectivity matrix. The spectrum of
the connectivity matrix for a 16 × 16 square lattice, similar to that shown in
Figure 2.1. The structural modes, or eigenvectors of the connectivity matrix, are
shown as 16×16 patterns. Any patterns which emerge during a pattern formation
event on the square lattice will linear combinations of these eigenvectors. The
structural eigenvalues (denoted qk) which correspond to those structural modes
(eigenvectors) range from -1 to 1 for a square lattice.

value of M. The structural modes (uk) form a spectrum of spatial patterns (shown

in Figure 2.2) with the smallest eigenvalues corresponding to short-wavelength

patterns, and the largest eigenvalues corresponding to the longest-wavelength pat-

terns.

The symmetry-adjusted Jacobian

In a standard ODE-based formulation, linear stability analysis on discrete cell

lattices would be a monumental challenge. The dynamics of the chemical species

in all the cells are linked, meaning that a traditional Jacobian for the system would

have to have n×N entries, where n is the number of chemical species in the system

and N is the number of cells – this matrix would be extremely difficult to analyze.

To overcome this issue, Othmer & Scriven provided a derivation of a symmetry-

adjusted Jacobian in cellular lattices, essentially generalizing the spatial “Fourier
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series” that Turing used to give an exact prediction for pattern formation around

a one-dimensional ring.

As in all Fourier transforms, the operator that gives rise to the wavelength (the

Laplacian in a typical diffusion equation, or the connectivity matrix in our discrete

problem) is replaced by its eigenvalue (k2 for the Laplacian, or qk for the connec-

tivity matrix) in the transformed Jacobian. The benefits of the symmetry-adjusted

Jacobian are two-fold: the dynamics of the species on each structural mode are

independent of the dynamics of the species on other structural modes, meaning

that a n × n Jacobian independently captures the dynamics of each structural

mode; and the n × n Jacobian of each structural mode differs only the value of

corresponding structural eigenvalue. For symmetric connectivity matrices, which

have real eigenvalues, a single determinant of an n×n matrix provides a full, exact

description of the stability of a uniform steady-state.

Othmer & Scriven further separated the symmetry-adjusted Jacobian into its

intracellular, and signaling-dependent components, as demonstrated in the follow-

ing equation for a system with two chemical species (A and B):

Jk = K + qkD =

 ∂A′

∂A
∂A′

∂B

∂B′

∂A
∂B′

∂B

+ qk

 ∂A′

∂〈A〉
∂A′

∂〈B〉

∂B′

∂〈A〉
∂B′

∂〈B〉

 (2.2)

where A′ refers to the partial derivative ∂A
∂t

and 〈A〉 refers to the average concen-

trations of species A in neighboring cells. Equation 2.2 is specific to systems where

the connectivity which averages neighboring concentrations. It should be noted

that at a uniform steady-state, neighboring concentration of all cells are equal, so

〈A〉 = A when the partial derivatives are evaluated.
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Calculating initial trajectories

The symmetry-adjusted Jacobian in Equation 2.2 can be used to predict the early

response of an almost-uniform initial condition to a initial perturbation (where the

linearization still holds valid). Othmer & Scriven provide a formula for calculating

this trajectory:

x (t) =
N∑
k=1

uk ⊗ e(K+qkD)tyo
k (2.3)

where x (t) is the vector of concentration excursions (i.e. ci(t)−co) for all n species

in N cells, the operator ⊗ is an ad hoc product that organizes all species and all

cells into a single vector (defined in Othmer & Scriven43), and yo
k is component of

the initial perturbation on each structural mode.

Stability criteria

Many mathematical biologists (incl. Turing, Othmer & Scriven) complete the

linear stability analysis by calculating exact forms of the eigenvalues and eigen-

vectors of the connectivity matrix. The mathematicians substituted in the exact

eigenvalues into the symmetry-adjusted Jacobians (Equation 2.2) to predict the

dynamics of each structural mode as an exponential equation. The mathemati-

cians substituted the exact eigenvectors, the exponential equations, and the initial

perturbation into the trajectory equation (Equation 2.3) to see how each cell’s

concentration changes as a linear combination of the responses on each structural

mode.

However, the stability of the uniform steady-state, and therefore the possibil-

ity of pattern formation, can be predicted directly from the determinant of the
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symmetry-adjusted Jacobian:

|Jk − λkI| = 0 (2.4)

where λk is the vector of n dynamic eigenvalues for each structural mode k, I is

an n× n identity matrix.

Solving for λk in Equation 2.4 can determine whether the uniform is stable

(if all dynamic eigenvalues have negative real components), or unstable (if any

dynamic eigenvalues have a positive real component). Because the symmetry-

adjusted Jacobians for each structural mode are identical except for the value of

the structural eigenvalue, exact criteria for stability on any structural mode can

be derived from the following constraint:

λk > 0 (2.5)

where λk is an algebraic function of qk.

Broad trends, such as whether a pattern formation mechanisms generally fa-

vors short-wavelength or long-wavelength patterning trajectories, can be gathered

directly from the criterion in Equation 2.5; this fact will be used extensively in

Chapters 3 & 4 to predict the existence of a pattern-forming instability. While

the full trajectory calculated from Equation 2.3 provides a more complete descrip-

tion of the dynamic response to a perturbation, nothing beyond the symmetry-

adjusted Jacobian (Equation 2.2) and its determinant (Equation 2.4) is unique to

the biomolecular system under examination. The structural eigenvectors and the

general form of trajectory equation (except for the exponential term) are all derived

from connectivity matrix, which is a formalization of the multicellular structure of

the tissue – the connectivity matrix doesn’t change all that much between prob-

lems. If it’s necessary to actually predict the early stages of patterning, this can

be done numerically.
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Juxtacrine pattern formation: Notch/Delta

26;45 The work of both Turing and Othmer & Scriven largely assumed that in-

formation about chemical species would be transmitted across the domain using

diffusion or other forms of mass transport.43 However, the discretized cell lattices

matured by Othmer & Scriven permitted another mode of relating chemical species

between cells: juxtacrine signaling, in which the expression of a ligand in one cell

could impact the reaction of a receptor in a neighboring cells, thereby allowing

the transmission of information across the spatial domain to be independent of

chemical gradients.

For a juxtacrine signaling process, the connectivity matrix cannot be an ana-

log of the Laplacian operator, as in Othmer & Scriven, because ligands are not

freely diffusing: cells use a receptor to sample the ligand concentration in neigh-

boring cells, so a connectivity matrix which averages neighboring concentrations

(provided in Figure 2.1) should be used. An example of pattern formation using

this mechanism was given a theoretical treatment more than 20 years following

Othmer & Scriven’s work, in 1996, by Collier, et al.26 Collier was inspired by the

discovery of the Notch receptor, a protein which was expressed on the surface of

cells in a huge variety of organisms and tissues, and was activated by Delta ligands

expressed on neighboring cells (but not the same cell). Using the linear stability

analysis which had become traditional in theoretical studies of biological pattern

formation, Collier showed that if the activation of Notch in a cell would inhibit the

expression of Delta in that same cell, an instability could be formed that resulted

in a “checkerboard” pattern of cell enriched in Delta surrounded by cells depleted

of Delta.

This mechanism is known as “lateral inhibition”, as expression of Delta in one
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cell has negative feedback on the expression of Delta, but only laterally – that is,

the in neighboring cells. Lateral inhibition gained popularity as an explanation

for “fine-grained patterns”, or instances where single cells within a tissue visibly

differentiated from surrounded cells during development, in contexts that ranged

from the “organization of bristles on the Drosophila notum”46 to the sprouting of

new blood vessels from existing vasculature during tumor growth17.

2.3 Future(s) of modeling pattern formation

In the above sections, I reviewed many of the major developments in analyzing

biological pattern formation in the Turing tradition up until about the year 2000.

In the years following, a number of parallel paths have emerge which each apply the

mathematical principles of pattern formation differently in attempts to understand

developmental processes. Below, I will propose three archetypal approaches to

modeling developmental processes which, together, are creating progress towards

validation of Turing’s theory.

Murray: Purist Turing model

Some researchers, like James Murray, have dived head-first into translating bi-

ological systems into mathematical models that closely follow Turing’s original

formalization.47 Murray has modeled pattern formation in an vast number of sub-

jects, ranging from population dynamics to neovascularization. His models are

usually simple and are based on partial differential equations – much of the anal-

ysis can be done by hand; but he is fearless when it comes to incorporating new
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biophysical phenomena – his hypothesized bases for pattern formation range from

classic reaction-diffusion to mechanotransduction and neural networking. Murray

rarely validates his model predictions directly against experiments, but rigorously

explores the parameter space of his models to understand the different patterning

regimes they might have. He also provides lengthy discussion about the biological

context and acknowledges where his prediction agree or conflict with observations.

Sharpe: Algorithmic Turing model

Others have adopted explored Turing pattern formation using a highly comput-

erized approach. Raspopovic, et al., matched a simulated Turing system closely

to experimental results by creating an optimization algorithm that could screen

through a large set of different hypothetical reaction-diffusion networks and their

parameter spaces.48 The results were powerful: this group was able to simulate

dynamic patterning on a growing (and constantly deforming) lattice to match

time-series experiments of digit formation on a mouse foot. Their approach pro-

vides a rational way to infer biological mechanism from global outcomes when

high-quality experimental data is available.

Krasnow: Hierarchical system of Turing models

The third approach is to forgo mathematical analysis and simulation of individual

instabilities and focus on a global understanding of how different pattern forma-

tion mechanisms combine with cell growth, differentiation, and morphogenesis in

the development of whole organs. Mark Krasnow, published in Metzger, at al.

(2008), approached branching morphogenesis more like a taxonomist than a math-
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ematician: he identified key phenomenological “sub-processes” which are reused

during fractal-like growth of the lung, such as domain branching (new orthogonal

sprouting along an existing branch) and planar bifurcation (splitting of an existing

branch at the tip), and collected large amounts of experimental data about the

genes which controlled them.49 The Krasnow group’s use of computers was lim-

ited to constructing diagrams, using image analysis and sorting algorithms, that

trace the “lineage” of a mature branch in terms of the succession of branching sub-

processes that assembled it. This type of analysis is helpful as a first step towards

establishing formal descriptions of the global results that Turing instability-driven

self-assembly events, or hierarchies of them, must achieve in conjunction with cell

growth, differentiation, and morphogenesis – what might constitute an “objective

function” for an algorithmic approach like that used by Raspopovic, et al.48 Kras-

now’s work might enable a rational, computerized approach to screening through

biomolecular hypotheses of pattern formation within branching morphogenesis of

the lung – a developmental process far more complex than the digit patterning

studied in Raspopovic, et al.48

Next steps

Each of these archetypal approaches to continuing the work of applying and validat-

ing the theory of biological pattern formation are powerful in their own respects.

I can imagine a future where all three are employed to build multiscale models

of organ development: the “pure” theorists providing sets of qualitatively new

hypotheses for biophysical phenomena that might drive spatial instabilities, the

“algorithmic” engineers planning the rational search among competing hypotheses

that might best match experimental results, and the architects of the “hierarchical”
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system providing the global objective function for the whole effort to match. How-

ever, the foundations for each of these approaches, especially those based around

sophisticated algorithms, are still being built; a monolithic modeling effort which

masters all three approaches has, to my knowledge, yet to be undertaken for any

developmental process. I suspect that the near future for most questions about

pattern formation in development holds piecewise improvement along one of these

lines at a time.

In the previous chapter, I provided a brief description of the field of angiogen-

esis – the outgrowth of new blood vessels from pre-existing vasculature – which

involves a rich assortment of developmental processes, including cell growth, cell

differentiation, and morphogenesis. Angiogenesis – along with sub-processes within

it, such as tip cell selection – is frequently described using the language of biolog-

ical pattern formation. In the following chapters, I will make the case that one

of the archetypal lines for modeling development processes presented above, what

I call the ”purist” approach focused on mathematical analysis of new biophysi-

cal hypotheses for pattern formation, is the most underdeveloped dimension in

analyzing tip cell selection. In Chapter 3, I will perform a Turing-like analysis

of three hypothesis which most closely match the consensus understanding of tip

cell selection, with the goal of explaining why the set of hypotheses is incomplete

(e.g., for potential future “algorithmic” approaches to experimental validation). In

Chapter 4, I will present two new hypotheses for the molecular mechanisms under-

lying tip cell pattern formation which demonstrate patterning behaviors that the

previous hypotheses cannot – expanding the range of experimental observations

that future “algorithmic” modeling efforts will be able to match.
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CHAPTER 3

ANALYZING EXISTING HYPOTHESES FOR TIP CELL

SELECTION

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, I introduced the concept of tip cell selection (Figure 1.1),

summarized some of the present challenges in simulating tip cell selection within

multi-scale models of angiogenesis, and proposed steps that can be taken to improve

our efforts in this area. My proposal rests on two central theses: (1) that tip cell

selection suffers from a lack of hypotheses regarding its essential mechanisms which

have enough flexibility to adapt to experimental observations, and (2) that new

hypotheses can be inductively reasoned from the literature which might be more

useful in future mutli-scale modeling efforts of angiogenesis. In this chapter, I

will address the first thesis by formalizing hypotheses for the mechanisms of tip

cell selection which mirror the consensus understanding that ‘Notch signaling is

necessary and sufficient to explain how endothelial cells coordinate tip versus stalk

fates in advance of angiogenic sprouting.’

Figure 3.1A illustrates the prevailing hypothesis for tip cell pattern forma-

tion, in which extracellular VEGF activates VEGF Receptor 2 (VEGFR2) and

this activated receptor in turn up-regulates the expression of Delta-like ligand 4

(henceforth “Delta”). Delta activates the Notch receptor in adjacent endothelial

cells, and active Notch down-regulates VEGFR2 expression. This network of sig-

naling and gene regulation – cumulatively referred to as lateral inhibition – could

allow nascent tip cells (as defined by their high activation level of VEGFR2 and

expression of Delta) to prevent other tip cells from forming in their immediate
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Figure 3.1: Existing hypotheses of tip cell pattern formation. (A) Dia-
gram of tip cell lateral inhibition by Notch. The most common hypothesis for the
mechanism behind tip cell pattern formation states that VEGFR2 activation by
VEGF induces the expression of Delta, a ligand for neighboring Notch receptors.
Notch activation reduces the expression of VEGFR2, such that cells with high
VEGFR2 activation become tip cells and laterally inhibit their neighbors from
doing the same16. (B) Diagram of tip cell lateral induction by Notch. An alter-
native hypothesis states that Notch activation promotes the expression of Delta,
effectively causing cells with high VEGFR2 activation and Delta expression to
induce high Delta expression in their neighbors50. (C) Diagram of long-range lat-
eral inhibition. The network of signaling and gene regulation in this hypothesis
are identical to lateral inhibition (A), but each cell (i) is able to laterally inhibit
second-nearest neighbors (i+ 2) via Delta-containing filopodia.

vicinity16. However, there is a body of evidence suggesting that endothelial cells

engage in lateral induction (favoring the convergence of phenotypes) through Notch

(Figure 3.1B) rather than lateral inhibition19;21;50. In addition, researchers in other

contexts have suggested that filopodia (narrow extensions of the cell membrane),

which tip cells produce, are essential to refining patterns during lateral inhibition

(Figure 3.1C)46. The three hypotheses above – lateral inhibition, lateral induc-

tion, and long-range lateral inhibition – are all dependent on Notch signaling as

the main driver of multicellular differentiation, and are therefore consistent with

the existing body of literature on tip cell pattern formation.

The hypothesis of Notch-mediated lateral inhibition as the driver of tip cell for-

mation dominates the existing literature on tip cell selection17;19;25 and provided
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the basis for previous solutions to modules of tip cell selection in prominent multi-

scale simulations of angiogenesis12;51–53. Mathematicians have repeatedly demon-

strated lateral inhibition is a robust mechanism for pattern formation, but it suffers

from an inability to create anything other than the most dense patterns26;54;55. In-

deed, previous simulations of tip cell formation have largely been unable to select

variable densities of tip cells; most predict that only a “salt-and-pepper” pattern

of 50% tip cells can be selected51, while others can only predict fewer than 50%

tip cells being globally selected from an endothelium by limiting the area in which

the “salt-and-pepper” patterns can locally form56. A major goal in understanding

vascular morphogenesis is to predict how changes in the distribution of VEGF,

for instance during anti-angiogenic treatment15, can increase or decrease vascular

density following angiogenesis. In regards to this goal, the limited ability for lat-

eral inhibition to locally form patterns other than 50% tip cells is problematic: the

explanation that changes in the numbers of tip cells selected are responsible for

the connection between VEGF distribution and angiogenic sprouting density19–21

is dependent on the “central pattern generator” of tip cell selection22 having mul-

tiple possible outcomes.

In this chapter, I translate three hypotheses for Notch-based tip cell selec-

tion drawn from the existing literature – lateral inhibition (Figure 3.1A), lateral

induction (Figure 3.1B), and long-range lateral inhibition (Figure 3.1C) – into

mathematical constructs to help understand whether these hypotheses can consti-

tute “central pattern generating” mechanisms that can select tip cells are various

densities, and why (or why not). I used these constructs, which consisted of sys-

tems of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to extract analytical,

linear stability criteria for the onset of spontaneous differentiation and to simulate

the full dynamics of tip cell pattern formation on uniform networks of endothe-
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lial cells. In agreement with previous computational studies26;51;57, I found that

lateral inhibition (Figure 3.1A) and lateral induction (Figure 3.1B) were fundamen-

tally restrictive patterning mechanisms. For both of these mechanisms, parameter

choices (such as VEGF concentration) could not finely control the local density of

tip cell selection. Long-range lateral inhibition was able to select variable densities

of tip cells depending on the strength of the long-range Notch signaling relative

to close-range Notch signaling; however, the density of pattern formation did not

respond to changes in VEGF concentration. This work elucidates the limitations

of relying solely on Notch signaling to model multicellular cooperation during en-

dothelial tip cell selection and provides clues for how to construct new hypotheses

for the connections between molecular factors and vascular structures arising from

angiogenesis. Chapter 4 discusses alternative hypotheses for the mechanisms un-

derlying tip cell pattern formation, which don’t rely solely on juxtacrine signaling

through Notch to coordinate multicellular behaviors, and analyzes two newly pro-

posed mechanisms that exhibit variable patterning density.

3.2 Methods

Tip cell selection (Figure 1.1A) is hypothesized a be a process by which a popu-

lation of neighboring endothelial cells elect a subset of individuals to differentiate

into filopodia-expressing tip cells. Tip cell selection can occur within a wall of

a mature blood vessel (Figure 3.2A, left) or in a growing vascular plexus (Fig-

ure 3.2A, right); in both cases, the endothelium forms a 2D structure, with each

endothelial cell having about four neighboring cells which make membrane con-

tact. Experiments have shown that tip cells are selected among endothelial cells

at regular intervals18;58, suggesting that selection is a process of biological pattern
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formation (Figure 3.2B which triggers in response to external stimulation51;56.

Figure 3.2: Lattice and pattern formation of the endothelium. (A) Cells
in both the endothelium of a mature vessel (left) and the immature vascular plexus
(right) are in contact with roughly four neighboring endothelial cells, so modeling
endothelial cell networks as rectangular grids is appropriate from a connectivity
perspective. (B) The endothelium is modeled as a two-dimensional lattice of cells
which can exchange signals. I assume that each cell begins at the same concentra-
tion of each dynamic species, but that cells may differentiate into a spatial pattern
of gene expression that corresponds to tip competency.

To analyze the formation of tip cell patterns, I model the endothelium as a

set of N compartments, each of which represents an endothelial cell and the inter-

stitial fluid space directly above it. Within each compartment, n relevant species

participate in signaling processes of — and are dynamically regulated by — the

local endothelial cell. The identities and governing dynamics of the relevant species

varies with the tip cell differentiation mechanism under consideration. I tested each

tip cell differentiation mechanism using two approaches, introduced in Chapter 2:

(1) a theoretical framework based on linear stability analysis and (2) numerical

simulation of the governing equations. In the following subsection, I will derive

the nonlinear ordinary differential equations I hypothesize to govern the dynamics
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of species in each of mechanism in Figure 3.1.

3.2.1 Governing equations

First, I will derive the governing equations for the lateral inhibition mechanism

(Figure 3.1A) using the available knowledge about the responsible molecular mech-

anisms. I will use simplifying assumptions to reduce the number of equations to

two, which clarifies subsequent analyses. I will generate the governing equations

for the subsequent mechanisms, lateral induction and long-range lateral inhibi-

tion, by reconfiguring the equations for lateral inhibition – not by repeating a full

derivation.

Derivation of governing equations for lateral inhibition

The reaction network underling lateral inhibition (Figure 3.1A) consists of four

species: VEGFR2 (R), the Delta ligand (D), VEGF (V), and the Notch receptor

(N)52. Here, we will give a general description of how these four species interact,

but we can not offer a complete, stoichiometric reaction network which contains

all protein and nucleic acid intermediates, because they are not currently known

in full detail13.

Lateral inhibition requires VEGF to be present52. In this hypothesis, VEGF

(V) interacts with VEGFR2 to form activated VEGFR2 complexes (RA) in a

reversible reaction, represented by the following ODE for the concentration of RA

in cell i :

dRAi

t
= konViR

∗
i − koffRAi (3.1)
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where k on is the forward rate constant and k off is the reverse rate constant. R∗i

denotes the concentration of unbound VEGFR2 in cell i, which together with

activated VEGFR2, comprises the total VEGFR2 in each cell (Ri),

Ri = R∗i +RAi (3.2)

Activated VEGFR2 complexes, through some downstream action, promote the

expression of Delta ligand,

dDi

dt
= βD

(RAi)
nD

(KD)nD + (RAi)
nD
− γDDi (3.3)

where βD is the maximum production rate of Delta, KD is the dissociation constant

of the regulatory interaction (i.e., the concentration of RA at 1/2 maximum Delta

production), and γD is the first-order decay rate of Delta ligand.

The parameter nD is referred to as the cooperativity45, and it models the steep-

ness of the regulatory interaction. Delta converts Notch (N) to activated Notch

(NA) on neighboring endothelial cells,

dNAi

t
= knNi〈D〉i − γNNAi (3.4)

where 〈D〉i is the average concentration of Delta in cells neighboring cell i, kN is

the reaction rate constant, and γN is the decay rate of activated Notch.

Activated Notch down-regulates the expression of VEGFR2,

dRi

dt
= βR

(KR)nR

(KR)nR + (NAi)
nR
− γRRi (3.5)

where the parameters follow the conventions established in Equation 3.3.

Equations 3.1 & 3.4 represent signaling processes, while Equations 3.3 & 3.5

represent changes in gene expression as the cell responds to signaling cues. As such,
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we can assume that Equations 3.1 & 3.4 occur on a much faster time scale than

Equations 3.3 and 3.5, allowing us to make a quasi-steady-state approximation

for species RA and NA,

dNAi

t
= 0→ NAi = kN〈D〉i (3.6)

where kN = knNi

γN
.

The quasi-state-state of activated VEGFR2 can be found similarly,

dRAi

t
= konVi(Ri −RAi)− koffRAi = 0→ RAi =

Vi
KV + Vi

Ri (3.7)

where KV =
koff
kon

.

These quasi-steady-state concentrations can be substituted into Equations 3.3

& 3.5 to arrive at our final governing equations for R and D, as given in the next

section.

Lateral inhibition

I model the dynamics of VEGR2 and Delta in the lateral inhibition mechanism

(see Figure 3.1A) using the following equations:

dRi

dt
= βR

(KR)nR

(KR)nR + (kN〈D〉i)
nR
− γRRi (3.8)

dDi

dt
= βD

(
Vi

KV +Vi
Ri

)nD

(KD)nD +
(

Vi
KV +Vi

Ri

)nD
− γDDi (3.9)

Equations 3.8 & 3.9 model a mode of endothelial gene regulation in which

Notch activation represses the expression of Delta via downregulation of VEGFR2

(see Figure 3.1A). Here, Ri, Di, and Vi refer to the concentrations of VEGFR2,
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Delta, and VEGF in cell i. 〈Di〉 refers to the average concentration of Delta in the

cells neighboring cell i. The kinetic parameters used in Equations 3.8 & 3.9 can

be interpreted as follows:

� βR, βD: maximum production rates of VEGFR2 and Delta.

� KR, KD, KV : dissociation constants of VEGFR2 gene regulation, Delta gene

regulation, and VEGF-VEGFR2 signaling, respectively.

� nR, nD: Hill coefficients for VEGFR2 and Delta gene regulation.

� γR, γD: first-order degradation rates of VEGFR2 and Delta.

Lateral induction

I assumed lateral induction (see Figure 3.1B) to differ from lateral inhibition only

in the gene regulatory action of Notch: Notch signaling should up-regulate Delta

rather than down-regulating VEGFR2.

I adapted Equations 3.8 & 3.9 to lateral induction by removing a Hill function

from the governing equation for VEGFR2 and adding one to the governing equation

for Delta. I model the dynamics of VEGFR2 and Delta in the lateral induction

mechanism using the following equations:

dRi

dt
= αR − γRRi (3.10)

dDi

dt
= αD

(
Vi

KV +Vi
Ri

)nR

(KR)nR +
(

Vi
KV +Vi

Ri

)nR
+ βD

(kN〈D〉i)
nD

(KN)nD + (kN〈D〉i)
nD
− γDDi (3.11)

Equations 3.10 & 3.11 model a mode of endothelial signaling where Notch

activation directly increases the expression of Delta. Here, αR refers to the constant
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Figure 3.3: Lattice and connecvitity matrix for long-range mechanism.
(A) Long-range cell lattice. Long-range cellular structures, such as EC filopodia,
may extend the reach of the cell membrane to non-nearest neighbors in a geometric
lattice46. I modeled this by allowing second-nearest neighbors to have a degree of
membrane contact scaled to the parameter ε (versus nearest-neighbors signaling
with strength 1). (B) Long-range connectivity matrix. The connectivity matrix is
modified to include long-range interactions by adding ε into each row four times.
The matrix must be normalized to assure each row sums to unity.

production rate of VEGFR2, and αD and βD refer to the production rates of Delta

that are attenuated by VEGFR2 and Notch signaling, respectively.

Long-range lateral inhibition

In long-range lateral inhibition (see Figure 3.1C), each endothelial cell can ex-

change Delta ligand with second-nearest neighbors using filopodia, as depicted in

Figure 3.3A. While this is a slightly inaccurate representation of filopodia, because

they are not hypothesized to exist until after tip cells have formed, I hypothesized

this formalization would be suitable to understand the basics of how long-range

signaling impacts pattern formation. A study by Cohen, et al.46 might simulate

pattern formation more accurately, only allowing filopodia to facilitate juxtacrine

signaling after an initial patterning phase.
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The governing equations of this mechanism are identical to those of lateral

inhibition (Equations 3.8 & 3.9), but with a change to how neighboring Delta con-

centrations (〈Di〉) are calculated. Neighboring Delta concentrations are calculated

in this mechanism by the following equation:

〈D〉i =

∑
1◦
Dj + ε

∑
2◦
Dj

n1◦ + εn2◦
(3.12)

where 1◦ refers to nearest-neighbor cells of cell i, 2◦ refers to second-nearest-

neighbor cells of cell i, n refers to the total number of cells which are neighbors

of each type, ε is a factor which controls the relative strength of second-nearest-

neighbor versus nearest-neighbor signaling. This alternate definition for calculat-

ing neighboring Delta concentration is captured in the connectivity matrix that

is unique to this mechanisms, shown in Figure 3.3B. When ε = 0, Equation 3.12

becomes a simple average of nearest-neighbor cells, and the long-range lateral in-

hibition mechanism is identical to the standard lateral inhibition mechanism.

3.2.2 Identification of steady-states

Before I could perform a linear stability analysis or simulation of each mechanism,

I needed to calculate the steady-states which would provide an initial condition

from which to investigate spontaneous pattern formation. This uniform initial

condition would represent and endothelium of a blood vessel which has recently

been exposed to angiogenic stimulus, which is typically hypothesized to exist prior

to tip cell selection19. Calculating these steady-states was not trivial because of

the concentration of each species in each cell were coupled. Rather than calculating

these concentrations using the whole lattice, I used a two-cell model to identified

uniform steady-states, as depicted in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Two-cell models for calculating steady-states. (A) Generating
partial steady-states for lateral inhibition. I found the partial steady-states for the
lateral inhibition hypothesis by “opening the loop” at the concentration of Delta
in “Cell 1”. For each imposed concentration of VEGF (Ṽ ), I calculated a vector of
concentrations for Delta in Cell 1 (D̃0,1) using a vector of guessed concentrations
for Delta in Cell 1 (D̃0). The non-dimensional governing equations of lateral inhi-
bition, Equations 3.16 & 3.15, were used for calculations. (B) Generating partial
steady-states for lateral induction. A similar process was used to that shown in
(A), except that I calculated the concentration of VEGFR2 directly from model
parameters. The non-dimensional governing equations of lateral induction, Equa-
tions 3.24 & 3.25, were used for calculations. (C) Graphing steady-states for lateral
inhibition. True steady-states occur when the D̃0,1 = D̃0 in a partial steady-state.
For each partial steady-state curve (left) corresponding to an imposed concentra-
tion of VEGF (Ṽ ), I graphed the vector of D̃0,1 against the vector of D̃0. True
steady-states exist where each curve intersects the black line. I could predict if
a particular imposed VEGF concentration would a tip-stalk pattern depending
on whether its curve of partial steady-states intersect the black line one (no pat-
terning predicted) or three (patterning predicted) times. I plotted the uniform
steady-states, tip cell states, and stalk cell states for each imposed concentration
of VEGF to create the figure on the right. Parameter values are given in Table 3.1.
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I used the non-dimensional forms of the governing equations for lateral inhibi-

tion and lateral induction (defined in Equations 3.16 & 3.15 and Equations 3.24

& 3.25 below).

Figure 3.4A provides the path I used to calculate partial steady-states of lateral

inhibition, which I define as steady-states that exist when all the ODEs in the

governing equations have been set to zero, but there is an “open loop”. In other

words, a certain concentration (in this case the concentration of Delta in “Cell 1”)

is allowed to have two values. Figure 3.4B provides a similar path used to calculate

partial steady-states for lateral induction.

Figure 3.4C demonstrates how these partial steady-states can be used to cal-

culate the true steady-states of the system, as provided in Figure 3.5B: a partial

steady-state is a true steady-state when the concentrations at the point of the

“open loop” (again, Delta in “Cell 1”) are equal. The loop can “close” if there is

a uniform steady-state (which could form an initial condition for patterning) or

if there is a heterogeneous pattern (which could be a final steady-state following

pattern formation). Figure 3.4C is specific to lateral inhibition, but a comparable

technique was used to calculate the true steady-states shown in Figure 3.6B for

lateral induction. The initial conditions for the long-range lateral inhibition mech-

anism were found using the same technique I used for standard lateral inhibition,

albeit with different parameters

3.2.3 Linear stability analysis

I predicted the early stages of tip cell differentiation from the quiescent endothelium

(Figure 1.1A) using the method of linear stability analysis in discrete cell lattices,
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as described in Chapter 2. This method is best performed by substituting any

“neighboring concentrations” (e.g., 〈D〉i) found in Equations 3.8-4.31 with

〈C〉i = MijCj, (3.13)

where matrix M is referred to as the connectivity matrix.

I describe the eigenvalues of M, denoted qk (where k = 1, 2, 3, ..., N), as the

structural eigenvalues; the values of the elements in qk range from -1 to 1 for

a square lattice (see Figure 2.2). Each structural eigenvalue corresponds to a

structural mode (an eigenvector of M), which defines a spatial pattern of gene

expression that can grow or shrink in the endothelium. Smaller values of qk (i.e.,

qk → −1) correspond to short-wavelength patterns (e.g., an alternating “salt-and-

pepper” when qk = −1), while larger values of qk (i.e., qk → 1) correspond to

long-wavelength patterns (e.g., completely uniform when qk = 1).

Following the substitution given by Equation 3.13, the first-order dynamics

governing the expression of all species in all cells collapse into a set of N indepen-

dent symmetry-adjusted Jacobian matrices (Jk) which can be used to calculate

the dynamic eigenvalues (λk) of a uniform steady-state using the Jacobian deter-

minant:

|Jk(qk)− λkI| = 0 (3.14)

where λk is the vector of dynamic eigenvalues the N structural modes, and I is an

n×n identity matrix. The system is unstable if any λk is positive. Each Jacobian

matrix Jk is a function of one scalar element of qk, such that the stability of

each steady-state varies with the structural mode. Given any minor perturbation

(e.g., minor differences in protein concentration between neighboring cells), spatial

patterns of gene expression will begin to emerge within the endothelium for those

structural modes which are unstable.
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I derive exact stability criteria (e.g., Equation 3.33) for each mechanism from

Equation 3.14 that hold true for all possible values of the kinetic parameters ap-

pearing in the governing equations.

Stability analysis for lateral inhibition

The governing equations for lateral inhibition (Equations 3.8 & 3.9) were nondi-

mensionalized into the following two ODEs:

dD̃i

dt̃
= τ

(
R̃iṼi
1+Ṽi

)nD

(κD)nD +
(
R̃iṼi
1+Ṽi

)nD
− τD̃i = D̃′ (3.15)

dR̃i

dt̃
=

1

1 +
(
κRMijD̃j

)nR
− R̃i = R̃′ (3.16)

whereR̃i = RiγR
βR

, D̃i = DiγD
βD

, Ṽi = Vi
KV

, t̃ = tγR, κR = kNβD
KRγD

, κD = KDγR
kV βR

, and

τ = γD
γR

. All the parameters and dependent in these equations are without units.

The symmetry-adjusted Jacobian43 for lateral inhibition, using the dimension-

less form of the governing equations (Equations 3.15 & 3.16), is

Jk =

 ∂R̃′

∂R̃
∂R̃′

∂〈D̃〉qk
∂D̃′

∂R̃
∂D̃′

∂D̃

 =

 −1 − 1
D̃0
gRqk

1
R̃0
τgD −τ

 (3.17)

where

gR =
nR(κR)nR

(
D̃0

)nR

[
(κR)nR +

(
D̃0

)nR
]2 (3.18)

gD =
nD(κD)nD

(
R̃A0

)nD

[
(κD)nD +

(
R̃A0

)nD
]2 (3.19)
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R̃A0 =
R̃0Ṽ

1 + Ṽ
(3.20)

D̃0 =

(
R̃A0

)nD

(κD)nD +
(
R̃A0

)nD
(3.21)

R̃0 =
(κR)nR

(κR)nR +
(
D̃0

)nR
(3.22)

The valuesR̃0 and D̃0refer to the uniform, dimensionless, initial concentration

of VEGFR2 and Delta. The Jacobian for each structural eigenvalue of qk is in-

dependent, meaning the dynamic eigenvalues (λk) for each structural mode can

be found independently. Obtaining a polynomial for the dynamic eigenvalues of

the Jacobian using the equation |Jk − λkI| = 0 and applying the Routh-Hurwitz

stability theorem59 for said polynomial yields the following inequality:

qknRnD
(κD)nD[

(κD)nD +
(
R̃A0

)nD
]

(
D̃0

)nR[
(κR)nR +

(
D̃0

)nR
] + 1 > 0 (3.23)

When the inequality is true, the system is stable. When it is not true, the

system is unstable. Because all terms of the left-hand side are positive with the

exception of the structural eigenvalues qk, the inequality can only be violated for

negative values of qk. Because the left-hand side of the inequality is monotonic

with respect to qk, the system will be unstable if-and-only-if the smallest structural

eigenvalue (corresponding to the “salt-and-pepper” structural mode) is unstable.
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Stability analysis for lateral induction

The governing equations for lateral induction (Equations 3.10 & 3.11) were nondi-

mensionalized into the following two ODEs:

dR̃i

dt̃
= τ

(
1− R̃i

)
= R̃′ (3.24)

dD̃i

dt
= a

(
R̃iṼi
1+Ṽi

)nR

(κR)nR +
(
R̃iṼi
1+Ṽi

)nR
+

(
MijD̃j

)nN

(κN)nN +
(
MijD̃j

)nN
− D̃i = D̃′ (3.25)

where R̃i = RiγR
αR

, D̃i = DiγD
βD

, Ṽi = Vi
KV

, t̃ = tγD, a = αD

βD
, κR = KRγR

kV αR
, κN = KNγD

kNβD
,

and τ = γR
γD

.

The symmetry-adjusted Jacobian43 for lateral induction, using the dimension-

less form of the governing equations, is

Jk =

 ∂R̃′

∂R̃
0

∂D̃′

∂R̃
∂D̃′

∂D̃
+ ∂D̃′

∂〈D̃〉qk

 =

 −τ 0

a
R̃0
gR −1 + 1

D̃0
gNqk

 (3.26)

where

gR =
nR(κR)nR

(
R̃A0

)nR

[
(κR)nR +

(
R̃A0

)nR
]2 (3.27)

gN =
nN(κN)nN

(
D̃0

)nN

[
(κN)nN +

(
D̃0

)nN
]2 (3.28)

R̃A0 =
R̃0Ṽ

1 + Ṽ
(3.29)

D̃0 = a

(
R̃A0

)nD

(κD)nD +
(
R̃A0

)nD
+

(
D̃0

)nN

(κN)nN +
(
D̃0

)nN
(3.30)
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R̃0 = 1 (3.31)

Obtaining a polynomial for the eigenvalues of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian using

the equation |Jk − λkI| = 0 and applying the Routh-Hurwitz stability theorem59

yields the following inequality:

−qk
nN(κN)nN

(
D̃0

)nN−1

[
(κN)nN +

(
D̃0

)nN
]2 + 1 > 0 (3.32)

Because all terms of the left-hand side of Equation 3.32 are positive with the

exception of the structural eigenvalues (qk), the inequality can only be violated

for positive values of qk. Because the left-hand side of the inequality is monotonic

with respect to qk, the system will be unstable if-and-only-if the largest structural

eigenvalue (corresponding to uniform differentiation across the lattice) is unstable.

Stability analysis for long-range lateral inhibition

The governing equations for long-range lateral inhibition are identical to those

of standard lateral inhibition (Equations 3.8 & 3.9), so a separate linear stabil-

ity analysis was not necessary. Rather, the difference in stability between the two

mechanisms is captured in the connectivity matrix, as shown in Figure 3.3B. A pa-

rameter ε is introduced to control the strength of second-nearest neighbor signaling

(while nearest-neighbor signaling has a strength fixed at 1).

3.2.4 Numerical simulation

I simulated each mechanism in dimensionless form (e.g., Equations 3.16 & 3.15) in

MATLAB using the ode45 numerical integrator. Unless otherwise noted, I assumed
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endothelial cells to form a square lattice (Figure 3.2A)45;56.

I provide values for kinetic parameters in Table 3.1. These parameters were

not extracted from previous experimental or computational literature, as there is

little known about the quantitative changes in gene expression for each species in

response to a continuously varying inputs; experiments typically perform knock-

outs of these genes or inhibit signaling processes with a single concentration of in-

hibitor.16;60 Rather, the parameters in Table 3.1 were chosen based on their ability

to exhibit pattern formation, as predicted by an instability of the uniform steady-

state. Ideally, the stability of the uniform steady-state would change depending

on the imposed VEGF concentration.

Table 3.1: Parameters for numerical simulation of existing hypotheses.

Hypothesis Governing equations Parameters

Lateral inhibition Equations 3.16 & 3.15 κR = 2.5, κD = 0.166, τ = 1,
nR = 2, nD = 2

Lateral induction Equations 3.24 & 3.25 a = 0.2, κR = 0.512, κN = 0.166,
τ = 1, nR = 2, nN = 2

Long-range lateral
inhibition

Equations 3.16 & 3.15 κR = 6, κD = 0.25, τ = 1,
nR = 3, nD = 3, Ṽ = 1

I identified uniform steady-states to use as initial conditions for each simulation,

as shown in Figs 3.5B and 3.6B, using the methods depicted in Figure 3.4. I deter-

mined stability for a given initial condition by calculating its dynamic eigenvalues

(λk in Eq 3.14), as shown in Figures 3.5C & 3.6C.

I initiated each simulation at a uniform steady-state with a small, random

perturbation of less than 5% of the tip cell marker species (see below) in each cell.

Integration proceeded until I did not observe changes to concentrations within the

endothelium for multiple time steps. Following simulation, I identified tip cells
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as any cells having a final concentration of the Delta ligand significantly (> 1%)

higher than the homogeneous initial condition.

I chose Delta concentration (Di) to define tip cells because it was common to

all mechanisms, was expected to be preferentially expressed in tip cells by previous

researchers16, and had a wider range of behaviors than VEGFR2 activation in the

case of lateral induction.

I interpreted simulations with stable initial conditions as having zero tip cells.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Lateral inhibition

Biological basis

Figure 3.1A gives a graphical illustration of the dominant hypothesis in the liter-

ature for tip cell selection17;25: lateral inhibition by Notch-Delta-VEGF. Exper-

iments in the mouse retina18 and in vitro engineered tissues61 have shown that

VEGF-VEGFR2 signaling can induce tip cell characteristics in endothelial cells

and promote expression of the Notch ligand Delta-like 4 (Delta)60;62. Delta is

sometimes enriched at the tips of angiogenic sprouts, suggesting that high rates

of VEGF signaling and Delta expression may be indicators of tip cell compe-

tency52;58. Further experiments indicate that stimulation of Notch by Delta in

adjacent cells inhibits the tip cell characteristics in endothelial cells (conversely,

blockage of Notch promotes tip cell characteristics)16;63, and represses the tran-

scription of VEGFR264;65. These observations suggest a mechanism in which Notch
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signaling effectively downregulates the expression of its ligand Delta through the

modulation of VEGF-VEGFR2 signaling52.

Analysis

Figure 3.5A gives an overview of our formalization for tip cell selection by lateral

inhibition. We assume that the upregulation of Delta expression in response to

VEGF-VEGFR2 signaling can be approximated by an activating Hill function

using VEGF-VEGFR2 complexes (RA in Figure 3.5A) as an input, as given in

Eq 3.9. Similarly, we model the downregulation of VEGFR2 in response to Notch

signaling as a repressive Hill function using neighboring Delta ligand (〈D〉i) as an

input, as given in Eq 3.8.

Simulating the selection of tip cells from a uniform endothelium (Figure 1.1A)

undergoing lateral inhibition required that we first determine the steady-states (SS)

in which all endothelial cells were uniform in phenotype. The jagged strike-through

in the bar-headed line connecting Delta (D) and VEGFR2 (R) in Figure 3.5A sig-

nifies that the juxtacrine signaling interaction crosses cell boundaries and thus

requires consideration of multicellular nature of the endothelium. This feature of

the gene regulatory network posed a challenge for calculating steady-state concen-

trations. While we generally assumed the endothelium to resemble a square lattice

(see Figure 3.2), a two-cell model (seeFigure 3.4) was sufficient to determine the

steady-states that existed during lateral inhibition.

Figure 3.5B presents the steady-states of R and D concentration for lateral

inhibition for the parameters values given in Table 3.1. We see that for high

or low concentrations of VEGF, only a single, uniform SS of Delta expression

should exist (solid segment of black curve). For intermediate concentrations of
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Figure 3.5: Lateral inhibition. (A) Overview of lateral inhibition. VEGFR2
(R) and VEGF (V) combine to form activated VEGFR2 (RA), which upregulates
Delta (D). Delta inhibits the expression of VEGFR2 in neighboring cells. The
jagged strike-through denotes an intercellular process. The homogeneous initial
condition (gray) can become unstable and pattern into tip (red) and stalk (blue)
cells. (B) Steady-states of lateral inhibition. A two-cell model (see Figure 3.4)
was used to find both uniform and heterogeneous steady-states in lateral inhibi-
tion. Here, solid segments represent stable steady-states in terms of the normalized
levels of VEGF (V/KV ) and Delta (D/D0), and the dashed segment represents un-
stable states. The red and blue lines represent heterogeneous steady-states (only
exist in tandem), and do not exist in a uniform lattice. (C) Stability profile of lat-
eral inhibition. Dynamic eigenvalues of the symmetry-adjusted Jacobian matrices
(from Eq 3.14) with respect to the structural eigenvalues of the connectivity matrix
for uniform steady-states at various levels of VEGF. Steady states with positive,
real dynamic eigenvalues are unstable. The inset expands the profile as qk → −1,
where lateral inhibition is most unstable and the corresponding structural mode is
a dense “salt-and-pepper” (see Figure 2.2). The steady states at each VEGF level
are given by white circles in (B). (D) Patterning of lateral inhibition. As VEGF
concentration is increased, the final steady-state goes from one of uniformly low
Delta expression, to a “salt-and-pepper” pattern of 50% tip cells, to uniformly high
Delta expression. Unless otherwise noted, all simulations were initialized with a
random perturbation in each cell with a 5% maximum excursion. (E) Fraction of
tip cells with respect to VEGF concentration. When the uniform endothelium is
unstable (see Figure 3.2B), exactly 50% of cells become tips in a square lattice.
Changing parameter values (e.g., uniform VEGF concentration) within this range
(V/KV ≈ 1) has no effect on the final tip cell population. (F) Spatially dependent
VEGF and lateral inhibition. Imposing a spatially varying distribution of VEGF
over a lattice (top) can cause localized tip-stalk selection to occur within a cell
population (bottom), but the pattern of selection locally remains a 50% tip – 50%
stalk “salt-and-pepper” in the actively patterning regions. Parameter values are
given in Table 3.1.
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VEGF, we observe that three steady-states are available to the endothelial cells: a

uniform SS (dashed segment of black curve) bounded by two complementary states

representing tip (red curve) and stalk (blue curve) phenotypes. These tip and stalk

states do not exist as uniform steady-states, rather, these two phenotypes can only

occur in tandem. The two-cell model predicts that tip and stalk cells can exist

together under some sets of parameters, but linear stability analysis is necessary to

confirm if tip and stalk cells will spontaneously be selected from an undifferentiated

initial condition (dashed segment of black curve).

Using Equation 3.14, we derived a criterion for the stability of the uniform

steady-states (dashed, black segment in Figure 3.5B):

qkC1 + 1 > 0, (3.33)

where C 1 is a positive function of the system’s kinetic parameters and the concen-

trations of the steady-state (no dependence on qk). The uniform steady state is

unstable on any structural modes for which the expression is true; in other words,

a pattern of tip cell selection will emerge on those modes where the left-hand side

(LHS) is negative.

Equation 3.33 shows that the uniform SS will be most unstable for the largest

negative structural eigenvalues (qk). This trend is evident in Figure 3.5C, which

calculates values of the dynamic eigenvalues (λk) for each structural eigenvalue (qk)

at the circled steady-states in Figure 3.5B. The structural modes corresponding

to qk → −1 correspond to the most fine-grained patterns available in a square

lattice (see far left of Figure 2.2) – which resemble a “salt-and-pepper” of 50% tip

cells. Equation 3.33 and Figure 3.5C therefor demonstrate that patterns of 50% tip

cells will always emerge the fastest from an unstable, square-shaped endothelium

undergoing lateral inhibition.
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Figure 3.5C demonstrates that the system was only unstable for intermediate

VEGF concentrations (V/KV ≈ 1) – corresponding to the dashed curve segment

in Figure 3.5B. Uniform steady-states with low (V/KV ≈ 0.1) or high (V/KV ≈

10) concentrations of VEGF, corresponding to the solid black curve segments in

Figure 3.5B, were stable.

Simulation

We investigated the dynamic evolution and final steady-states of lateral inhibition-

based tip cell selection by numerically integrating the dimensionless forms of the

governing equations, Equations 3.16 & 3.15 within a simulated endothelium. Fig-

ure 3.5D shows the final concentrations of Delta ligand in the endothelium when

a uniform initial condition (lying on the black line in Figure 3.5B) was perturbed

by a minor, random disturbance (<5%) in Delta expression and numerically inte-

grated forward in time until it reached a new steady-state. We only observed tip

cells (red) – with elevated Delta concentrations relative to their immediate neigh-

bors – in the final endothelium when simulating intermediate concentrations of

VEGF (V/KV ≈ 1). We observed cells uniformly under- (blue) or over-expressing

(orange) Delta for significantly lower or higher concentrations of VEGF.

When tip cells did emerge, they always appeared in a “salt-and-pepper” pattern

matching the fastest-growing trajectory in Figure 3.5C (see qk → −1 in Figure 2.2).

Figure 3.5E depicts the number of tip cells counted in the final states of systems

with varying concentrations of VEGF: every unstable initial condition led to a

pattern with 50% tip cells.

Figure 3.5F depicts the spatial expression of Delta ligand when VEGF concen-

tration varied continuously from high (upper right) to low (lower left): fewer than
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50% of the total endothelial cells became tip-competent because tip cell selection

was limited to areas where VEGF concentration was intermediate (V/KV ≈ 1).

The total number of tip cells that emerges from an entire endothelium could hy-

pothetically be modulated by the changing the size of the region where VEGF ex-

pression is intermediate. However, the density of tip cells in regions of intermediate

VEGF conforms to the same “salt-and-pepper” pattern as in the uniform-VEGF

simulations (i.e., 50% tip cells for small sampling areas).

3.3.2 Lateral induction

Biological basis

Figure 3.1B illustrates lateral induction, a competing explanation for how Notch

signaling is propagates between endothelial cells. Experiments have shown that

endothelial Delta expression is uniformly absent or strongly reduced following

blockage of Notch signaling in the zebrafish embryo66, in human microvascular

endothelial cells50, and in the mouse retinal vasculature21. In human ECs, Delta

transcription is only observed in cells with activated Notch, and Delta expres-

sion is increased by simulation of VEGF or membrane contact with a cell highly

expressing Delta50.

These observations suggest that endothelial Delta-Notch signaling likely results

in lateral induction of Delta rather than lateral inhibition19. Intuitively, one ex-

pects lateral induction to cause cells to converge in phenotype rather than diverge

into a pattern, conflicting with the notion of Notch being the driver of tip-stalk

differentiation during sprouting – as is observed for lateral inhibition (Figure 3.5).

Some authors have hypothesized that endothelial cells may engage in both lateral
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inhibition and lateral induction occurring on different time scales25, or depending

on the broader signaling state of the cell56, but here we analyze pure lateral induc-

tion to understand its intrinsic characteristics. As such, we present a mechanism

in which the down-regulation of VEGFR2 by Notch signaling is not considered

(Figure 3.1B).

Analysis

Figure 3.6A provides an overview for the reaction network and patterning behavior

observed using our mathematical description of lateral induction. Like in lateral

inhibition, we assumed that VEGF-VEGFR2 signaling up-regulated Delta expres-

sion. However, we hypothesized that Notch activation would directly up-regulate

Delta expression instead of indirectly down-regulating it through regulation of

VEGFR2.

The curve in Figure 3.6B represents the steady states of the lateral induction

mechanism as a function of VEGF concentration; these were found a two-cell model

similar to that used for lateral inhibition (see Figure 3.4). At low concentrations of

VEGF, only a single, uniform steady-state with low Delta expression exists (solid,

black section of curve). For intermediate concentrations of VEGF (V/KV ≈ 1),

three uniform steady-states exist: one with low (blue segment of curve), one with

intermediate (dashed segment of curve), and one with high (red segment of curve)

concentrations of Delta. At high concentrations of VEGF, only a single steady-

state exists – exhibiting high Delta expression.

Using Equation 3.14, we again derived a criterion for the stability of the uniform
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Figure 3.6: Lateral induction. (A) Overview of lateral induction. In lateral
induction, Notch signaling has the overall effect of increasing Delta gene expression
rather than inhibiting it. Cells encourage their neighbors to reach an equal level of
Delta expression, so unstable steady-states tend to lead to stable uniform steady-
states. VEGFR2 expression is no longer a function of Notch signaling, so the level
of VEGFR2 signaling is unchanged following differentiation. (B) Steady-states
of lateral induction. The steady-states of lateral induction were calculated using
the method shown in Figure 3.4. All states shown here are uniform. Simulations
initialized to the steady states on the dashed line are unstable and the cells in
the lattice will differentiation towards a uniform state lying on either the red or
blue segments of the curve. (C) Stability profile of lateral induction. Dynamic
eigenvalues of the symmetry-adjusted Jacobian matrix (from Eq 3.14) for lateral
induction at various levels of VEGF. The inset expands the profile as qk → 1,
where lateral induction is most unstable. The structural mode corresponding to
qk = 1 is uniform (Figure 2.2). The steady states at each VEGF level are given by
white circles in (B). (D) Patterning of lateral induction. As VEGF concentration is
increased, the final steady-state goes from one of uniformly low Delta expression, to
one of either moderately low (blue) or high (orange) Delta expression, to one of high
Delta expression. (E) Fraction of tip cells with respect to VEGF concentration.
The final patterns of lateral induction are always uniform. When an instability
does occur, the final state has either 0% or 100% tip cells. As previously mentioned,
initial conditions which are stable as a uniform endothelium are assumed to select
zero tip cells. (F) Spatially dependent VEGF and lateral induction. A spatially
varying VEGF concentration (top) causes cells undergoing lateral induction to
form a sharp boundary (bottom). The phenotype changes little on either side of
the boundary, but rises sharply at the boundary due to the instability at V/KV ≈ 1
in (B). Parameter values given in Table 3.1.
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steady-states depicted in Figure 3.6B:

− qkC1 + 1 > 0, (3.34)

where C 1 is another positive function. In a reversal of the previous mechanism,

Equation 3.34 shows that the uniform SS will be most unstable for the largest

positive structural eigenvalues (qk); the coefficient in front of qk has changed from

positive to negative, but otherwise the criterion in Equation 3.34 is identical in

form to Equation 3.33.

A similarly reversed trend can be seen in Figure 3.6C, which relates the dy-

namic and structural eigenvalues for the steady-states circled in Figure 3.6B. As

with the previous example, uniform steady-state with low (V/KV ≈ 0.8) or high

(V/KV ≈ 1.2) concentrations of VEGF were stable, and the uniform steady state

with an intermediate VEGF concentration (V/KV ≈ 1) was unstable. However,

the intermediate steady-state has positive dynamic eigenvalues (λ) that increase

as the structural eigenvalue (qk) grows larger. This trend predicts that for lateral

induction, the fastest growing “pattern” of Delta expression following a perturba-

tion of an unstable steady state is in fact uniform across all cells (see qk → 1 in

Figure 2.2).

Simulation

Figure 3.6D depicts all the patterns of Delta expression predicted in the final states

of lateral induction by simulation; each endothelium was spatially uniform. Fol-

lowing perturbation of uniform initial conditions lying on the dashed segment in

Figure 3.6B (identified as unstable in Figure 3.6C), Delta concentrations within

the endothelium moved to a state lying on either the red segment or blue segment
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in Figure 3.6B. However, Delta concentrations did not remain perfectly uniform

throughout the transient process; rather, they increased or decreased heteroge-

neously with long spatial wavelengths (see DF VIDEO)[I need to see if/how I can

attach a video to my dissertation]. The random initial perturbation determined

whether an unstable endothelium differentiated into a lower (blue) or higher (or-

ange) level of Delta expression.

Figure 3.6E shows the number of tip cells counted following simulation of the

endothelium at various concentrations of VEGF. Tip cells only emerged from an

unstable initial condition at either 0% or 100%; under no uniform VEGF con-

ditions did an intermediate fraction of cells spontaneously increase in Delta ex-

pression from an unstable endothelium. Figure 3.6F shows that a spatial pattern

of Delta expression could be observed following lateral induction under a non-

uniform VEGF profile. Intrinsically, lateral induction appears to be capable of

forming a sharp boundary between endothelial cells with low and high expression

of Delta, even when the underlying stimulus of Delta expression (VEGF concen-

tration) varies smoothly.

3.3.3 Long-range lateral inhibition

Biological basis

Tip cells have filopodia, which long, narrow extensions of the cell membrane18.

Filopodia have been observed to carry Delta/Notch46;67 to enable juxtacrine sig-

naling at a distance, and some filopodia are even referred as “cytonemes” to reflect

how effectively they carry signaling molecules68. Previous studies have shown that

extension of juxtacrine signaling to more distance neighbors via filopodia allows
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lateral inhibition to pattern at reduced densities46;67, but I analyzed the hypothesis

of long-range lateral inhibition in my own framework to see how it compares to

the other hypotheses.

Analysis

Because the inclusion of long-range signaling does not alter the governing equations

of lateral inhibition (Equations 3.8 & 3.9), much of the linear stability analysis was

identical, including the form of the stability criterion (Equation 3.33). However,

as shown in Figure 3.3, the connectivity matrix for this hypothesis is different.

The eigenvectors of the connectivity matrix are unchanged; the “shortest wave-

length” eigenvectors are still “salt-and-pepper” patterns (see Figure 2.2), and the

linear stability criterion (Equation 3.33) predicts a “salt-and-pepper” pattern will

emerge during an instability. However, the eigenvalues of the connectivity matrix

(qk) are truncated; the smallest eigenvalue is increases from -1 as the strength of

second-nearest neighbor signaling increases. For example, a connectivity matrix

with ε = 0.4 for a 16 × 16 cell lattice (see Figure 3.7B) has a minimum eigen-

value of approximately −0.43. Based on the stability criteria for lateral inhibition

(Equation 3.33), long-range signaling confers additional stability to the uniform

steady-state.

Simulation

When the governing equations of lateral inhibition were integrated on the long-

range lattice, the early moments of patterning showed a “salt-and-pepper” pattern

of tip cell selection emerging, as predicted by the linear stability analysis. However,

as the simulation proceeded, the tip cell selection patterns matured into something
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Figure 3.7: Long-range lateral inhibition. The patterning density of the long-
range lateral inhibition mechanism depended on the strength of second-nearest
neighbor signaling. (ε in Eq 3.12). (A) Tip cell selection pattern for weaker
second-nearest-neighbor signaling (ε = 0.1). (B) Tip cell selection pattern for
stronger second-nearest-neighbor signaling (ε = 0.4).

with a lower density than 50%, as typical in a “salt-and-pepper” pattern. As shown

in Figure 3.7, the density of tip cell selection varied in the final pattern according

to the strength of second-nearest neighbor signaling (ε in Eq 3.12): for low values

of ε, the density was only slightly lower than lateral inhibition (Figure 3.7A); for

higher values of ε, the fraction of tip cells selected approached 20% (Figure 3.7B).

When second-nearest-neighbor signaling was eliminated ε = 0, patterning resem-

bled that of standard lateral inhibition (not shown; see Figure 3.5D). These results

are interesting for two reasons: (1) they shows that the inclusion of filopodia (mod-

eled by static second-nearest-neighbor connections) can allow lateral inhibition to

pattern at lower densities, and (2) they provide an example of the full simulation

of patterning having behavior that the linear stability analysis did not predict.

3.4 Discussion

Researchers of angiogenesis have, for many years, hypothesized (explicitly or im-

plicitly) the existence of a “central pattern generator” that limits the density at
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which endothelial cells are selected to form tips of new angiogenic sprouts. Ob-

servations that experimental controls, such as knockdown of Notch signaling, in-

terference with soluble VEGF traps, and inhibition of receptor internalization ma-

chinery, could modify the density of sprouting during angiogenesis were explained

in terms of their hypothesized impact on the pattern formation mechanisms un-

derlying tip cell selection. If sprouting (or its resulting new vasculature) was too

dense, it was because the output of “central pattern generator” of tip cell selection

was increasing in density; if sprouting was too sparse, it was because the patterns

were decreasing in density.

However, in recent years, some researchers in angiogenesis have begun to re-

frame their interpretations of the mechanisms connecting molecular controls to

multicellular coordination; the hypothesized importance of spontaneous pattern

formation has been reduced, and hypotheses have shifted towards broader angio-

genic phenomena, for example, coupling tip cell selection to endothelial migration,

proliferation, or changes in cellular morphology. I expect that this shift in scope

is at least partially a response to two factors (discussed below): (1) the inability

of previous modeling efforts to define hypotheses for the “central pattern genera-

tor” underlying tip selection that exhibited the range of local patterning outputs

that were originally ascribed to it, and (2) experimental evidence that conflicted

with certain critical mechanisms of existing hypotheses. In this study, I ana-

lyzed three hypotheses for how coupled signaling and gene regulation of the Notch

and VEGFR2 receptors and their ligands, the set of biomolecules most commonly

proposed to underly tip cell selection, to elucidate why they are incomplete expla-

nations for how endothelial cells might use spontaneous pattern formation to limit

the local density of tip cell selection.
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Lateral inhibition as the key to tip cell selection

This computational study, and many others before it12;51;56, have used the lat-

eral inhibition hypothesis of Notch signaling (Figs 3.1A and 3.5) as a starting

point in modeling endothelial tip cell selection. The understanding that Notch

is a key regulator of endothelial phenotype during sprouting angiogenesis follows

from numerous experiments that show vascular phenotype and sprouting morphol-

ogy are severely disrupted following interruption of Notch signaling17;25. Lateral

inhibition as an explanation for the multicellular “logic” of Notch finds support

from several compelling experiments16;52, existing mathematical treatments26;54,

and well-established examples of Notch-based lateral inhibition occurring in other

developmental contexts69;70.

However, certain experimental observations conflict with the molecular basis

of Notch-based lateral inhibition. There is direct evidence that endothelial Notch

engages in lateral induction19;50, rather than lateral inhibition. Also, some exper-

iments have shown that endothelial VEGFR2 and Notch activity were not cou-

pled71;72. Finally, some of the most regarded experts in tip cell selection have

noted in published protocols that it is not possible to distinguish tip cells from

other endothelial cells based on their expression of species central to the lateral

inhibition hypothesis – VEGFR2 and Delta58.

In addition to these experimental inconsistencies, the computational predic-

tions presented here (Fig 3.5) and in previous works26;51 indicate lateral inhibition

is incapable of producing patterns of tip cell selection at variable densities. In con-

clusion, the sum of evidence refutes the hypothesis that mechanisms of spontaneous

patterning (via lateral inhibition) prior to the formation of tip cells can explain

how molecular controls impact the structure of new vasculature resulting from
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angiogenesis, or even the density of sprouting17;19–21. The previously mentioned

shift in recent literature away from placing importance on spontaneous pattern

formation is one possible way for the community to proceed; another is to define

new hypotheses that overcome the limitations of Notch-based lateral inhibition.

Can Notch still play a role?

Avenues for predicting variable tip cell density while remaining dependent on Notch

signaling exist, but they face some challenges. In one previous example, Boareto et

al.56 proposed and simulated a Notch-based mechanism of endothelial differentia-

tion that was capable of diverse tip cell patterns; their model relied on expanded

regulatory mechanisms of Notch ligands, such as the upregulation of Notch ligand

Jagged-1 by Notch signaling. Regulation of Jagged-1 by Notch has been observed

vascular smooth muscle cells73, but not in endothelial cells21. Likewise, a sec-

ond regulatory step invoked by Boareto, et al.56 involving the downregulation of

Delta by NICD, conflicts with direct evidence that Notch signaling promotes the

expression of Delta in ECs21;50.

I also note that the patterned steady states predicted in Boareto et al. were

composed of “patches” of approximately 50% patterned tips cells (as in Fig 3.5,

here) and uniform states (as in Fig 3.6, here); the global numbers of tip cells

varied according to the relative sizes of each patch. Pathological angiogenesis

being a result of “patchy” (but locally fixed at 50%) tip cell formation was pro-

posed in a previous computational study that also relied on Notch-based lateral

inhibition51. Recent experiments74 have lent some support to aspects of this hy-

pothesis by showing that chronically high VEGF can result in patches of high

Delta expression, as predicted by both lateral inhibition (Figure 3.5F) and lateral
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induction (Figure 3.6F). However, experimental support for the existence of “salt-

and-pepper” patterns (Figure 3.5D) that locally select 50% of endothelial cells to

become tips remains lacking.

The long-range extension of lateral inhibition explored in Figure 3.7 and else-

where46 could model the extension of Notch signaling distance by Delta-carrying

endothelial filopodia58. The long-distance lateral inhibition mechanism is capa-

ble of multiple tip cell patterns, but requires filopodia to form strong connections

between distant endothelial cells; this explanation is challenged by observations

that tip cell filopodia grow towards hypoxic tissues18 (not towards neighboring

endothelial cells) and are dispensable for tip cell selection in zebrafish75.

In Chapter 4, I will discuss additional avenues for defining mechanisms for

spontaneous pattern formation which rely on Notch (or other juxtacrine signaling

pathways), which are consistent with previous experiments on endothelial cells,

and which can exhibit a range of tip cell selection patterns. I will perform an

analysis of a new hypothetical patterning mechanism which was informed by the

analyses in this chapter.

Limitations of modeling tip cell pattern formation

As previously mentioned, it is possible that spontaneous pattern formation is

not sufficient to explain how molecular controls impact the density of angiogenic

sprouting; in such a case, reducing the importance placed on the mechanisms and

output of the “central pattern generator” of tip cell selection would be warranted22.

This study highlighted the limitations of modeling spontaneous pattern formation

– in particular, using the approaches outlined in Chapter 2 – to explain complex
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phenomena like angiogenesis.

The mathematical tools provided by Othmer & Scriven43, while powerful, can-

not account endothelial migration, which dynamically alters the signaling topology

of the endothelium – the structure of the network formed by cell membranes in con-

tact with one another, here captured in the static connectivity matrix (Figure 2.1).

Some researchers hypothesize that dynamic changes in structure of the endothe-

lium are critical to understanding tip cell selection and formation22;28 and require

simulations which are capable of capturing endothelial migration to validate their

hypotheses with live experiments (in which endothelial cells are in constant mo-

tion)53. Some authors have even gone so far as to formalize the endothelium as a

continuum (eliminating the modeling of discrete endothelial cells) to explain how

molecular phenomena couple to the motion and branching of angiogenic sprouts23.

However, the literature is clear that tip cells are a distinct phenotype18;58;76, as

defined by gene expression. Even in multiscale simulations which account for

endothelial migration, sprout elongation, and anastomosis, researchers have high-

lighted the importance of establishing “proper criteria” for tip cell selection which

are based on accurate models for the underlying molecular mechanisms of tip cell

differentiation12.

More generally, mathematical analysis of hypotheses for tip cell selection which

include dynamic phenomena more complex than basic reaction kinetics and mass

transport – the realm of pattern formation in the tradition of Turing31 – remains

challenging. There is an emerging hypotheses for tip cell selection based around

the idea of Notch serving to synchronize or (or asynchronize) oscillatory “molecu-

lar clocks” in each endothelial cell20;77. This hypothesis may permit local selection

of tip cells at variable densities if only a small fraction of cells are in the “phase”
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of the molecular clock in which endothelial cells are receptive to tip cell-inducing

signals20. While this hypothesis is fully defined in terms of reaction kinetics and

mass transport, it involves what might be described as “dynamic initial condi-

tions” which are unsteady before, during, and after “patterning” takes places; I

would struggle to define these initial conditions using the symmetry arguments pre-

sented in Chapter 2. Preliminary results for numerical simulation of a Notch-based

synchronization mechanism have been published in an unrelated biological context

(segmentation during somitogenesis)78, and may help explore the hypothesis in the

context of angiogenesis; however, theoretical understanding of such systems is not

as developed as those used here, in the linear stability analysis of each mechanism.

Exact analysis of mechanisms which synchronize (or asynchronize) oscillators may

require application of chaos theory79.

Finally, I emphasized understanding the structure of existing hypothesis for the

mechanisms underling tip cell selection and elucidating how their abilities to form

variable-density patterns were constrained; by structure, I refer to the networks of

logical interactions between different species (as captured in Figures 3.5A and 3.6A)

and cells (as captured by the connectivity matrices shown in Figures 2.1 and 3.3)

pertaining to each hypothesis. I chose parameters (given in Table 3.1) based on

their ability to explore both stable (non-pattern-forming) and unstable (pattern-

forming) regimes as I increased VEGF concentration. As such, the quantitative

simulations employed here should not be taken as accurate predictions of how

concentrations of the corresponding biomolecular species will evolve during real

experiments of tip cell selection. It is possible that attempting to validate the

predictions made here against quantitative experiment could have helped falsify

some or all of these hypotheses; however, computational researchers have noted

that the universal “sloppiness” of parameter sensitivities in models of biomolecular
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systems limits the ability of measurements of quantitative global phenomena (i.e.,

protein concentrations) to accurately constrain model parameters (e.g., estimate

kinetic rate constants)80, or even to clarify internal system structure (i.e., the

qualitative interactions between molecular species)81.

Application to experiments

Although I do not intend for the simulations presented in this chapter to be (quan-

titatively) validated with experiments, my hope is that they will inform future

experiments around tip cell selection. I believe that there is a need to “reset”

the discussion on tip cells, such that researchers will consider a wider range of

hypotheses for the “central pattern generator” of tip cell selection when designing

and interpreting experimental results – not defaulting to Notch-based lateral inhi-

bition, and not avoiding the concept of spontaneous pattern formation altogether.

However, the evolution of the literature over the last decade suggests this may be

a formidable challenge.

The direct experimental evidence that Notch engages lateral induction in en-

dothelial cells50 has not seemed to falsify the hypothesis of tip cell selection by

lateral inhibition for many researchers in the field (but not all of them19). Studies

performed since I began this project continued to argue that lateral inhibition is

the “central pattern generator” of tip cell selection, pointing to evidence that “salt-

and-pepper” patterns of Delta expression dynamically exist in mouse “embyroid

bodies”22;74; embryoid bodies are actually stem cells which have been induced to

differentiate towards an endothelial phenotype in vitro, but they are considered

by some researchers to be accurate experimental models of sprouting angiogenesis

from blood vessels52;82. However, the evidence of lateral inhibition provided by
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existence of patterns of Delta expression in these endothelial-like stem cells is less

direct than the evidence of lateral induction in primary endothelial cells provided

by the experiments performed by Caolo, et al (2010)50.

As such, the first experiment I would like to see is a replication of the study

performed by Caolo (2010)50, to reaffirm that primary endothelial cells (preferably

of various origins) engage in lateral induction. The next experiment I would like

to see is a study which uses the same methods (those used to establish that pri-

mary endothelial cells engage in lateral induction via Notch) to elucidate if mouse

endothelial-like stem cells (i.e. those used to construct in vitro embryoid bod-

ies52;53;74;82) engage in lateral induction via Notch. If mouse embryoid bodies and

primary endothelial cells differ in how they propagate Notch signaling, this differ-

ence could impact our interpretation of almost a decade of experiments52;53;74;82

which were critical in defining the consensus on endothelial tip cell selection. If such

differences exist between different types of primary endothelial cell (e.g., between

HUVECs and HMVECs), we may need to consider whether there are fundamen-

tally different forms of tip cell selection in at work in different physiological or

pathological contexts of angiogenesis. It is well-known that predefined “tracks of

VEGF” which can guide tip cells, once hypothesized to be a general feature of tip

cell formation18;83, are actually limited to the central nervous system (including the

retina), where astrocytes are present84; later experiments elucidated other molecu-

lar mechanisms that uniquely impact angiogenesis of the central nervous system85.

These differences could hypothetically extend down to the basic mechanisms of tip

cell selection.
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3.5 Conclusion

A longstanding goal in the study of angiogenesis is the ability to accurately predict

how molecular intervention (i.e., from a drug which sequesters VEGF) shapes the

formation of new vasculature. Multiscale modeling is likely key to our ability to

connect phenomena at the molecular and tissue scale; the definition and investi-

gation of specific processes within angiogenesis – such as tip cell selection – is an

essential part of rationally designing and validating these multiscale models. This

study develops a mathematical method for analyzing hypotheses for the sponta-

neous formation of tip cell selection patterns, and applies it to three mechanisms

which are dependent on Notch signaling as the main facilitator of multicellular co-

operation prior to angiogenic sprouting. The results of this study provide lessons

on how to define hypotheses which might overcome the challenges that previous

modeling efforts have had in connecting molecular controls to changes in angio-

genic sprouting density; these lessons will be used extensively in Chapter 4, in

which I will discuss of potential sources of new hypotheses drawn from the existing

literature of sprouting angiogenesis, propose two new hypothesis for the mecha-

nisms underling tip cell selection, and analyze the ability of those mechanisms to

generate patterns of variable density in response to changes in the magnitude of

key signals.
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CHAPTER 4

NEW HYPOTHESES FOR TIP CELL SELECTION

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3, I introduced and analyzed three hypotheses (see Figure 3.1) for the

molecular mechanisms underpinning the formation of tip cell patterns, all based

around juxtacrine Notch signaling as the basis by which endothelial cells locally

limit tip cell formation. Myself and others19;74 were motivated to study sponta-

neous pattern formation during tip cell selection because it offered a path towards

explaining how changes in the magnitude of certain signaling process can deter-

mine the density of angiogenic sprouting and impact global outcomes in the growth

of new vasculature. Each of the three hypotheses had flaws: the lateral inhibition

hypothesis was contradicted by experimental evidence that endothelial cells prop-

agate Notch signaling via lateral induction, and the patterns formed by lateral

inhibition did not alter their densities in response to changes in the magnitude of

signaling; the lateral induction hypothesis was unable to select individual tip cells

from a uniform endothelium; and the long-range lateral inhibition hypothesis re-

lied on a non-physiological role of filopodia in forming membrane contacts between

distant endothelial cells.

In this chapter, I will take a broader look at the signaling and gene regulatory

processes of endothelial cells to elucidate whether new hypotheses, which may

or may not involve Notch signaling, can explain the spontaneous formation of

tip cell selection patterns at multiple densities while remaining consistent with

the experimental literature. I will employ the methods derived in Chapter 2,

and used in Chapter 3 to understand the patterning constraints of the previous
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hypotheses, to analyze the basic logic of two new hypotheses that will emerge from

this literature search. I will use numerical simulation to demonstrate how each

mechanism can have different patterning outcomes depending on the magnitude

of certain signaling processes. Finally, I will discuss how these new hypotheses,

and the broader insights that my derivation and analysis of them provided, can be

used to improve the design and interpretation of future experiments and modeling

efforts around tip cell selection.

4.1.1 Expanding on juxtacrine signaling

In spite of the doubts raised by my studies in Chapter 3, juxtacrine signaling

remains an attractive explanation for how patterns of tip cell selection can sponta-

neously form. Numerous experiment show that disruption of Notch signaling can

have profound impacts on sprouting angiogenesis, whether increasing sprouting

density by broadly inhibiting Notch16 or decreasing sprouting density by changing

the balance of Notch ligands.21 As such, I considered whether Notch could “learn

new tricks” which qualitatively expanded upon the simple circuits of lateral inhi-

bition or induction commonly attributed to it. In this section, I will describe some

emerging research directions in the literature which may indicate new functions

for Notch (or other juxtacrine signaling pathways) which could play a role in tip

cell selection.

Additional ligands for Notch

One of the first complications to the lateral inhibition hypothesis came from the

discovery that Jagged, another ligand for Notch, may play a role in tip cell for-
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mation.21 Benedito, et al., observed that while endothelial tip cells expressed high

levels of Delta ligand, neighboring stalk cells were enriched in Jagged.21 In general,

both Delta and Jagged activate Notch, and in both cases, that activation leads to

the same downstream signaling through the Notch intracellular domain (NICD).86

However, the Fringe family of proteins, which is expressed in the endothelium, is

able to prevent Notch from releasing NICD in response to Jagged (but not Delta);

in the presence of Fringe, Jagged may act as an antagonist of Notch signaling in

tip cells.21

The question arises, “Could Jagged play a role in controlling the density tip cell

selection?” Indeed, Benedito, et al., observed that while knockdown of Delta ex-

pression increased the number of cells showing tip cell characteristics, knockdown

of Jagged had the opposite effect.21 A group of computational researchers later

attempted to explain how changes in the balance of Jagged and Delta expression

in endothelial cells could impact tip cell formation.56 As discussed in the previous

chapter, Boareto, et al. simulated tip cell selection using a mechanism which pro-

posed that Notch activation upregulated Jagged and downregulated Delta.56 This

mechanism was therefore capable of both lateral inhibition and lateral induction

depending on the initial conditions of the simulation, but it was unable to predict

a local density of tip cells to emerge at anything other than 50% or 100%, as with

the hypotheses of Chapter 3. In other words, Boareto, et al. may have been able

to explain high tip cell densities induced by lack of Delta,16 but not low tip cell

densities induced by lack of Jagged.21

In conclusion, its is evident that a Jagged plays a role in regulating tip cell

formation, but the existing roles of Notch as facilitator of lateral induction or

lateral inhibition alone will probably not suffice to explain that role.
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Complex, dynamic signal processing

In the previous chapter, I briefly discussed an emerging hypothesis that certain

species downstream of Notch signaling oscillate as a “molecular clock”.20;77 This

hypothesis opens the possibility of certain downstream Notch targets being recep-

tive only in certain “phases” of the clock, making the precise timing of the Notch

signal (that is, the presentation of a ligand on a neighboring cell) as important

as its magnitude. One can speculate that dynamic signal processing would enable

something like cellular “Morse code”, where cells can encode arbitrarily complex

information in a binary format. While tantalizing, this idea needs a great deal of

additional experiment to clarify whether these molecular clocks actually exist in

endothelial cells and how the timing of Notch activation is regulated upstream (i.e.,

in the ligand-presenting cell) and interpreted downstream before any meaningful

modeling can be done.

Notch coordinating with other signaling pathways

Numerous studies have explored how Notch signaling interfaces with signaling

pathways involving soluble morphogens that are known to impact angiogenesis

– the hypotheses in Chapter 3 fall under this umbrella, as they are concerned

with how VEGF (a soluble morphogen), through VEGFR2, can induce tip cell

formation with help from lateral inhibition. Previous studies have connected Notch

signaling to other soluble signaling pathways such as Angiopoietins87, BMP77,

VEGFR371, etc. However, in most cases, these pathways seem to broadly effect

the activity of Notch (i.e., generally raising or lowering the Notch activation across

whole tissues).25 The soluble ligand itself does not necessarily form a new layer of

multicellular coordination that could overcome the basic logic of lateral induction
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or lateral inhibition; I will discuss hypothesis in which a soluble signaling does play

a role in the pattern-forming mechanism in the following section,“Other biophysical

and biomolecular phenomena.”

However, the possibility of Notch coordinating with other juxtacrine signaling

pathways is less studied. Recent experiments have shown that endothelial cells

respond to a wide variety of juxtacrine signals, which can be highly localized to

region of the vascular plexus where tip cell selection occurs. Below, I will highlight

three juxtacrine signaling pathways that are of growing interest to the field.

EphrinB2 is a ligand for the EphB receptor, but it also engages in some in-

teresting signaling in the absence of its receptor: endothelial cells must express

EphrinB2 to internalize VEGFR2 and adopt the tip phenotype.88 EphrinB2 is

up-regulated by Notch,89 and can form complexes with a EphB in trans (i.e., lig-

and and receptor are expressed on neighboring cells),90 which could hypothetically

alter the ability for ephrin-B2 to aid in VEGFR2 internalization in cis (i.e., cell-

autonomously); this juxtacrine interaction might open up the possibility that cells

compete to express more ephrin-B2 than their neighbors, an additional layer of

juxtacrine signaling.

In addition, Notch activation downregulates the expression of Neuropilin-1

(NRP1).91 NRP1 was recently found to be essential to tip cell formation, per-

haps even more so than Notch: NRP1 suppresses genes which induce the stalk

cell phenotype.91 NRP1 also forms both cis and trans complexes with VEGFR2:

in cis, NRP1 helps VEGFR2 undergo endocytosis, which enhances the rate and

intensity of VEGF-VEGFR2 signaling;92 in trans, NRP1 anchors VEGFR2 at the

cell surface, prolonging its signaling but preventing key downstream pathways from

activating.93 However, it is not clear how the interplay of VEGF, NRP1, and Notch
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impacts tip cell selection.

A third possible juxtacrine partner for Notch is VE-Cadherin, which is an essen-

tial component of the gap junctions that define the border between two endothelial

cells.94 VE-Cadherin is known to be important to angiogenesis because its stability

at the cell surface impacts VEGF-induced vascular permeability,95 and recent stud-

ies have suggested that tip and stalk cells differ in how they use VE-Cadherin to

control their adhesion and motility.53 VE-Cadherin also impacts VEGFR2 signal-

ing: VEGFR2 can be trapped in complexes with VE-Cadherin which prevent full

downstream signaling following VEGF stimulation.96 With enough VEGF stimu-

lation, VEGFR2 can break free from VE-Cadherin, weaken the gap junctions, and

ultimately cause VE-Cadherin to be internalized.95 The potential role of Notch sig-

naling in regulating the activity of VE-Cadherin is still unknown, but may involve

interplay from NRP197 or VEGFR2.

Experimentalists are still exploring the basics of how other juxtacrine pathways

may interface with Notch, but I sought to provide an example of how interplay

between these pathways might allow the endothelium to select tip cell patterns

at multiple densities. In particular, I wanted to explore what would happen if

in addition to tip cells being repressed by lateral inhibition through Delta/Notch,

stalk cells expressed another ligand in response to Notch signaling which repressed

Delta expression in neighboring cells independently of Notch. I hypothesized that

this second juxtacrine pathway might allow fewer tip cells to be selected: too much

Notch signaling in a stalk cells, perhaps caused by the stalk cell neighboring four

different Delta-expressing tip cells, would increase the concentration of the second

ligand to the point where the neighboring tip cells would be repressed.

In Figure 4.1A, I provide a hypothetical mechanism which could embody this
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Figure 4.1: New hypotheses of tip cell pattern formation. (A) Cartoon
of double-juxtacrine hypothesis. (B) Cartoon of the diffusion and endocytosis
hypothesis. A hypothesis proposed and explored here considers freely diffusible
VEGF between neighboring endothelial cells with consumption by VEGF receptor
endocytosis. Endosomal VEGF (I) signaling may accelerate the rate of VEGF
endocytosis (κ), causing cells with high levels of endosomal VEGF to consume
VEGF more quickly98–100.

“double-juxtacrine” network. In this hypothesis, lateral inhibition (in which Delta

is ultimately down-regulated by Notch activation) remains intact, but Notch ac-

tivation also promotes the expression of a ligand (“L”) which represses Delta ex-

pression (and tip cell characteristics) in neighboring cells through a separate jux-

tacrine receptor (“R”). In this chapter, I will analyze the a hypothesis similar to

that shown in Figure 4.1A to help establish a foundation for future hypothesis of

tip cell selection that incorporate multiple juxtacrine signaling pathways.

4.1.2 Other biophysical and biomolecular phenomena

In the following section, I will discuss some possible avenues for explaining tip cell

pattern formation using mechanisms other than juxtacrine signaling.
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Mechanical deformation

Turing’s original theories for how spatial instabilities can lead to biological pattern

formation were based around coupled reaction and diffusion,31 but subsequent re-

searchers found that modeling the dynamics of mechanical stress and strain as a

response to biological cues was equally capable of predicting the creation of new

structures. James Murray, mentioned as the “Purist” in the Turing tradition in

Chapter 2, even developed a theory for how endothelial cells used mechanics to

establish vascular networks during embryonic development.47 Murray cited exper-

imental observations that endothelial cells, having been deposited within a thin

layer of sufficiently soft extracellular matrix (ECM), would begin to form perco-

lated networks of endothelium which resembles microvascular networks. He used

mathematical modeling to argue that these networks were a result of endothelial

cells pulling on each other and on their surrounding ECM: as cells were pulled

closer to each other into clusters of higher cell density, those areas with higher

cell density would exert greater traction, forming an instability that continued to

cluster cells. Microvascular networks were formed, rather than isolated clumps of

endothelial cells, because fibers of the ECM would align between clusters as they

pulled, providing enhanced mobility to endothelial cells which would bridge each

cluster.

It is easy to speculate that mechanical forces may be an overlooked dimension

in tip cell selection based on these results, but some challenges exist in attempting

to develop a hypothesis around this concept. Most immediately, the formation

of percolated vascular networks from endothelial cells distributed uniformly in an

ECM is a description of vasculogenesis, rather than angiogenesis; tip cell selection

does not exist in vasculogenesis, as there are no sprouts for endothelial cells to
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occupy the tip. More generally, the endothelium certainty does interact with the

ECM during angiogenic sprouting: tip cells excrete matrix metalloproteases to

weaken the ECM prior to invasion and the stiffness of the ECM can determine how

easily tip cells migrate. However, for mechanical forces to play a role in tip cell

selection via interaction with the ECM, endothelial cells would have to both alter

and sense changes the ECM prior to adopting the tip phenotype. Several months

prior to the time of writing, one study reported that the Notch receptor and Delta

ligand must be under tension for tip cell lateral inhibition to be productive101;

while I did not have time to consider this revelation in significant detail, I do nt

see an immediate reason why Notch or Delta being under tension would impact

the predictions of lateral inhibition.

Mass transfer

In Chapter 1, I mentioned that early simulations of angiogenesis did not include

tip cell selection as a mechanism for determining the location of new sprouts.

Rather, sprouts were hypothesized to grow analogously to branches in a dendritic

crystal:102 VEGF would stimulate endothelial cells to divide and migrate towards

its source, and endothelial cells would consume VEGF.23 The spacing between

sprouts was determined by spatial instabilities, as with tip cell selection, but those

instabilities would result from the interplay between the motion of a boundary (due

to cell migration) and the consumption of a diffusible species at the boundary

(due to internalization of VEGF receptors) – the phenotype of the cells at the

boundary, aside from their motility or velocity, was largely irrelevant.23 While this

fully migration-based view of angiogenesis fell out of favor with the advent of the

tip cell selection hypothesis, it captured something lost in many models of tip cell

selection: the potential role of VEGF diffusion.
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The simplest models for tip cell selection (e.g., lateral inhibition) have assumed

that VEGF is present at a constant concentration to activate all endothelial cells

in the sprouting plexus equally;51;56 this assumption aligns with the view of VEGF

as an “angiogenic switch”14, as opposed to an active component of a biomolecular

patterning mechanism. Some previous simulations of tip cell selection attempted to

increase their realism by including a proximal (i.e., near mature vessel)-distal (i.e.,

near avascular tissue) gradient;53 this gradient acknowledges that VEGF diffuses

to the endothelium from avascular tissues (diffusion requires a chemical gradient),

and allows the simulation to predict filopodia extension along a VEGF gradient

(hypothesized to help guide sprout elongation). Other simulations have included

local (i.e., cell-to-cell), but fixed, patterns of VEGF concentration to match exper-

imental observations that astrocytes in the mouse retina leave “tracks” of VEGF

bound to the extracellular matrix which may guide tip cell selection and migration

in the central nervous system.103

However, few previous simulations have incorporated the recent evidence that

microscale gradients of freely-diffusing VEGF near the sprouting front are main-

tained by local, dynamic cellular processes. The dynamic control of local VEGF

gradients was recently observed in interactions between neurons and endothelial

cells in the mouse retina.27 Neurons expressed high levels of VEGFR2 that effi-

ciently bound VEGF, but the VEGF-VEGFR2 complexes did not appear to be

actively signaling Deletion of VEGFR2 in the neurons had little effect on the

neurons themselves, but caused nearby vessels to aberrantly sprout towards the

neurons It appeared that neurons were using VEGFR2 to deplete their local con-

centrations of free VEGF, creating a diffusive flux of VEGF away from nearby

endothelium, limiting those endothelial cells’ ability to become tip cells.27
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Neurons controlling the diffusion of VEGF to actively guide angiogenesis was

itself a remarkable discovery, but a follow-up article posed a striking question: can

endothelial cells use VEGFR2 to limit the formation of tip cells, just as neurons

do? In other words, can nascent tip cells “steal VEGF from thy neighbor” as a

means of controlling sprouting density?104

Known mechanisms of VEGF and VEGFR2 in endothelial cells can shed light

on this hypothesis. The endocytosis of VEGF by VEGFR2 – the basis by which

neurons control VEGF diffusion – is essential to the formation of endothelial tip

cells.88;105 Full activation of the VEGFR2 signaling cascade also requires the endo-

cytosis and trafficking of VEGF-VEGFR2 complexes.88;92;105 Unlike most receptor

tyrosine kinases (the class of receptors to which VEGFR2 belongs), the endocyto-

sis of a VEGFR2 complex is not dependent on its binding to a ligand.99 Rather,

VEGFR2 is constitutively (i.e., independent of ligand binding) internalized by en-

docytosis and recycled back to the cell surface99;105; the rate at which VEGFR2

is internalized and trafficked depends on the larger signaling state of the cell,

with species such as atypical protein kinase C105, ephrin-B2105, Rab5100, and VE-

Cadherin96, and dynamin88;106 playing important roles. (VEGFR2 endocytosis

and trafficking is reviewed in Simons, 201692.)

VEGFR2 signaling has broad effects on the signaling state of the cell, and it is

possible that signaling from internalized VEGF-VEGFR2 complexes could accel-

erate the internalization of other VEGF-VEGFR2 complexes on the cell surface,

creating a cycle of positive feedback. For example, movement of VEGF-VEGFR2

complexes into dynamin-dependent vesicles is required for VEGF-stimulated acti-

vation of Akt (a.k.a. protein kinase B).88;106 Active Akt has been shown to rapidly

increase the production nitric oxide (NO) in endothelial cells by activating en-
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dothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS).107 Nitric oxide enhances the the ability of

dynamin to form vesicles108 and is enriched in, and important for the formation

of, endothelial tip cells.109

Figure 4.1B depicts a hypothetical mechanism in which endothelial cells in the

sprouting front compete to form dynamin-dependent vesicles containing VEGF-

VEGFR2 complex, which provide signals to increase the activity of dynamin

through Akt and NO; successful tip cells form the most vesicles, have the strongest

signaling from internalized VEGF-VEGFR2 complexes, and produce the most NO.

Fates of neighboring endothelial cells diverge because the capture of VEGF within

dynamin-dependent vesicles (followed by trafficking and the degradation of VEGF)

depletes the local concentration of free VEGF; the strong depletion of free VEGF

at nascent tip cells creates a diffusive flux away from neighboring cells, preventing

them from becoming tips – completing the analogy to neuronal sequestration of free

VEGF. In this chapter, I will analyze the ability of the hypothesis in Figure 4.1B

to form tip cell patterns.

4.2 Methods

The methods used to analyze the new hypotheses (shown in Figure 4.1) for tip

cell selection mirror those used in Chapter 3 for the existing hypotheses. In this

section, I will provide a derivation of the governing equations used to model each of

the new mechanisms, details on the linear stability analysis of each mechanism, and

any unique considerations for the numerical simulation of each mechanism. For a

more extensive explanation of the methods used to analyze these two hypotheses,

please refer to Section 3.2.
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4.2.1 Two-dimensional approximation of diffusion

Here, we examine our 2D approximation of the fluid space above the endothelium

by analyzing a similar reduction in dimensionality from a 2D system (where con-

centrations vary in x and z) to a 1D system (where concentrations vary only in x).

Consider steady-state diffusion problem in a lateral cross-section (Figure 4.2), in

which a solute is introduced to the fluid space from adjacent tissue at a constant

flux J0 at height 0 and removed via a sinusoidal flux at height −h0.

We divide the problem into two components: CI(x, z), which accounts for the

sinusoidal flux, and CII(x, z), which accounts for the constant flux. To understand

the importance of accounting for two-dimensionality, we only need to consider the

solution CI . The other component of the solution, CII , is a simple linear profile in

z and would match the homogeneous initial condition prior to pattern formation;

the present study is concerned with concentration deviations that arise as a result

of instability at the homogeneous initial condition, and the deviations here would

be equal to CI .

We represent the system for CI via a virtual domain with two mirrored bound-

ary conditions, as shown in Figure 4.2B. Our governing equation in for the con-

centration in the fluid volume,

d2CI
dx2

+
d2CI
dz2

= 0 (4.1)

has a general solution of

CI(x, z) = [c1 cos(2πx) + c2 sin(kx)] [c3 cosh(kz) + c4 sinh(kz)] (4.2)

where k [cm-1] is the wavenumber of the spatial pattern, and cn are coefficients

determined by the boundary conditions.
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Figure 4.2: Lateral cross-section of the diffusion problem. (A) Lateral-
cross section and boundary conditions. In the final steady-state, VEGF is con-
tinuously introduced into the fluid volume from adjacent proangiogenic tissues at
rate J0. We approximate consumption of VEGF by endothelial cells from the fluid
volume by a flux of J1 multiplied by a sinusoid with wavelength λ. The fluid vol-
ume has a height h0 = 10 µm, and each cell has a length l = 20 µm, for an overall
minimum wavelength in the cellular pattern of λ = 40 µm. (B) Component of
the solution to scenario in (A) with a patterned boundary condition. This is the
solution of interest for examining the appropriateness of the 2D approximation.
(C) Component of the solution to scenario in (A) with a homogeneous boundary
condition.

The boundary conditions for CI are:

dCI
dz

∣∣∣∣
z=h0

=
J1

D
sin(

2π

λ
x) (4.3)

dCI
dz

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= 0 (4.4)

where λ [µm] is the wavelength of the spatial pattern in VEGF consumption at

the final steady-state.

The first boundary condition stipulates that the flux at z = h0 is proportional

to sin(kx) and not cos(kx), hence c1 = 0 and 2π
λ

= k. With this, our problem

reduces to only two unknown coefficients:

CI(x, z) = [c5 cosh(kz) + c6 sinh(kz)] sin(kx) (4.5)
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Applying the second boundary condition,

dCI
dz

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= kc5 sin(kx) = 0→ c5 = 0 (4.6)

Reapplying the first boundary condition,

dCI
dz

∣∣∣∣
z=h0

=
J1

D
sin(kx) = kc6 sinh(kh0) sin(kx) (4.7)

c6 =
λJ1

2πD sinh(kh0)
(4.8)

Substituting this coefficient, our governing equation (as a function of k) is:

CI(x, z) =
J1

kD sinh(kh0)
cosh(kz) sin(kx) (4.9)

We are interested in the behavior of this solution at the surfaces of the real

cells at z = −h0 in Figure 4.2B, where the concentration of VEGF interacts with

the VEGF receptors. Furthermore, we want to compare this result to the fully 1-D

limit (with variations only in x):

CI(x,−h0) = C2D(x) =
J1

kD
coth(kh0) sin(kx) (4.10)

In the 1-D approximation of the same system, our governing equation now

appears to have a sinusoidally-varying reaction rate in the bulk of the fluid volume,

rather than fluxes at the vertical boundaries:

D
d2C

dx2
+
J1

h0

sin(kx) (4.11)

Here, the impact of J0 is not observed, as it is equally balanced in the top and

bottom of the domain in Figure 4.2A and thus negated when the system does not

vary in z.
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The general solution for this governing equation is,

C(x) = c1 + c2x+
J1

k2Dh0

sin(kx) (4.12)

can be simplified by first observing that the concentration will be periodic and not

growing infinitely with x, hence c2 = 0. Furthermore, the limit where J1 → 0 is

synonymous with a homogeneous steady-state; as before, we are only interested

in the concentration deviations resulting from pattern formation, hence, for the

purposes of comparison to the 2D case, c1 = 0.

C1D(x) =
J1

k2Dh0

sin(kx) (4.13)

To estimate the appropriateness of the approximation, we take the ratios of

Equations 4.10 & 4.13,

C1D(x)

C2D(x)
=

tanh(kh0)

kh0

(4.14)

Equation 4.14 indicates that the 1-D and 2-D treatments of the diffusion prob-

lems have different dependencies on the pattern of sources and sinks, as captured

by the dependence on kh0. These distinct dependencies could influence pattern

selection in the model developed in this study. To determine whether the effect

is significant for the patterns explored in this study, we consider different types of

patterns that may emerge.

In the case of a pattern with a long wavelength:

lim
kh0→0

C1D

C2D
= lim

kh0→0

4

(ekh0 + e−kh0)2 = 1 (4.15)
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In the case of a pattern with a short wavelength:

lim
kh0→∞

C1D

C2D
= lim

kh0→0

1

kh0

= 0 (4.16)

In the case of a pattern with an intermediate wavelength:

lim
kh0→1

C1D

C2D
= tanh(1) ≈ 0.76 (4.17)

In this study, the shortest wavelength pattern is the “checker board” (see Fig-

ure 2.2) with λ = 2dcell = 40 µm and h0 = 10 µm, so kh0 = 2π·10
40
≈ 1.5. To

a reasonable approximation, C1D = C2D for this study. If the depth of the fluid

volume were to be any larger (i.e., h0 � λ), the distinction between 1-D and 2-D

treatments of the diffusion problem could have significant impact on the pattern

selection process. In general, Equation 4.14 suggests that a model including con-

centration gradients in the direction normal to the endothelium (z axis) will predict

greater concentration gradients across the x axis, potentially driving stronger over-

all pattern formation, than one that does not.

4.2.2 Governing equations

Double-juxtacrine

I explored a hypothetical mechanism of tip cell pattern formation (Figure 4.1A)

which relies on a second juxtacrine signaling pathway that represses tip cell charac-

teristics alongside, but independently of, Notch-based lateral inhibition. However,

in the absence of a well-supported suggestion for what the other juxtacrine signal-

ing pathway may represent in endothelial biology, I used a reduced representation
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of the essential mechanism of the “double-juxtacrine” hypotheses, shown in Fig-

ure 4.3A, which uses to generic names “A” and “B” to represent the species at work.

In the reduced representation, species A is analogous to Delta in the model for lat-

eral inhibition (see Figure 3.5A) and species B is analogous to Notch activation;

the new juxtacrine pathway, by analogy, involves a ligand which is upregulated by

Notch signaling and activates a receptor in neighboring cells which, when active,

represses Delta expression and other tip cell characteristics.

As in the derivation of the governing equations for lateral induction (Equa-

tions 3.10 & 3.11), I created the governing equations for the double-juxtacrine

mechanism by reconfiguring the governing equations of lateral inhibition (Equa-

tions 3.8 & 3.9).

Species A is down-regulated by species B both cell autonomously and through

juxtacrine signaling. As such, I modeled species A using a sum of two repressive

Hill functions, similar to what used to model the regulation of Delta by VEGFR2

and Notch signaling in the lateral induction hypothesis (see Equation 3.11):

dAi
dt

= βP
1

1 + (KPBi)
nP

+ βA
1

1 + (KAMijBj)
nA
− γAAi (4.18)

where the parameters follow the conventions established in Section 3.2. (I also

could have made Equation 4.18 a product of two repressive Hill functions; as I will

explain in the discussion section, this might allow for more robust patterning, and

I hope to explore this alternative formalization soon.)

The connectivity matrix has already been substituted into the second Hill func-

tion in Equation 4.18 to signify that the function takes as input the average of B

concentrations in neighboring cells. The form of Equation 4.18 implies that the

mechanisms which down-regulate species A in the the presence of species B in the

same cell (first Hill function) or in neighboring cells (second Hill function) are inde-
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pendent. This independence is an important feature, because it rules out paracrine

signaling (or other diffusive mechanisms) as the biophysical means by which species

B propagates its signals to the local and neighboring cells – in paracrine signaling,

a cell would not be able to determine whether molecules of species B arose locally

or from neighboring cells.

Species B is upregulated by species A in neighboring cells:

dBi

dt
= βB

(KBMijAj)
nB

1 + (KBMijAj)
nB
− γBBi (4.19)

Derivation of governing equations for diffusion and endocytosis

Figure 4.1B depicts a patterning mechanism based solely on the diffusion (green,

wavy arrow) and internalization (solid, black arrow) of VEGF. The equations for

this mechanism depart from those of the previous two networks in that only the

transport and intracellular trafficking of VEGF are explicitly considered; juxtacrine

signaling (e.g., via Notch) does not appear. Furthermore, this mechanism consider

VEGF to be a freely diffusible species, whereas the previous mechanisms assumed

that the local VEGF concentration was fixed over time. In the following section,

I will derive the governing equations I used to explore this mechanism.

The derivation of the model for tip cell pattern formation based on the reaction

and diffusion of VEGF begins with a mass balance equation for extracellular VEGF

in a fluid compartment above each endothelial cell:

d(mol V )

dt
= (rate produced)− (rate consumed) + [(flux in)− (flux out)] (4.20)

where I assume VEGF to be produced at a constant rate by nearby tissues, con-

sumed by the endocytosis of VEGF-VEGFR2 complexes on the endothelial cell

surface, and transported between compartments via a diffusion.
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I can express this mass balance in terms of VEGF concentrations using the

following equation:

vcomp
dVi
dt

= acell(V̇ − ṙV,i) + [(flux in)− (flux out)] (4.21)

where vcomp gives the volume of the fluid compartment, acell is area of the cell

surface, Vi gives the molar concentration of VEGF in the fluid compartment, V̇

gives the constant VEGF production rate (with units of [mol area-1 time-1]), and

˙rV,i gives the VEGF consumption rate at the endothelial cell surface (with units of

[mol area-1 time-1]. I chose to use per-area consumption and production rates for

VEGF reaction because they most closely mirror the available experimental and

computational data110.

The diffusive flux of VEGF into (or out of) the compartment can be modeled

using Fick’s second law:

∂V (x, y)

∂t
= DV∇2V (x, y) (4.22)

where DV is the diffusivity of VEGF and ∇2 is the Laplace operator.

The spatial domain is discretized into fluid compartments corresponding to each

endothelial cell, so I use a discrete approximation of the Laplace operator (known

as the five-point stencil) to determine the flux between compartments, given by

the following equation:

∇2Vi ≈ 4
〈V 〉i − Vi

l2
(4.23)

where 〈V 〉i is the average concentration of VEGF across each of the four neighbors

of cell i, and l is the grid size (i.e., the length of a cell). I can use the connectivity

matrix to calculate 〈V 〉i:

〈V 〉i = MijVj (4.24)
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Making substitutions into Equation 4.21, our mass balance becomes the follow-

ing:

vcomp
dVi
dt

= acell(V̇ − ṙV,i) + vcomp
4DV

l2
(MijVj − Vi) (4.25)

Dividing both sides of Equation 4.25 by the volume of the fluid compartment

(vcomp) yields the following equation:

dVi
dt

=
1

h0

(V̇ − ṙV,i) +
4DV

l2
(MijVj − Vi) (4.26)

where 1/h0 is an effective capacitance (with units of [length-1]) arising from the

fraction acell/vcomp. The parameter h0 equals the height of the fluid compartment,

which has a depth of l and width of l, and controls how sensitive the extracellular

VEGF concentration is to reaction versus diffusion.

The consumption of VEGF by each endothelial cell is given by the following

flux:

ṙV,i = (R internalization rate [t−1])× (R conc. [mol area−2])

× (V R occupancy [%])

(4.27)

where R refers to VEGFR2, the first term gives the internalization rate of VEGFR2

at the cell surface, the second term gives the concentration of VEGFR2 at the

cell surface available for endocytosis, and the third term refers to the fraction

of VEGFR2 bound to VEGF. In Equation 4.27, I have made the assumption

that VEGFR2 is the only receptor internalizing VEGF. Our decision not to in-

clude VEGF internalization or degradation by other means was motivated by

the high rate of VEGF uptake by VEGFR2 compared to other processes110, our

lack of knowledge about uptake and trafficking of other VEGF receptors (i.e.,

VEGFR1)111, and our desire to keep the model simple.
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I combined the first two terms in Equation 4.27 into a single variable, κi (with

units [mol area-2 time-1]), which collectively models the “maximum internalization

rate” at which VEGF will be up-taken by the cell when it is present at a high ex-

tracellular concentration. Biologically, I assume that VEGF-VEGFR2 begins the

internalization process by moving into a dynamin-dependent vesicle, followed by

endocytosis, activation of the full VEGFR2 signaling cascade, and finally, break-

down of VEGF.88;92;106 This hypothesis assumes that movement of VEGFR2 into

dynamin-dependent vesicles is the rate-limiting step, such that the maximum rate

of endocytosis is governed by the activity of dynamin (discussed below).

The occupancy of VEGFR2 by VEGF can be approximated by simple Michaelis-

Menton kinetics as in our treatment of lateral inhibition (see Equation 3.7), giving

us the following equation for the VEGF internalization rate:

ṙV,i = κi
Vi

KV + Vi
(4.28)

Substituting Equation 4.28 into our mass balance yields our governing equation

for extracellular VEGF:

dVi
dt

=
V̇ − κi Vi

KV +Vi

h0

+
4DV

l2
(MijVj − Vi) (4.29)

VEGF, once internalized, is present as an intracellular VEGF-VEGFR2 com-

plex in a dynamin-dependent vesicle or endosome.92 Experiments have shown that

these intracellular complexes – and not simply VEGF-bound VEGFR2 at the cell

surface – are critical to activating the full VEGF-VEGFR2 signaling cascade92 and

the tip cell phenotype105. I assume the intracellular complexes (I ) are formed at

the same rate VEGF is shuttled into dynamin-dependent vesicles and degraded

via a first-order process:

dIi
dt

= κi
Vi

KV + Vi
− kdegIi (4.30)
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where Ii is the concentration of intracellular VEGF complexes (with units [mol

area-2]), and kdeg is the first-order decay rate (with units [time-1]). I chose to quan-

tify the concentration of intracellular VEGF complexes as an area density, rather

than a volumetric density, to simplify calculations; this was done for convenience

and has no bearing on the assumed intracellular localization of VEGF, nor the

predictions of the model.

The final component of the diffusive mechanism relates the maximum inter-

nalization rate (κ) to the concentration of intracellular VEGF-VEGFR2 com-

plexes (I ). As discussed previously, full activation of certain pathways downstream

of VEGFR2 (such as Akt) require the receptor to be contained in a dynamin-

dependent vesicles or endosomes,88;106 and dynamin activity is under the control

of Akt (through eNOS).107–109 I hypothesized that the movement of VEGFR2 into

dynamin-dependent vescicles was the rate-limiting step, as mentioned above, and

that the activity of dynamin, and therefore the rate of dynamin-dependent vesicle

formation, was governed by intracellular (i.e., in a vesicle or endosome) VEGF-

VEGFR2 signaling I formalized this hypothetical link by making the maximum

rate of internalization an activating Hill function of intracellular VEGF-VEGFR2

concentration:

κi = a+ b
(Ii)

n

(KI)
n + (Ii)

n (4.31)

where a is the basal internalization rate in the absence of feedback from intracel-

lular VEGF-VEGFR2 signaling, b is the gain in the internalization rate that can

occur in the presence of strong intracellular VEGF-VEGFR2 signaling, and KI is

the concentration of intracellular VEGF-VEGFR2 complexes when the gain is at

1/2 maximum. As in previous examples, I use a Hill function to model the neces-

sary nonlinearity of the mechanism; this nonlinearity might arise in the activation

of Akt, eNOS, dynamin, or some combination of those.
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In Equation 4.31, I assume that the regulation of endocytosis by VEGF-VEGFR2

signaling is fast compared to the degradation rate of intracellular VEGF (kdeg);

this assumption is most valid if the underlying mechanism is allosteric in nature

(as opposed to transcriptional or translation control), which is consistent with the

hypothetical mechanisms I provided in Figure 4.1B.

4.2.3 Identification of steady-states

I calculated uniform steady-states for each of the mechanisms in Figure 4.1. In

this section, I will provide the the methods I used to calculate the steady states

for the diffusion and endocytosis hypothesis (Figure 4.1B). However, I assumed,

rather than calculated, the steady-states for the double-juxtacrine hypothesis (Fig-

ure 4.1A); I had specific goals for the linear stability analysis of this mechanism

which required an alternative approach for identifying steady-states. My approach

for calculating the steady-state for the double-juxtacrine hypotheses are therefore

described in the section labeled “Stability analysis for double-juxtacrine mecha-

nism” below.

The governing equations for diffusion and endocytosis (Equations 4.29-4.31)

were nondimensionalized into the following two ODEs:

dṼi

dt̃
= γ

 ˙̃V −

ã+ b̃

(
Ĩi

)n
1 +

(
Ĩi

)n
 Ṽi

1 + Ṽi

+ D̃
(
MijṼj − Ṽi

)
= Ṽ ′ (4.32)

dĨi

dt̃
=

ã+ b̃

(
Ĩi

)n
1 +

(
Ĩi

)n
 Ṽi

1 + Ṽi
− Ĩi = Ĩ ′ (4.33)

where Ṽi = Vi
KV

, Ĩi = Ii
KI

, t̃ = kdegt, ã = a
kdegKI

, b̃ = b
kdegKI

, γ = KI

KV h0
, ˙̃V = V̇

kdegKI
,
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and

D̃ =
4DV

l2kdeg

.

These equations can be simplified by reintroducing κ as a non-dimensional

variable:

κ̃ = ã+ b̃

(
Ĩi

)n
1 +

(
Ĩi

)n (4.34)

Using κ̃, the governing equations can be rewritten as:

dṼi

dt̃
= γ

(
˙̃V − κ̃i

Ṽi

1 + Ṽi

)
+ D̃

(
MijṼj − Ṽi

)
= Ṽ ′ (4.35)

dĨi

dt̃
= κ̃i

Ṽi

1 + Ṽi
− Ĩi = Ĩ ′ (4.36)

At a uniform steady-state, there is no difference in extracellular VEGF concen-

tration between cells, so Equation 4.35 simplifies to:

˙̃V − κ̃0
Ṽ0

1 + Ṽ0

= 0 (4.37)

where the subscript 0 refers to the steady-state value of that species.

Also at the steady-state, Equation 4.36 simplifies to:

κ̃0
Ṽ0

1 + Ṽ0

− Ĩ0 = 0 (4.38)

From Equations 4.37 & 4.38, it is clear that the steady-state concentration

of intracellular VEGF-VEGFR2 complexes (Ĩ0) is equal to the non-dimensional

parameter ˙̃V :

Ĩ0 = κ̃0
Ṽ0

1 + Ṽ0

= ˙̃V (4.39)
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The steady-state concentration for extracellular VEGF can be obtained by

rearranging Equation 4.37:

Ṽ0 =
˙̃V(

κ̃0 − ˙̃V
) (4.40)

Finally, we can use the equivalence between Ĩ0 and ˙̃V to calculate κ̃0:

κ̃0 = ã+ b̃

(
Ĩ0

)n
1 +

(
Ĩ0

)n = ã+ b̃

(
˙̃V
)n

1 +
(

˙̃V
)n (4.41)

In conclusion, the steady-state extracellular concentration of VEGF can be

calculated directly from the production rate of VEGF (captured in ˙̃V ), which is

an imposed parameter:

Ṽ0 =
˙̃V(

ã+ b̃

(
˙̃V
)n

1+
(

˙̃V
)n − ˙̃V

) (4.42)

I used Equation 4.42 to calculate the steady-state curve in Figure 4.4B directly;

the more complex methods used to calculate the steady-states in Figure 3.4 were

unnecessary.

4.2.4 Linear stability analysis

As in the previous chapter, I performed a linear stability analysis of the uniform

steady-states for each hypothesis to predict whether spatial patterns would begin

to form in response to minor, random perturbations. See Chapter 2 for background

on the mathematics of pattern formation and Section 3.2 for an introduction to

my techniques. Here, I will derive the symmetry-adjusted Jacobian matrices and

linear stability criteria for the mechanisms in Figure 4.1.
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Stability analysis for double-juxtacrine

The governing equations for the double juxtacrine mechanism (Equations 4.18

& 4.19) were nondimensionalized into the following two ODEs:

dÃi

dt̃
=

1

1 +
(
B̃i

κP

)nP
+ β̃

1

1 +
(
Mij

B̃j

κA

)nA
− Ãi = Ã′ (4.43)

dB̃i

dt̃
=

(
Mij

Ãj

κB

)nB

1 +
(
Mij

Ãj

κB

)nB
− τB̃i = B̃′ (4.44)

where Ãi = AiγA
βP

, B̃i = BiγA
βB

, t̃ = tγA, τ = γB
γA

, κP = KP γA
βB

, κA = KAγA
βB

, and

κB = KBγA
βP

.

The symmetry-adjusted Jacobian43 for the double juxtacrine, using the dimen-

sionless form of the governing equations (Equations 4.43 & 4.44), is

Jk =

 ∂Ã′

∂Ã
∂Ã′

∂B̃
+ ∂Ã′

∂〈B̃〉qk
∂B̃′

∂〈Ã〉qk
∂B̃′

∂B̃

 =

 −1 −nP gP
κP
− β̃nAgA

κA
qk

nBgB
κB

qk −τ

 (4.45)

where

gP =
κP ( B̃0

κP
)
nP

B̃0(1 + ( B̃0

κP
)
nP

)
2 (4.46)

gA =
κA( B̃0

κA
)
nA

B̃0(1 + ( B̃0

κA
)
nA

)
2 (4.47)

gB =
κB( Ã0

κB
)
nB

Ã0(1 + ( Ã0

κB
)
nB

)
2 (4.48)

Obtaining a polynomial for the eigenvalues of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian

using the equation |Jk − λkI| = 0 and applying the Routh-Hurwitz stability theo-

rem59 yields the following inequality:

τκAκBκP + nBnPgBgPκAqk + β̃nAnBgAgBκP (qk)
2 > 0 (4.49)
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Importantly, the criterion in Equation 4.49 is parabolic with respect to the

structural eigenvalue (qk). I used this property to restrict instability to a limited

number of structural eigenvalues — a concept know as mode selection47. I can

determine which structural mode is most unstable by taking the derivative of the

above inequality with respect to qk and setting it equal to zero,

qmax = − nPgPκA

2β̃nAgAκP
(4.50)

The maximum dynamic eigenvalue (λmax) at this maximally unstable structural

mode is

λmax =

√
1

4
(τ − 1)2 − gBgPnBnP qmax

κBκP
− βgAgBnAnB(qmax)2

κAκB
− 1

2
(τ + 1) (4.51)

Equations 4.50 & 4.51 can be used to calculate sets of parameters which produce

an initial condition that is most unstable at a specified qmax. My approach to

selecting such a mode was to assume that all the Hill functions were at exactly one

half of their maximum value for the initial condition, which occurs when

κA = κP = B̃0 (4.52)

κB = Ã0 (4.53)

Under this assumption, Equations 4.50 & 4.51 converge to

gA = gB = gP =
1

4
(4.54)

With the additional assumption that β̃ = 1, the equation for qmax simplifies to

qmax = − nP
2nA

(4.55)
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The equation for λmax simplifies to

λmax =
1

8

√
2nBn2

P

nA
− 1 (4.56)

At this point, the only parameters remaining to satisfy the goal of having a

maximally unstable mode with structural eigenvalue qmax and dynamic eigenvalue

λmax are nA, nB, and nP. With three unknowns and two equations, the system

of equations is underconstrained. In simulating the double juxtacrine system,

I assumed a value for nP, and then used Equations 4.55 & 4.56 to determine

appropriate values for nA and nB. Below, I give an example of how the final

parameters are generated for a typical scenario.

qmax = −0.45 (4.57)

λmax = 0.2 (4.58)

np = 6 (4.59)

nA = − nP
2qmax

= 6.667 (4.60)

nB = 32
(λmax + 1)2nA

n2
P

= 8.533 (4.61)

Stability analysis for diffusion and endocytosis

The symmetry-adjusted Jacobian43 for the diffusive instability, using the dimen-

sionless form of the governing equations (Equations 4.32 & 4.33), is

Jk =

 ∂Ṽ ′

∂Ṽ
+ ∂Ṽ ′

∂〈Ṽ 〉qk
∂Ṽ ′

∂Ĩ

∂Ĩ′

∂Ṽ
∂Ĩ′

∂Ĩ



=

 −
γκ̃0

(1+Ṽ0)
2 + D̃ (qk − 1) − γṼ0

(1+Ṽ0)

(
∂κ̃
∂Ĩ

)∣∣∣
SS

κ̃0

(1+Ṽ0)
2

Ṽ0

(1+Ṽ0)

(
∂κ̃
∂Ĩ

)∣∣∣
SS
− 1


(4.62)
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where (
∂κ̃

∂Ĩ

)∣∣∣∣
SS

=
b̃n
(
Ĩ0

)n−1

[
1 +

(
Ĩ0

)n]2 (4.63)

I can simplify the Jacobian and improve its utility in intuitively understanding

the mechanism of pattern formation by introducing the partial derivative of uni-

form, steady-state concentration of extracellular VEGF (Ṽ0) with respect to the

production rate of VEGF ( ˙̃V ):

(
∂Ṽ0

∂ ˙̃V

)
=

∂

(
˙̃V(

κ̃0− ˙̃V
)
)

∂ ˙̃V
=

1(
κ̃0 − ˙̃V

) − ˙̃V(
κ̃0 − ˙̃V

)2

[(
∂κ̃

∂Ĩ

)∣∣∣∣
SS

− 1

]
(4.64)

The partial derivative on the left-hand side of Equation 4.64 is the slope of

the curve in Figure 4.4B for any value of ˙̃V (the dimensionless form of V̇ ). The

slope in Figure 4.4B and the partial derivative in Equation 4.64 are negative for

the dashed portion of the curve.

I can rearrange the expression and perform substitutions to isolate the other

partial derivative in Equation 4.64:(
∂κ̃

∂Ĩ

)∣∣∣∣
SS

=

(
1 + Ṽ0

)2

− κ̃0

(
∂Ṽ0

∂ ˙̃V

)
Ṽ0

(
1 + Ṽ0

) (4.65)

Substituting Equation 4.65 back in the Jacobian of Equation 4.62 and simpli-

fying yields an alternative symmetry-adjusted Jacobian:

Jk =

 −
γκ̃0

(1+Ṽ0)
2 + D̃ (qk − 1) −γ + γ κ̃0

(1+Ṽ0)
2

(
∂Ṽ0

∂ ˙̃V

)
κ̃0

(1+Ṽ0)
2 − κ̃0

(1+Ṽ0)
2

(
∂Ṽ0

∂ ˙̃V

)
 (4.66)

Obtaining a polynomial for the dynamic eigenvalues of the Jacobian using the

equation |Jk − λkI| = 0 and applying the Routh-Hurwitz stability theorem yields
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the following two inequalities:

1− D̃ (qk − 1)
1

γ

(
∂Ṽ0

∂ ˙̃V

)
> 0 (4.67)

γκ̃0 +

(
∂Ṽ0

∂ ˙̃V

)
κ̃0 − D̃ (qk − 1)

(
1 + Ṽ0

)2

> 0 (4.68)

The first criterion (Equation 4.67) can only be unstable if the partial derivative

on the left-hand side of Equation 4.64 is negative, and the instability will be

strongest as qk → −1. To better understand the second term in Equation 4.67, I

made the following rearrangement:

1− D̃ (qk − 1)

γ
(
∂ ˙̃V
∂Ṽ0

) > 0 (4.69)

The numerator of the second term of Equation 4.69 is a dimensionless repre-

sentation of the sensitivity of the diffusive VEGF flux between cells on a structural

mode to the VEGF concentration excursion of that structural mode – it is a mea-

sure of how much VEGF will diffuse between cells when there is a spatial pattern

of VEGF. A cellular lattice with a VEGF concentration pattern resembling a fine-

grained structural mode ((qk → −1)) will diffuse VEGF much more efficiently than

a concentration pattern resembling a broad structural mode ((qk → 1)) because of

the differences in the local VEGF gradients; and a system with a high diffusivity

(D̃) will diffusive VEGF more efficiently than a system with a low diffusivity.

The denominator of the second term of Equation 4.69 is a dimensionless rep-

resentation of the sensitivity between the endocytic VEGF flux and a cell’s local

VEGF concentration excursion – it is a measure of how much more(or les) VEGF

a cell will internalize when the extracellular VEGF concentration changes. The

more nonlinear the machinery governing VEGF endocytosis – and the steeper the
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negative slope in Figure 4.4B – the more sensitive the steady-state concentration

of VEGF is to the rate of VEGF internalization; inversely, the endocytic VEGF

flux grows less sensitive to the steady-state VEGF concentration excursion as the

denominator grows larger – cells will consume VEGF at a nearly constant rate

regardless of extracellular VEGF concentration if the denominator is large.

This instability can be said to occur when the ratio of each sensitivity is greater

than one:

∆~VDiffusive(qk)

∆~VEndocytic

> 1 (4.70)

such that minor increases in a cells rate of internalization (∆~VEndocytic) effect greater

changes in the cell’s diffusive flux (∆~VDiffusive(qk)) through the creation of a local

VEGF concentration gradient. The increased flux of VEGF from neighboring cells

sustains the elevated rate of VEGF internalization.

The second criterion (Equation 4.68) can likewise only become unstable when

the partial derivative in Equation 4.64 is negative, but the instability is not one

of spatial pattern formation: this criterion can only be satisfied when the diffu-

sivity of VEGF is low. The instability is strongest when the diffusivity is zero,

meaning the instability is not dependent on spatial exchange of VEGF. I did not

observe this instability in the numerical simulation, but I expect it may correspond

to a switch-like bifurcation between uniformly high or low steady-states of VEGF

internalization/concentration, similar to the instability observed during lateral in-

duction (see Figure 3.6).
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4.2.5 Numerical simulation

I simulated pattern formation for each hypothesis in Figure 4.1 using the same

methods provided in Section 3.2.

As in Chapter 3, I chose the parameters used to simulate each hypothesis

(provided in Table 4.1) primarily based on their ability to become unstable as

predicted by the linear stability analysis. In the section entitled “Stability analysis

for double-juxtacrine” above, I explained my rationale for selecting parameters for

the double-juxtacrine hypothesis so I could explore the parabolic stability profile of

the mechanism. However, in the case of the diffusion and endocytosis hypothesis,

I did incorporated some previous experimental and computational literature when

estimating some parameters, as captured in Table 4.1.

To assign the parameters for the Diffusion & Endocytosis mechamis, we made

the following assumptions based on the literature: each endothelial cell had a

length l = 20 µm, or a surface area of 400 square microns5. We assumed that

the diffusivity of VEGF in interstitial space was 104 µm2/s110. We assumed that

VEGF, once internalized, degraded at a first-order rate kdeg = 0.05 s-1 112. Based on

the above three parameters, we calculated the non-dimensional parameter D̃ = 5.2.

The remaining non-dimensional parameters related mostly to the flux of VEGF

into the endothelial cell. Physically, this rate depends on the surface concentra-

tion of VEGF receptors, their occupancy, and the internalization rate of the re-

ceptors. A previous computational study estimated that VEGF was bound to

adult muscular capillaries at a density of 0.45–2× 10−4 pmol/cm2 110, which trans-

lates into a steady-state flux of VEGF into cells of 0.225–1 × 10−17 mol/cm2/s

when kdeg = 0.05 s-1. We explored a range of steady-state fluxes higher than that,
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Table 4.1: Parameters for numerical simulation.

Parameter Description Value References

Non-dimensional Parameters (DJ)a

β̃ Relative portion of A expression sensitive
to trans-inhibition

1

κA Dissoc. const. of trans-inhibition of A 0.5
κB Dissoc. const. of trans-activation of B 1
κP Dissoc. const. of cis-inhibition of A 0.5
np Effective Hill coefficient for cis-inhibition

of A by B
6

τ Relative time scales of A and B 1

Dimensional Parameters (DE)

h0 Height of fluid volume 10 µm
l Length of cell edge 20 µm 5

DV Diffusivity of VEGF 104 µm2/s 110

kdeg Degradation rate of internalized VEGF 0.05 s-1 112

V̇ VEGF production rate 4.81–
6.73 × 10−17

mol/cm2/s

27;105;110

KV Dissociation constant of VEGFR2 150 pM 114

KI Dissociation constant of Hill function 1.18−17

mol/cm2

a Basal capacity for VEGF internalization 3.47 × 10−17

mol/cm2/s
b Maximum increase in VEGF internaliza-

tion
6.96 × 10−17

mol/cm2/s

Non-dimensional Parameters (DE)

ã Basal capacity for VEGF internalization 0.588

b̃ Max increase in VEGF internalization 1.18
γ Degradation rate of internalized VEGF 7.87
˙̃V VEGF production rate 0.816–1.14

D̃ Diffusivity 5.2
n Hill coefficient for up-regulation of inter-

nalization
4

(a) Values for nA and nB are calculated at runtime. See section “Stability analysis for
double-juxtacrine” for calculation details.
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V̇ = 4.81–6.73× 10−17 mol/cm2/s, because at the proximal end of the plexus dur-

ing sprouting angiogenesis can have drastically higher VEGF binding than other

parts of the capillary vasculature27;105.

The only other parameter we could extract from the literature was a dissocia-

tion constant of VEGFR2 KV = 150 pM114. The remaining physical parameters

(h0,KI , a, b), and non-dimensional parameters based on them, we assigned as

needed induce pattern formation.

Following each simulation, we counted the number of tip cells which emerged

in the final steady-state. We defined tip cells as those having a concentration of

intracellular VEGF-VEGFR2 complexes higher than the concentration of initial

condition; experiments have shown that tip cells require signaling from these intra-

cellular complexes to form (as opposed to VEGF bound to the cell surface)88;105.

The only other parameters I could extract from the literature was a dissociation

constant of VEGFR2 (KV) of 150 pM.114 The remaining physical parameters, and

non-dimensional parameters based on them, I had to guess or assign arbitrarily.

Following simulation of each hypothesis, I counted the number of tip cells which

emerged from pattern formation. For the double-juxtacrine hypothesis, I arbitrar-

ily defined tip cells as those having a relatively high concentration of species A.

For the diffusion and endocytosis hypothesis, I defined tip cells as those having

a relatively high concentration of intracellular VEGF-VEGFR2 complexes (I in

Equation 4.30), as pervious experiments have shown that tip cells require signal-

ing from these intracellular complexes to form (as opposed to VEGF bound to the

cell surface).88;105
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Double-juxtacrine

Biological basis

Figure 4.3A provides an overview of a hypothetical network in which two juxtacrine

signaling pathways operate independently to influence each other’s expression lev-

els. In this hypothetical network, a species A trans-activates the expression of

a species B, which, in turn, reduces the expression of A in its local cell and in

neighboring cells. As discussed previously, this network of signaling and gene reg-

ulation contains a circuit of lateral inhibition – species A laterally inhibits itself by

down-regulating B. As such, the lateral inhibition circuit within the generic model

presented here may be analogous to the lateral inhibition of Delta (analogous to

species A) through its activation of Notch (analogous to species B). I cannot, as of

yet, propose a juxtacrine signaling pathway that would complete the analogy for

the whole network; I would need to find a ligand which is up-regulated by Notch

activation and activates a receptor in neighboring cells that down-regulates Delta

expression when active.

Analysis

I analyzed the linear stability of this mechanism, but did not investigate how the

stability changes with the concentration of VEGF, as in previous examples (see

Figures 3.5B and 3.6B). In the absence of molecular species to map the reaction

network in Figure 4.3A onto, there was no obvious parameter to vary. Rather, I
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Figure 4.3: Double juxtacrine mechanism. (A) Overview of double jux-
tacrine. Species A promotes the expression of species B through a juxtacrine
signaling pathway. Species B represses the expression of species A in the local cell
and in neighboring cells though another, hypothetical juxtacrine signaling pathway.
(B) Stability profile of double juxtacrine. Dynamic eigenvalues of the symmetry-
adjusted Jacobian matrix (from Equation 3.14) are given versus the structural
eigenvalue for several selections of the maximally unstable structural mode (qmax).
Our method for generating parameters based on target values of qmax is given in
Table 4.1. (C) Patterning of double juxtacrine. The density of tip cell patterning
changes with value of qmax. (D) Fraction of tip cells with increasing qmax. The
fraction of tip cells in the final pattern decreases from 50% as qmax is increased
from -1. Tip cell fraction reaches a minimum of 20% for qmax ≈ −0.25.
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employed a heuristic for finding valid steady-states with goal of exploring possible

“mode selection”47, which is the ability to restrict patterning instabilities to certain

structural modes, as enabled by the unique stability criterion for this mechanism:

C1(qk)
2 + C2qk + C3 > 0 (4.71)

where C 1, C 2, and C 3 are positive functions that do not depend on qk.

Equation 4.71 demonstrates a parabolic dependence of the stability of the sys-

tem on the structural eigenvalue. Unlike the previous criteria (Equation 3.33

& 3.34), this criterion may remain stable at the high (qk → 1) and low (qk → −1)

extremes of the structural spectrum while being unstable for intermediate values

of qk.

I selected parameters for this system which to produced uniform steady states

with instabilities that peaked at targeted values of qk(i.e., mode selection). Fig-

ure 4.3B shows dynamic eigenvalues calculated for three sets of parameters in-

tended to produce maximally unstable structural eigenvalues of qmax = -0.25, -0.5,

and -0.9. The magnitude of largest dynamic eigenvalues in each curve is parabolic

with respect to qk and matches its specification for qmax.

Simulation

Figure 4.3C shows the final steady states of three simulations tailored to have

maximal instabilities at the indicated structural eigenvalues. Initial conditions with

maximally unstable structural eigenvalues that approached the negative extreme of

the structural spectrum (qk → −1) produced patterns resembling those of lateral

inhibition: checkerboards with phenotypes split between 50% elevated and 50%

reduced concentrations of A. However, as I shifted the peak towards the middle
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of the spectrum (qk → 0), patterns emerged with significantly lower densities of

A-enriched cells.

Figure 4.3D gives the tip cell fractions observed for each value of qmax using

either random initial condition. Tip cell fraction reaches a minimum of 20% for

qmax ≈ −0.25, and I observed inconsistent patterning for values of qmax above

-0.25. The inconsistent patterning may be a result of our parameter generation

heuristic, as the calculated Hill coefficients become very large to achieve values

of qmax that approach zero. Nonetheless, these results provide a proof-of-concept

for compound juxtacrine signaling networks – utilizing more than just the Notch

receptor – having the ability to select tip cell patterns with intermediate densities.

4.3.2 Diffusion and endocytosis

Biological basis

Figure 4.1B illustrates an example of a mechanism in which the diffusion of a

species (in this case VEGF), rather than juxtacrine signaling, plays the leading

role in facilitating multicellular cooperation during tip cell selection. Our pro-

posed mechanism follows from observations that internalization of VEGF is re-

quired for full VEGF-VEGFR2 activation and tip cell formation88;105; internaliza-

tion and subsequent degradation might be self-reinforcing because components of

the VEGFR2 endocytosis pathway – namely, Akt, eNOS, and dynamin – are down-

stream of signaling from internalized VEGF-VEGFR2 complexes.106–109 Such pos-

itive feedback permits a model in which successful tip cells require relatively high

rates of VEGF internalization, signaling, and degradation to deplete the VEGF

available to other endothelial cells. In essence, emerging tip cells might “steal
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VEGF”104 to reduce the total number of tip cells, permitting tunable density of

tip cell selection in contrast to the hypothesis of Notch-based lateral inhibition

(Figure 3.5).

Analysis

Our analysis of this diffusive mechanism differs from the previous examples in

that I did not include Notch signaling (to be discussed), and I considered ex-

tracellular VEGF to be a dynamic species rather than a controlled parameter or

imposed function of position. Figure 4.4A summarizes the core of the hypothesis:

extracellular VEGF (V ) can diffuse (wavy arrow) or be internalized to form intra-

cellular VEGF complexes (I ) through a saturable endocytosis pathway where the

rate-limiting step is the movement of VEGF-VEGFR2 complexes into dynamin-

dependent vesicles.106 Signaling from endosomal VEGF complexes can increase the

maximum rate of internalization (κ) through a non-linear process (dashed arrow).

A final pattern can be reached in which a sub-population of cells are selected as tip

cells(red), with elevated rates of VEGF endocytosis despite having low VEGF con-

centrations; while the remaining cells become stalk cells (blue), with slow VEGF

endocytosis and higher local VEGF concentrations. The pattern of VEGF concen-

tration is maintained by a diffusive flux of VEGF (green, wavy arrows) from stalk

to tip cells.

Figure 4.4B shows the uniform steady-states of VEGF concentration (V/V 0)

which can occur for given rates of extracellular VEGF production (V̇ /V̇C). Here,

VEGF production rates are given relative to the location of the local maximum in

VEGF concentration, where I assume V̇ /V̇C = 1. Briefly, the production rate of

VEGF (V̇ in Equation 4.29) adjacent to the tissue serves as the control parameter
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Figure 4.4: Diffusion and endocytosis. (A) Overview of diffusion and endo-
cytosis. Extracellular VEGF (V) can be internalized to form intracellular VEGF
complexes (I). The concentration of I sharply increases the maximum VEGF in-
ternalization rate (κ) when above a certain threshold. This mechanism can create
a spatial pattern in which tip cells (red) have a high rate of internalization and a
low VEGF concentration; tip cells receive a diffusive flux of VEGF (green, wavy
arrows) from stalk cells (blue), which have a low rate of internalization and a high
VEGF concentration. (B) Steady-states of diffusion and endocytosis. The uniform
steady-states of the system with respect to the normalized VEGF concentration
(V/V 0) and VEGF production rate (V̇ /V̇C) can be found using a single-cell model
(see DIFFUSIVE STEADY STATE). At low or high production rates of VEGF,
the maximum internalization rate (κ) is approximately constant and the steady
state curve approaches the dotted curves at κmin and κmax. As a result of the
sharp increase of κ in response to endosomal VEGF signaling, the steady-state
curve transitions between the two regimes (solid segments of curve), resulting in
the curve having a segment with negative slope (dashed segment). (C) Stability
profile of diffusion and endocytosis. Dynamic eigenvalues of the symmetry-adjusted
Jacobian (from Equation 3.14) for the diffusive instability at various production
rates of VEGF. Steady-states with moderate production rates of VEGF fall on
the dashed segment in (B) and are the most unstable. (D) Patterning of diffusion
and endocytosis. Increasing the VEGF production above the critical rate (V̇C in
B) causes tip cells (red) to form sporadically in the endothelium, as defined by
their high concentration of intracellular VEGF complexes (I/I 0). Increasing the
VEGF production rate causes additional tip cells to form until the endothelium
is uniformly high in intracellular VEGF complexes. (E) Fraction of tip cells with
increasing levels of VEGF production. Increasing the production rate of VEGF
smoothly increases the fraction of the tip cells in the final pattern from 10% to
84%. (F) Spatially dependent VEGF and diffusive patterning. A spatially varying
production rate of VEGF (top) causes the local pattern of tip cell selection to vary
from low to high densities (bottom). Parameter values given in Table 4.1.
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for the system; at the uniform steady-state, V̇ is proportional to the concentration

of intracellular VEGF complexes (Ii in Equation 4.30). I identified the uniform

steady-states of the system by calculating the VEGF concentrations (V/V 0, y-axis

in Figure 4.4B) for each supplied value of the VEGF production rate (V̇ /V̇C , x-axis

in Figure 4.4B).

Instabilities were predicted for the segment (dashed line) of the curve in Fig-

ure 4.4B where the slope of steady-state VEGF concentration to VEGF production

rate was negative (1 < V̇ /V̇C < 1.26). This region can be understood as a tran-

sition between two regimes where the VEGF endocytosis pathway is becoming

saturated with extracellular VEGF. To help illustrate this transition, I provide

two alternative curves (dotted lines) that relate the steady-state VEGF concentra-

tion to the rate VEGF production (or internalization) when the maximum rate of

internalization (κ) is fixed at its lowest (κmin) or highest (κmax) possible value. In

each case, the steady-state VEGF concentration asymptotically increases towards

infinity as the endothelium is unable to internalize VEGF at the rate it is being

produced. When nonlinear feedback mechanisms allow the maximum rate of in-

ternalization (κ) to increase sharply above a threshold level of endosomal VEGF

signaling (e.g., κ increases from κmin to κmax), the system must transition between

the regimes. Where the transition is observed, the sharply increasing trend is

briefly reversed and I predict a negative slope between the VEGF production rate

and the steady-state VEGF concentration. A consequence of this negative slope is

that endothelial cells with higher rates of VEGF internalization are able to persist

at lower concentrations of VEGF; this state is consistent with our definition of a

tip cell in this context (Figure 4.4A).

To verify the existence of an instability for the dashed segment of the curve in
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Figure 4.4B, I derived the following stability criterion:

1− D̃ (qk − 1)
1

γ

(
∂Ṽ0

∂ ˙̃V

)
> 0 (4.72)

which uses parameters from the non-dimensional forms of the governing equations

for this mechanism (Equations 4.32 & 4.33). The dimensionless parameter ˙̃V

corresponds to the production rate of VEGF (V̇ ), while Ṽ denotes the steady-

state concentration of VEGF, so the partial derivative in Equation 4.72 directly

captures the slope of the curve in Figure 4.4B. It is clear from Equation 4.72

that the partial derivative (and hence slope in Figure 4.4B) must be negative for

the system to become unstable: the dimensional parameters γ and D̃ are always

positive, and the structural eigenvalue (qk) is always less than 1.

To further analyze the instability, I numerically calculated the dynamic eigen-

values for each structural mode at several representative production rates of VEGF,

as shown in Figure 4.4C. Steady-states which occur below the critical production

rate of VEGF (V̇ /V̇C < 1) correspond to a region of Figure 4.4B with a posi-

tive slope in Figure 4.4B; they were always stable. Steady-states which occurred

slightly above the critical production rate of VEGF (V̇ /V̇C > 1) correspond to

the region of Figure 4.4B with a negative slope; they can become unstable for

lower values of qk. Steady-states with very high VEGF production (V̇ /V̇C > 1.26)

again correspond to a region with a positive slope; the initial conditions here are

also stable. In each case, the dynamic values gradually increase as the structural

eigenvalues decrease. This trend is qualitatively similar to the stability profile of

lateral inhibition (Figure 3.5C), indicating that “checkerboard” patterns of tip cells

initially grow most rapidly from unstable initial conditions.
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Simulation

I simulated pattern formation under this mechanism for various points along the

curve in Figure 4.4B. Figure 4.4D shows the final results of simulating pattern

formation for several VEGF production rates which slightly exceed the local max-

imum in Figure 4.4B (V̇ /V̇C > 1). Although Figure 4.4C predicts the initial

patterning trajectory favors a checkerboard tip pattern, a wide variety of tip cell

patterns formed as a result of simulating this mechanism.

For lower rates of VEGF production (Figure 4.4D, left), the pattern consisted

of a small number of tip cells (red) distributed irregularly around the endothe-

lium, with the remaining cells becoming stalk (blue) cells. As the production rate

of VEGF increased(Figure 4.4D, right), more tip cells were present in the final

endothelium, and for very high production rates, tip cells outnumbered stalk cells.

The location of tip cells within the lattice varied between each simulation, although

the number of tip cells selected remained consistent for a given production rate of

VEGF. This sensitivity to the initial perturbation distinguishes this mechanisms

from the others (Figures 3.5-4.3) for which the final patterns were periodic and

insensitive to the spatial details of the perturbation.

Figure 4.4E shows the number of tip cells counted in the final endothelium

as a function of the VEGF production rate. Consistent with the linear stability

analysis, tip cells only emerged from initial conditions that fell on the downward-

sloping portion of the curve in Figure 4.4B (1 < V̇ /V̇C < 1.26). The fraction of

tip cells selected jumped discontinuously from 0% to 10% upon increasing beyond

V̇ /V̇C = 1, and dropped from 84% to 0% as VEGF production was increased

beyond V̇ /V̇C = 1.26. However, between these limits, the fraction of tip cells

emerging from the endothelium varied continuously and monotonically with respect
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to the VEGF production rate.

Figure 4.4F depicts tip cell patterning for an endothelium with spatially vary-

ing production rates of VEGF. As in previous cases, tip cell characteristics are

uniformly upregulated (orange) in areas of high VEGF, and downregulated in ar-

eas of low VEGF (blue). However, this diffusive mechanism is unique among those

considered here in that local density of tip cells varies continuously from low to

high according to the local production rate of VEGF.

4.4 Discussion

In this chapter, I proposed and analyzed two new hypothesis, depicted in Fig-

ure 4.1, for the molecular underpinnings of spontaneous tip cell pattern formation.

My primary goal was to understand if hypotheses with logical structures and bio-

logical interpretations which differed from the standard hypotheses of Notch-based

lateral inhibition or induction (explored in Chapter 3) could exhibit a wider range

of tip cell selection densities, in line with the consensus view that tip cell selec-

tion density is a determinant of angiogenic sprouting density and microvascular

structure.13;17 I found that hypotheses which incorporate new juxtacrine pathways

alongside Notch (Figure 4.3) or consider VEGF as tightly-regulated component of

a reaction-diffusion mechanism (Figure 4.4) can exhibit a wide range of tip cell

selection densities. Below, I will discuss the implications of these results, with

an emphasis on interpreting past studies and designing future experiments on en-

dothelial tip cell formation.
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Main findings

Inclusion of a second juxtacrine signaling pathway alongside Notch can

lower tip cell selection density

As noted in Chapter 3, lateral inhibition via Notch might provide endothelial

cells a robust means to create dense patterns of 50% tip and 50% stalk cells.

However, as shown in Figure 3.5, lateral inhibition has no ability to deviate from

these percentages in response to changes in the magnitude of signaling processes

or gene regulation – this rigidity would prevent tip cells from finely “balancing”17

the number of stalk cells they recruit, or stalk cells from ensuring they are not

neighboring (and therefore beholden to) more than one tip cell. Previous authors

have correctly noted that in lateral inhibition, no more than two stalk cells can

occur side-by-side in a linear arrangement of cells, because adding a third stalk cell

would encourage the middle cell to become a tip cell.51;103 However, these authors

have no explanation for how lateral inhibition could consistently ensure that two

(and not one) stalk cell would separate adjacent tip cells (as commonly depicted in

“cartoons” of tip cell selection17) when lateral inhibition inherently favors a 50%

tip cell pattern (i.e., one stalk cell separating two tip cells).

In Figure 4.1A, I hypothesize the existence of a juxtacrine signaling pathway,

separate from Delta-Notch signaling, which allows a stalk cell to effectively “re-

port” to its neighbors the number of tip cells bordering it; this juxtacrine signal,

when strong, can down-regulate tip cell characteristics. I hypothesized that this

mechanism would, in a sense, allow the “cartoon” outcome of exactly two stalk

cells separating tip cells to be enforced.

My analysis of the logical structure of this new multicellular signaling network
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(depicted in a reduced form in Figure 4.3A) yielded several important insights.

First, unlike any other mechanism in Chapters 3 and 4, the stability criterion

(4.71) and stability profile (4.3B) of this mechanism are parabolic with respect

to the structural eigenvalue; this allows initial tip cell patterning (i.e., near the

uniform stead-state) to be restricted to certain wavelengths, in a process known

in the mathematical community as “mode selection”.47 To my knowledge, no pre-

vious study has demonstrated mode selection in a biological system based purely

on juxtacrine signaling, although some studies have allowed lateral inhibition to

achieve more sparse patterns by coupling it to a diffusive mechanism.115

Next, I wanted to explore whether this hypothetical mechanism could achieve

tip cell patterns sparser than 50% in simulation. The large number of parameters

in this model compared to previous hypothesis would have made it difficult to find

regimes with sparse patterns by trial-and-error; I hypothesized that mode selection

using the parabolic stability profile would allow me to define different regimes of

patterning. Indeed, as shown in Figure 4.3C, the final patterns of tip cell selection

did change depending on the mode selected by the initial instability. The coupling

between tip cell density and patterning mode was generally preserved throughout

the “fine-grained” spectrum of the connectivity matrix (i.e., qk < 0, see Figure 2.2)

as shown in Figure 4.3D – however the numerical simulation became highly erratic

for mode selection above qk = −0.25, perhaps due to the method I used to provide

parameters in this mechanism or my decisions of how to structure the governing

equations.

Together, these results might solve one issue facing the Notch-based hypotheses

tip cell selection – the inability for lateral inhibition to incrementally balance tip-

stalk ratios – but it does not address another shortcoming explained in Chapter 3
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– the experimental evidence that Notch engages in lateral induction in endothelial

cells.50 The reduced network depicted in Figure 4.3A does not contain direct lateral

induction by any species: species A (analogous to Delta) laterally activates species

B (analogous to Notch), which down-regulates species A in the same cell in a circuit

of lateral inhibition. Species B up-regulates species A in neighboring cells, but has

no direct impact on species B in neighboring cells. Altering the cell-autonomous

influence of species B on species A from inhibitory to activating would switch the

circuit from lateral inhibition to lateral induction, creating an analogy to Notch-

based lateral induction; however, this alteration would cause a sign change in the

stability criterion (Equation 4.71) which would prevent mode selection at negative

structural eigenvalues (which are necessary to select individual tip cells). As such,

this hypothesis is most likely to be relevant if future experiments resolve that Notch

does engage in lateral inhibition in sprouting endothelial cells, rather than lateral

induction.

Tip cell selection as a VEGF reaction-diffusion mechanism

As an alternative to juxtacrine signaling-based patterning mechanisms, I proposed

a mechanism that used competition for diffusing VEGF (Figure 4.1B) as the basis

for tip cell selection. Historically, reaction-diffusion mechanisms have been the

most obvious explanation for branching morphogenesis (drawing analogies to den-

drite formation102) and formed the basis for many simulations of angiogenic sprout-

ing.23;116;117 These simulations rely on endothelial cells (or neighboring sprouts)

jostling for position as the means by which cells (or sprouts) compete to access the

diffusing morphogen (typically VEGF) and “win” the race to vascularize new tis-

sues. In contrast, tip cell selection is hypothesized to occur between cells which are

equidistant from the hypoxic source of VEGF,19 and is known to be orchestrated
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prior to any morphological change by intricate networks of multicellular signal-

ing.25 The reaction-diffusion hypothesis I propose and analyze here is, in some

respects, a way to reconcile the initially hypothesized role of VEGF in regulating

angiogenic branching and the hypothesized ability for endothelium to select tip

cells independently of local tissue geometry.

Previous experiments showed that retinal neurons used VEGF internalization

via VEGFR2 to limit tip cell formation in their vicinit27, and subsequent authors

hypothesized that emerging tip cells may similarly use VEGF consumption to limit

formation of new tip cells in their vicinity.104 I proposed a network of signaling

and gene regulation that could fulfill this hypothetical role for VEGF endocytosis

(Figure 4.1B) and provided the first simulations of tip cell selection via competition

for VEGF (Figure 4.4).

A notable feature of this mechanism is the dramatic response of tip cell selec-

tion density to changes in VEGF production rate (Figure 4.4E). Research from

the early 2000s, oriented towards clinical application of VEGF inhibitors, found

that availability of VEGF quantitatively impacted the density (or branching fre-

quency) of the vasculature following angiogenesis15;83;118;119 – including the founda-

tional study on endothelial tip cells.18 However, in the years following, the tip cell

selection community focused most experiments on exploring how Notch signaling

affected tip cell density16;21;50;52;53. Only recently has the focus returned to VEGF:

a series of experiments showed that tight regulation of VEGF receptor endocytosis

was essential for proper tip cell formation and sprouting.88;105;120 In response, there

has been some renewed interest in understanding how tip cell selection patterns are

impacted by chronically low or high VEGF,74 but as I will discuss in more detail

below, more experimental work is needed to understand how tip cell selection is
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impacted by small changes in VEGF production.

Limitations of this study

In addition to the fundamental limitations of my ODE-based formalism discussed

in the previous chapter, the hypotheses explored here have some unique concerns.

The double juxtacrine hypothesis is lacking biological details

In Figure 4.1A, the identity of the second juxtacrine signaling pathway is unspec-

ified. At the start of this chapter, I provided a list of three juxtacrine signaling

pathways that are of growing importance to the tip cell selection community –

Ephrin-B2, Neuropilin-1, and VE-Cadherin – but I was unable to provide an ex-

planation for any of these species would allow Notch activation in one cell to

down-regulate Delta expression in neighboring cells without using the Notch re-

ceptor.

My uncertainty about the molecular species in the double-juxtacrine hypothesis

limited the analysis I could perform in a number of ways. I was unable to predict

how VEGF might impact tip cell pattern in this hypotheses, because I did not know

where VEGF should enter the governing equations; modifying the production rate

of Delta (analogous to species A in Figure 4.3A) is one option, and I plan to explore

this in the near future.

I also had to guess how the governing equation for species A (Equation 4.18)

should be structured: I chose to sum the two repressive Hill functions, which is

analogous to a situation where Notch and the unnamed species can each only
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partially repress the expression of Delta (i.e., total repression is a logical AND).

I plan to test combining the two repressive Hill functions in Equation 4.18 as a

product, as this change might produce more robust patterning at the expense of

mathematical complexity – this network would be analogous to a situation where

strong activation of either juxtacrine pathway can fully repress Delta (i.e., total

repression is a logical OR).

The endothelium as a perfect lattice

As in Chapter 3, I assumed here that the endothelium was a perfect 2D lattice of

square-shaped endothelial cells. This assumption was relatively safe when I was

focused on juxtacrine signaling: only the topology of the endothelium matters for

juxtacrine signaling, not the geometry, endothelial cells have roughly four neighbors

in vivo 51 and in in vitro monolayers.5

However the simplified lattice may conflict with the realities of testing hy-

potheses of VEGF reaction-diffusion: while I have argued that this hypothetical

mechanism can select tip cells in the absence of positional advantage (i.e., a poten-

tial tip cell being closer to the source of VEGF) real vessels have three-dimensional

geometries, and in some cases, certain cells will be closer to a tip position than

others.16;58 My hope is that if and when the VEGF reaction-diffusion hypothesis

explored here passes some degree of experimental validation, the proposed mecha-

nism could be used in larger multiscale models of angiogenesis which can simulate

more complex vessel geometries.12;103
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Application to experiments

Experiments around double-juxtacrine hypothesis

It the broadest terms, the hypothesis I’ve presented as “double-juxtacrine” (Fig-

ure 4.1A) here states that endothelial cells – and in particular stalk cells – express

a ligand that represses tip characteristics in neighboring cells. This ligand should

be upregulated by Notch, but should not be a ligand for Notch. (Another biolog-

ical hypothesis which has the same reduced representation as the network shown

in Figure 4.3A states that Notch activation down-regulates a ligand which needs

to be present in trans for a tip cell to form.) Validation of this hypothesis should

begin with continued search for juxtacrine signaling pathways which are upstream

of Delta expression, and downstream of Notch, in endothelial cells; once candidates

pathways are identified, experiments should be designed to test whether ligands

for those pathways down-regulate (or up-regulate) Delta expression and are up-

regulated (or down-regulated) by Notch activation.

Earlier in this chapter, I discussed three juxtacrine signaling pathways which

each fit some, but unfortunately not all, parts of this mold. EphrinB2 is upregu-

lated by Notch89, is an important regulator of tip cell function (possibly includ-

ing Delta expression),88 and has some interesting juxtacrine interactions with the

EphB4 receptor;121 but ephrinB2 does not appear to be enriched in stalk cells105;120.

Neuropilin-1 is down-regulated by Notch91, might antagonize VEGF-VEGFR2 sig-

naling (and subsequent Delta activation) when presented to a cell in trans 93 and is

thought to be necessary in cis for tip cell formation91; however, this network would

only fit the reduced representation given in Figure 4.3A if Neuropilin-1 promoted

tip cell formation when presented in trans. VE-cadherin inhibits VEGFR2 signal-
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ing in cis,92 and might stabilize gap junctions in trans (helping to inhibit VEGFR2

in those cells);122 but it is not clear that this mechanism can be accurately modeled

using the governing equations provided here,122 nor whether VE-cadherin is down-

stream of Notch. As experimental observations of how these and other juxtacrine

pathways interact with Notch signaling in endothelial cells continue to emerge, my

hope is that researchers will consider whether the reduced representation given in

Figure 4.3A might apply.

The above pathways might clarify the molecular basis for this hypothesis, but

the multicellular basis for it – reflected in the common illustration of tip cells

being separated by two or more (not one) stalk cells17;20 – also needs to be firmly

established. Some experiments, especially those in the mouse retina, may support

the notion of tip cells being selected at 50% from cells at the leading edge of the

growing plexus16;52; others, even in the mouse retina, suggest that tip cells are

selected at a lower ratio, especially under pathological conditions.17;21;27 Granted,

any illustrations or simulations that enforce a perfect geometry and easily-counted

tip cell pattern on an endothelium are simplifications; the real endothelium is

more disorderly and dynamic than the lattices used here,21;53 and tip versus stalk

phenotypes are dynamic, reversible, and perhaps only partially realized in some

cells in the normal course of angiogenesis.52 I still presume that the recurrent

depiction of tip cells being separated by more than one stalk cell is a reflection of

researchers’ cumulative observation of the multicellular structure of the vascular

plexus (i.e., perhaps drawing only one stalk cell wouldn’t “look right” based on

those researchers’ experiences in microscopy).

Mature techniques to systematize how tip cells and stalk cells are counted

are few: the gold standards for identifying tip cells continue to revolve around
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classifying the morphology (mostly based on filopodoia), not gene expression or

signaling states, of endothelial cells in the sprouting front.58 My hope is that

continued work will go towards enabling a rational and quantitative system for

capturing the multicellular structure of the sprouting endothelium, and identifying

(biomolecular) patterns of tip cell selection within it, so we can start validating

models for tip cell pattern formation more directly – Gerhardt and colleagues’

recent efforts to create live reporters of Delta expression are a promising step in

this direction.74

Experiments around diffusion and endocytosis

The “diffusion and endocytosis” hypothesis proposed here essentially states that

tip cells create a local sink in the concentration of freely-diffusing VEGF in the in-

terstitial fluid which allows them to “steal VEGF”104 from neighboring endothelial

cells, limiting the formation of competing tip cells in their vicinity. Experimental

validation of this hypothesis can occur on two fronts: the hypothetical positive

feedback mechanism that allows tip cells to form a local sink in VEGF (proposed

here to involve Akt, eNOS, dynamin, and endosomal trafficking) can be dissected,

and the global predictions of the model – such as the continuous response of tip

cell selection density to VEGF production rate (Figure 4.4E) – can be tested.

Perhaps the quickest way to falsify the hypothesis I have proposed is to show

that a species which I’ve implicated as a component of the underlying mechanism

– namely Akt, eNOS, and dynamin – does not function as I have purported. For

example, there are conflicting accounts about whether Akt activation following

stimulation of endothelial cells with VEGF is dependent on VEGFR2 internaliza-

tion: some studies have shown that Akt continues to be activated if full endocytosis
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of VEGFR2 is prevented,105 but other studies suggest that movement of VEGFR2

from the cell surface into a dynamin-dependent vesicle (not full endocytosis) is the

required step before Akt is activated by VEGF-VEGFR2 signaling.88;106 If, hy-

pothetically, it could be shown that inclusion of VEGF-VEGFR2 complexes into

dynamin-dependent vesicles (and subsequent activation of Akt) is not tightly cou-

pled to VEGF endocytosis and degradation, my proposed mechanism would be

incomplete – I would need to identify a signaling pathway which is downstream

of VEGF-VEGFR2 signaling from endosomes (such as ERK192) and positively

regulates VEGFR2 endocytosis and trafficking to lysosomes.106

However, I will argue that the core of my hypothesis is not the molecular play-

ers that are ostensibly responsible for the underlying mechanism. Rather, the

non-monotonic relationship between steady-state extracellular VEGF concentra-

tion and intracellular VEGF concentration – captured quantitatively in Figure 4.4B

– is the most critical aspect of the hypothesis. Endothelial cells must be able to

accelerate their rate of VEGF internalization in response to rising levels of intra-

cellular VEGF signaling, such that a tip cell can sustain an increased rate VEGF

internalization even as the local concentration of extracellular VEGF decreases,

for VEGF reaction-diffusion to be the medium on which the endothelium limits

the density of tip cell selection (in the absence of positional competition).

I expect that in vitro experiments on primary endothelial cells would be the

most appropriate method for establishing an empirical relationship resembling the

curve in Figure 4.4B. Measuring VEGF concentrations in vivo is notoriously dif-

ficult123, and attempts to eliminate baseline VEGF expression in whole organism

(so a controlled amount of VEGF can be released) are hindered by the embryonic

lethality of eliminating even a single allele of VEGF.124 In contrast, previous in
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vitro experiments using endothelial cell monolayers have been successful in measur-

ing how titrating an imposed concentration of VEGF impacts cellular responses in-

cluding gene expression,125 migration,126;127 and VEGFR2 signaling state.128 The

primary challenge in creating an empirical curve to match that shown in Fig-

ure 4.4B is that VEGF flux into the cells (V̇ ) is the imposed parameter, rather

than local VEGF concentration; each steady-state VEGF flux has only one pos-

sible VEGF concentration, but an endothelial cell can have one of several VEGF

fluxes if VEGF concentration is fixed. Numerous studies have proposed biomateri-

als that can slowly release VEGF in vitro,129 perhaps providing a means to impose

a steady-state flux of VEGF on a monolayer, but I am unsure how local VEGF

concentration at the cell surface might be measured in vitro.

I expect that the other important component of this reaction-diffusion model

– diffusion of VEGF – is better suited to validation through simulation. The

transport of a soluble protein like VEGF can be modeled from first principles, and

numerous computational studies have predicted how gradients of VEGF can form

and be maintained in a variety of contexts, including tip cell formation.23;110;130 A

three-dimensional simulation of this hypothesis, with accurate models for VEGF

diffusion, might be possible once the regulation and kinetics of VEGF endocytosis

(i.e., with steady-states like this depicted in Figure 4.4B) is elucidated.

The global model prediction of tip cell density being a function of a the flux (or

production rate) of VEGF might require in vivo experiments or tissue engineered

in vitro constructs which can recapitulate sprouting angiogenesis.5;61 As mentioned

previously, there are limited tools available to measure tip cell selection patterns

directly, so using more traditional methods of counting fully-formed tip cells58

might be a first step towards validating these predictions. One recent study began
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to test whether the density of tip cell formation responded to changes in VEGF

availability and found that spiking the mouse retinal vasculature with concentrated

VEGF solutions (1 µg/ml) appeared to eliminate tip cell formation altogether.74

This result does not meaningfully support or falsify any of the VEGF-centered

hypothesis explored in Chapters 3 and 4 – lateral inhibition (Figure 3.5), lateral

induction(Figure 3.6), and VEGF reaction-diffusion(Figure 4.4) – because all pre-

dict uniform activation of tip cell-related species under chronically high VEGF,

but do not count tip cells if the uniform initial condition is stable. I hypothesize

that adding or subtracting large amounts of VEGF disturbs the endothelium to an

extent that tip cell pattern formation is no longer functional. In the future, I hope

that experiments will be designed around adding or subtracting small amounts of

VEGF to the endothelium to elucidate whether marginal VEGF availability has a

marginal impact on tip cell density.

4.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, I have injected some much-needed fresh ideas into the discussion

about how the organization of angiogenic sprouts is initiated by the multicellular

selection of endothelial tip cells. I created qualitatively new hypotheses for the

logic which endothelial cells might execute to form varied patterns of tip-competent

cells, and I identified the biomolecular species which might convey that logic. In the

short term, these hypotheses can be used to design experiments that might falsify

them. In the long term, these hypotheses might inspire the discovery of the “true”

solution to tip cell selection, either because one of these hypotheses resembles the

real biomolecular logic the endothelium uses or because the techniques I used to

create these hypotheses are helpful in finding it.
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CHAPTER 5

DESIGNING A BUSINESS FOR INSECT CELL-BASED

MANUFACTURING OF GENE THERAPIES

5.1 Introduction

In July of 2012, the European Medicines Agency approved the drug Glybera for

sale, marking the beginning of commercial gene therapy in the Western world.131

The treatment injected a live virus – a recombinant adeno-associated virus (AAV)

– into a patient’s muscle tissue where it infected cells with DNA encoding the gene

for an enzyme called lipoprotein lipase; in effect, Glybera cured a hereditary dis-

ease known as lipoprotein lipase deficiency – which causes debilitating abdominal

pain and frequent hospitalizations – within hours of administration. However, in

April of 2017, the makers of Glybera announced they would not be seeking market

reauthorization, meaning the drug would cease to be available in October of that

year.132 The first gene therapy in Europe was a commercial failure (having report-

edly been sold to a single patient133) because of its cost: at $1 million per dose,36

it was not only the most expensive drug off all time – the active ingredients of

Glybera may have been among the most expensive materials of all time, requiring

on the order of $1 billion per gram of recombinant AAV to manufacture. Experts

in the AAV community hold a consensus that manufacturers must achieve drastic

cost reductions if viral gene therapies are ever to each commercial viability and

cure hereditary diseases from whole patient populations.36;134

At first glance, the manufacturing process (summarized in Figure 5.1) for re-

combinant AAV resembles that of other biopharmaceuticals, such as monoclonal

antibodies: a plasmid containing the genes of the recombinant protein are inserted
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into a living cell substrate, which is grown in a bioreactor while it translates and

assembles the final protein product. The essential reaction and culturing schemes

of the recombinant product and the cells which produce it – collectively known as

the expression system – are designed early in the process of developing the biother-

apy, likely when production runs are carried out by scientists using in bench-scale

equipment such as T-flasks or roller bottles. Once the basic expression system is

fixed, the execution and improvement of the manufacturing process become the

purview of specialized bioprocess engineers who perform scale-up; process devel-

opment, as it is known, enables cell culture to take place in large bioreactors,

and eventually, for the drug to be mass-produced at medical-grade pharmaceutical

plants. By the time a typical biological drug advances through its three clinical

trials, receives market authorization, and is ready to be produced for commercial

use, manufacturing costs account for a negligible portion of the sales price: as

of 2009, bioprocess development experts estimated that the production costs for

monoclonal antibodies – which can cost healthcare payers tens of thousands of

dollars per year at the time of launch – had approached $100 per gram, and were

trending towards $20 per gram.135

However, recombinant AAV is not like most biological products. Each AAV

particle is an icosahedral capsid – the protein-based outer shell of the virus which

contains numerous receptor-binding sites necessary to infect host cells – harboring

a short (roughly 5,000 base-pair), double-stranded DNA payload. The capsid con-

sists of 60 protein sub-units, each an alternative splicing of a single gene: proteins

of the three splicings must be expressed by the host cell at a precisely-defined

stoichiometric ratio for the virus to be infectious. AAV “Rep” proteins must also

be expressed by the host cell which help replicate the payload DNA and shuttle

it into the capsid, but these proteins alone are often not sufficient for these crit-
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Figure 5.1: Overview of AAV manufacturing.

ical steps: in many cases, the host cell must be infected with a wholly separate

“helper” virus to enable proper DNA replication and packaging (adeno-associated

virus gets its name from the helper adenovirus, which a host organism must first

be infected with before wild-type AAV can replicate). Furthermore, AAV purifica-

tion processes are challenging: AAV does not bind as strongly to affinity columns

as antibodies, and novel techniques must be employed to separate empty capsids

from fully-functional AAV particles.

The manufacturing costs of AAV are a direct result of the complexity of express-

ing, purifying, and charactering the live virus particles – and the lack of experience

that most bioprocess developers and manufacturing organizations have with gene

therapy. In this project, I explored how the burdens of AAV manufacturing might

be reduced by new businesses that improve different aspects of the bioprocess de-

velopment pathway shown in Figure 5.1; in particular, I hypothesized how firms
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might profit from accelerating the adoption of insect cells as a production substrate

for AAV – which could potentially unlock vast cost savings over traditional mam-

malian cell-based manufacturing techniques. I will begin by performing review of

the literature around AAV manufacturing and insect cell-based protein expression.

Then, I will provide a list of several business concepts around insect cells for AAV

manufacturing, which span from “plasmids” to “contract manufacturing” in Fig-

ure 5.1. I will summarize the interview process I used to test each of the business

concepts, and then provide my final recommendations for the potential new firms

which warrant continued efforts to implement with the goals of making AAV gene

therapies more affordable to develop, manufacture, and ultimately, administer to

patients.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Literature review

Recombinant adeno-associated virus (AAV)

Adeno-associated virus (AAV) is a viral gene therapy vector; AAV therapies use

recombinant viruses to deliver DNA payloads (as opposed to the AAV genome) into

to a patient’s cells which replace lost protein function or introduce new RNA func-

tions (e.g., gene silencing).131[Better citation]? Each AAV virion has a complex,

multimeric protein coat – known as the viral capsid – which is specialized to infect

a particular tissue (or set of tissues) in a host organism; natural and recombinant

AAVs are classified into a number of distinct serotypes which describe their capsid

compositions and the tissues they are specific to.136 Important quality attributes
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of therapeutic AAV include how closely a sample matches to its targeted serotype

(as measured by how efficiently it infects patient cells) and the empty-to-full ratio

(or the percentage of AAV particles in the final product which are missing a DNA

payload).134

Assembly of, and integration of payload DNA into, the AAV capsid requires

certain host cell processes, so therapeutic AAV must be produced in genetically

engineered eukaryotic cells.134 Recombinant AAV has traditionally been produced

in immortalized human cell lines (such as Human Embryonic Kidney, or HEK, cells)

in adherent cultures (e.g., T-flasks) using transient transfection (i.e., introducing

the recombinant AAV genome and payload DNA directly into cells as DNA);134

these components – the cell substrate, the culture format, and the gene delivery

method – collectively make up the expression system that AAV is manufactured

in.

While expression systems based on transient transfection of HEK cells serve

scientists well during early-stage AAV research, it is unlikely to be suitable for

commercial manufacturing of gene therapies due to the extremely high projected

costs.134 For example, Glybera had a launch price of over $1 million per patient,

largely due to its manufacturing costs.36 Glybera was manufactured using an

insect-cell based expression system (discussed in more detail below) – not with

transfection – which allowed it to be produced in a suspension format, as opposed

to the adherent cultures used in traditional AAV production. As demonstrated in

Figure 5.2, suspension-based cultures scale significantly more cost-effectively than

adherent cultures. In conclusion, attempting to commercialize a gene therapy using

transfection-based, adherent-culture manufacturing would likely incur costs to the

patient much greater than Glybera’s e1.1 million; there are few (if any) diseases
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Figure 5.2: AAV production with adherent vs. suspension cultures.

where such costs, even if they offset a lifetime of treatment, would be justifiable

to insurers or other healthcare payers.36

Luckily, several new AAV expression systems are under development which al-

low for more cost-effective AAV production, as summarized in Table 5.1. Some

have simply attempted to adapt their HEK/transfection systems to a suspension

format; while this begins to address the issue of reactor scaling, it can still be very

costly to produce the purified plasmid DNA needed for each cell in each batch,

and there are some outstanding issues with process variability and safety (e.g.,

risk of producing replication-competent AAV).134 One approach seeks to eliminate

transfection’s recurrent need for input DNA, and permit cells to be fully adapted

to a suspension format, by creating stable cell lines which continually express a

specific recombinant AAV.137 However, in this approach, new cell lines would need

to be established any time a change is made to the AAV capsid or payload (which
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takes months), and a potentially dangerous virus (wild-type adenovirus) would

need to be introduced to replace certain “helper” functions lost when switching

from away transfection.137 Another option uses a recombinant Herpes Simple Virus

(HSV) as a viral expression vector to introduce the AAV genome and payload DNA

into mammalian cells in suspension; this both reduces the need for recurrent plas-

mid (although HSV must be produced beforehand) and enables more suspension-

friendly Baby Hamster Kidney cells to be used in place of HEK cells.137 The HSV

expression system produces a high yield of AAV with a good empty-to-full ratio,

but introduces a human virus (HSV) which, though replication-deficient, poses

some additional purification requirements to guarantee product safety.134 Finally,

AAV can be produced in insect cells; as I will discuss in more detail below, this

expression system uses a replicating and non-human baculovirus to introduce the

AAV and payload DNA, which reduces both the prerequisite titer and safety con-

cerns of the viral expression vector compared to HSV, and scales up with ease.137

However, maintaining AAV quality in the baculovirus expression vector/insect cell

system (BEVICS) can be more challenging than in mammalian systems.134

Baculovirus expression vector/insect cell system (BEVICS)

In contrast to the mammalian cells typically used in the production of recombi-

nant antibodies,[CITE] insect cells have a record of commercial successes in the

production of recombinant virus-like particles (VLPs) for use as human and veteri-

nary vaccines.138 Two prominent examples are Cervarix, a vaccine against human

papillomavirus which is popular in the United Kingdom, and Flublok, which is an

annual trivalent flu vaccine which is mainly targeted at patients with allergies to

chicken eggs.138 In the early 2000s, scientists at the National Institutes of Health in-

vented a method for producing live, recombinant AAV in insect cells by improving
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Table 5.1: Comparison of AAV expression systems.

upon previous techniques for producing inactive VLPs in insect cells – albeit these

early tests produced AAV with imbalances in the capsid protein composition.139

A decade later, these and other scientists had engineered baculovirus expression

vectors to produce high-quality AAV of multiple serotypes140 and performed pilot

studies using the largest bioreactors ever published for AAV production (200 L).141

Early in this development effort, researchers recognized that the BEV system

would be capable of scaling up AAV production more easily than any expres-

sion system at the time.139 Much of this scaling ability owes to the kinetics of

baculovirus infection: instead of using a high multiplicity-of-infection (MOI; the

number of copies of a plasmid or expression vector per cell) which is then diluted

as the cells divide, as with transient transfection or HSV infection, insect cells can

be infected with a baculovirus at low MOI – the virus will propagate on its own, in-

creasing the strength of gene expression as the cells divide.142 Furthermore, insect
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cells are easily adapted to a suspension format and can easily be grown without

costly and relatively unsafe serum-containing growth media.138

The baculovirus expression vector/insect cell system consists of a number of

baculoviruses and the insect cells which they are grown in, as shown in Figure 5.3.

Throughout this chapter, I will reference baculovirus plasmids which enable the

production of different serotypes of AAV in insect cells. These plasmids refer to

those used to make the baculoviruses which introduce Rep and Cap genes into

the insect cells during production. As mentioned previously, initial attempts to

create AAV in insect cells produced virus which was not as infectious as that made

in mammalian cells, largely arising from insufficient expression of the VP1 capsid

(Cap) protein.139 Several groups spent years engineering baculovirus plasmids that

produced optimal levels of the Rep and Cap proteins,140;143 and designs for these

insect-cell compatible plasmids are covered under numerous patents.

Figure 5.3: AAV production with BEVICS.
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Insect cell lines

Historically, AAV has been produced in insect cells from a cell line called Sf9,

from Spodoptera frugiperdia, a moth of the order Lepidoptera.139;141 Sf9 is the

most popular cell line for recombinant protein production using BEVICS, and it

is celebrated for its fast growth rate, its ability to rapidly propagate a baculovirus

infection, and its ability to survive in suspension and in serum-free media.138 How-

ever, the second-most popular cell line for recombinant protein production using

BEVICS, Hi5 144, from Trichoplusia ni, another Lepidopteran, also has the poten-

tial to be used for the production of AAV. Compared to Sf9, Hi5 is slightly less

hardy (requiring more care to adapt to a suspension format), but has the potential

to reach higher yields of recombinant protein and produces less baculovirus (which

can be difficult to separate from the recombinant protein product).145

Both Sf9146 and Hi5147 were recently discovered to suffer from adventitious (i.e.,

unwanted) viral infections. The FDA requires any cell line used in the manufacture

of drug materials to be screened for adventitious viruses; companies with processes

found to be infected with adventitious viruses should ideally eliminate the infection,

use separations process to remove the virus from the final product, or minimally,

demonstrate that the virus poses no risk to humans.148 Because the adventitious

viruses in insect cells were only recently discovered, it is expected that the market-

approved drugs which were manufactured with insect cells contain some virus;

neither the Rhabdovirus found in Sf9, nor the Alphanodavirus found in Hi5, are

known to infect humans146;147, so these products remain on shelves Regardless,

known adventitious agents present regulatory complications and some experts in

the bioprocessing industry anticipate that therapy companies will take steps to

eliminate them, perhaps adopting insect cell lines which are similar to Sf9 or Hi5,
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but cured of the undesirable infections.148–150

5.2.2 Business model design methodologies

In the following section, I will provide background on the methodologies for busi-

ness model design I used to guide this project. For a more detailed explanation of

my activities, proceed to the next section, “Generating and investigating business

concepts.”

Business concept generation

Practitioners of technology commercialization highlight the need to establish and

test concepts for a new business early and often.151 The process of business design,

like the process of science, is generally one of falsifying hypotheses; it is likely that

the first concept an entrepreneur has for a new business will either be fundamen-

tally flawed, or in need to significant changes before it can be implemented. To

account for the likely possibility that some concepts will fail, and to increase the

chances that a valid business concept is identified, it is good practice to begin the

design process with a set of distinct concepts which can be tested in series or in

parallel.

For the purposes of technology commercialization, the broad topic of this

project, those concepts might all share a common theme, such as ideas for dif-

ferent products which incorporate a new invention (e.g., imaging several types

of electronic devices which could incorporate a new integrated circuit) or differ-

ent companies that might benefit from a new invention (e.g., considering different

manufacturing processes that could be built around a new unit operation). Better
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yet, the entrepreneur can help ensure he is performing a wide search of business

concepts by proposing ideas that span the range of license (i.e., selling the inven-

tion to a third party outright) to company (i.e., forming a startup around the

invention).

The business model canvas

To advance from hypothesis to validated idea, a concept must tested; for a concept

to be tested, it needs to have some degree for formality. However, the details of

future cash flows and company organization – what many tend to think of as the

“business model” that formalizes an idea for a new enterprise – are time-consuming

to construct and may not contain accurate and useful predictions when created

early in the commercialization process. To address this issue, Osterwalder152 de-

veloped an ontology which can be used to construct architectures (or minimal

business models) for new business concepts using a common set of terms; these

architectures directly capture the “logic” of the business and can be used to create

testable hypotheses.

Osterwalder’s business ontology eventually grew into the user-friendly business

model canvas (BMC)153, which contains a table of nine categories of features that

must be described to design a successful business:

� the customer segments being targeted;

� the value propositions, which describe the offerings that solves an unmet need

of the target customers;

� the expected revenue streams;

� the relationships with customers that will be maintained;
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� the channels the company will use to reach and distribute to customers;

� any key partnerships that need to be established with other organizations;

� the key activities that the company will engage in to sustain its operations;

� the key resources the company will need to build or acquire;

� and the expected startup and operating cost structure.

According to Osterwalder, a business model should contain hypotheses for each of

the categories to maximize its chance of succeeding; the process of business design

is in testing hypotheses that arise from this business model canvas.

Value proposition design

The BMC, while appropriate for describing a whole business concept, contains

some components which are more critical to the validity of a business concept

than others; for example, a company must identify and understand its customer

segments to have any hope of viability, but concerns such as partnerships and

cost structures are generally not relevant until the relatively late in the design

process. As such, Osterwalder developed a methodology of “value proposition

design”154, which allowed practitioners to iterate more quickly on the three most

critical aspects of a business model: the customers, the value proposition offered

to them with the new venture, and the potential sources of revenue. These three

components hypothesize how a company will earn money by solving an unmet

need of potential customers; Osterwalder’s value proposition design methodology

revolves around generating testable hypotheses for iterating through early-stage

business designs based on deeper analysis of the value map and customer profile

targeted by a particular business concept.
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Environment maps

In addition to detailing an important subset of the business model canvas in value

proposition design (“zooming in”), Osterwalder provided a sketch for how to in-

vestigate the environment that a business model exists within (“zooming out”).153

Osterwalder described this environment using what he called an “environment

map”, which consists of four broad categories of factors external to a business

concept – key trends, industry forces, market forces, and macroeconomic forces

– and subdivisions within those categories. As Osterwalder puts it, the content

of these categories describes the “design space” in which a business model must

operate; without knowledge of this design space, it is not possible to generate the

hypotheses and tests about the business model that will lead to a successful busi-

ness design. However, Osterwalder did not describe a methodology for creating

hypotheses and tests about the environment – which may be just as necessary test-

ing and improving of the business model itself – perhaps finding that the process of

learning the environments surrounding a business may be too complex and diverse

to generalize.

Summary

Osterwalder’s design methods, whether limited to the three categories in value

proposition design or inclusive of the whole business model canvas, describe an it-

erative process of forming hypotheses based on the essential “logic” of the business,

determining what tests can falsify those hypotheses, executing those tests, and then

updating or rejecting the concepts as necessary. As a business concept matures,

the tests advance from simple conversations with potential customers and other

stakeholders to attempts at creating physical prototypes or pilot implementations
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of the business.

5.2.3 Generating and investigating business concepts

I developed a set of business concepts around the theme of using insect cells to

manufacture AAV for human gene therapy, spanning the range of licensing oppor-

tunities (of an insect cell line to be used as a production substrate) to companies

based around the operation of a physical plant. I used aspects of Osterwalder’s

value proposition design methodology to generate hypotheses relating to the basic

logic of how each concept created value for its customers. However, I developed

my own methodology for generating hypotheses of the environment in which each

concept would operate based around what I call “industry maps” (defined below).

I tested my hypotheses regarding the environment of the AAV industry, and the

value propositions which could benefit customers within it, by interviewing experts

in the AAV industry.

Industry maps

Osterwalder suggested that entrepreneurs develop “environment maps” to capture

the context that customers of a new business concept would exist within; the im-

portance of these maps was especially stressed in sectors which are “networked”,

contend with “greater uncertainty” due technological innovation, and experience

“severe market disruptions” due to shifting economic conditions, versus sectors

which are relative mature, stable, and well-understood (e.g., most types of con-

sumer goods)153. As discussed in Chapter I (see Figure 1.2), the biotechnology

industry involves a complex network of non-profit and commercial entities, and
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is in a state of constant change due to new scientific discoveries, technological

advancements, and changes in regulatory policy37. I grappled with this complex-

ity by creating “industry maps’, or diagrams of the network of firms surrounding

AAV manufacturing, to test and improve my understanding of the context that

my business concepts would operate within.

These maps described relationships of how I hypothesized different firms in the

industry interacted with one another; for example, “Small therapy firm X grows

into large therapy firm Y ”, or “Process technology developer X sells technology

A to therapy firm Y ”. Each relationship depicted in a map represented a testable

hypothesis which I could falsify by interviewing people at a firm described by one

or both of the entities in a relationship; for example, I could ask a manager at firm

Y whether there were technologies like A available on the market

For each business concept, I will provide two industry maps: one created before

the interview process, and one after. Both maps will contain the three components

of value proposition design for each concept: the customers, the value proposition,

and the predicted sources of revenue. The maps provided “after” the interview

process will contain any changes in my understanding of the AAV manufacturing

industry around each concept, notes of any observations that challenged the hy-

potheses of each concept (in red), and notes of any observations that the original

hypotheses did not cover (in yellow).

Search pattern

After generating the set of business concepts, I planned the search pattern of how

I would investigate them using a matrix which ranked each concept according to

how I hypothesized it perform in seven factors that influence company profitability:
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� Market Size: the total addressable size (in dollars) of the market that a

product or service will compete in

� Capital Requirements: the upfront costs of starting each business

� Value Propositions: the strength of the value propositions underlying each

idea

� High Margin: the expected markup on each sale of a product or service

� Unfair Edge: the long-term advantages that the company would have over

its competitors

� Big Problem: the urgency that customers feel towards seeing the unmet need

being met

� Good Fit: how well the proposed team is positioned to implement the busi-

ness concept

I assigned a score for each factor of each concept according to its rank, ranging

from 1 (ranked worst) to 5 (ranked best); concepts which I hypothesized to tie

were each given a rank plus half-point (e.g., two concepts which tie for second-best

each get a 3.5). These rankings were based on rough estimates from my review of

the literature around AAV manufacturing using insect cells; for the sake of brevity,

I will not provide detailed explanations for each ranking, though in results section,

I will discuss a few trends I hypothesized to exist. I summed the scores to produce

a total for each concept, and I planned to investigated each concept by order of

descending total score.
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5.2.4 Integrating business concepts

At the conclusion of the interview process, I had four business concepts which I

felt showed enough promise to continue developing (Concepts 2, 3, 4, and 5 in

Figure 5.4). If the initial phases of business model design produce a number of

business concepts which show promise, the entrepreneur must either chose one

(or more) of the business concepts to pursue independently, or demonstrate that

several of the business concepts can be successfully integrated into a single firm153.

In the following sections, I will provide some background on the topic of business

intengration, and then describe how I investigated whether each of my concepts

was suitable for integration with the others.

Background on business integration

The process of merging two business concepts (also known as “strategic business

units” when applied to existing enterprises) into one firm is known as vertical

integration if the two units form a supplier-customer relationship; if not, the merger

is known diversification (or horizontal integration). Diversification can be further

broken down into related and unrelated diversification. In unrelated diversification,

the two businesses do not have meaningful relationships, or they may operate in

entirely different markets – this type of diversification is helpful for mitigating risk

within an investment portfolio, but is considered by most business scholars to be

poor practice in the strategic management of a single company.155 However, if the

merger of the two business would unlock long-term competitive advantage (defined

below) which would otherwise not exist if the firms remained separate, the process

is called related diversification.
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Competitive advantage is broadly defined as the the ability to succeed versus

one’s rivals; the clearest sign of competitive advantage is the ability to extract “eco-

nomic rent,” which is compensation for goods or service that exceeds the opportu-

nity cost to the owner. In other words, competitive advantage allows a company

to make an“unreasonable” amount of money for the actual work they perform,

by virtue of owning something important; Markides & Williamson (1994)155 refer

to that “owned important thing” as a “strategic asset,” and it can be tangible

(land, facilities, equipment, etc.) or intangible (expertise, intellectual property,

contractual rights, etc.). Coca-Cola’s brand name is a classic example of a strate-

gic asset, because it is what allows the company to sell a simple product (cola),

which is virtually identical to generic products in the market, at a higher price

than competitors.156

Markides & Williamson further explain that successful business integration

enables the continuous creation of strategic assets155; for example, one company

buying another solely to access its existing patents (themselves strategic assets)

will not create a sustainable (i.e., long-term) competitive advantage because the

patents will eventually expire. Rather, Markides & Williamson proposed that “core

competences,” which are the (mostly intangible) assets that allow a company to

continuously improve the value of its offerings157, are the strategic assets which

businesses transfer in a successful merger. A successful merger is also a necessary

one; if a strategic asset is easily transferred via trade or contract, a merger of

two businesses – a complex affair – is unnecessarily wasteful. For example, land

can provide sustainable advantages and economic rent, but it is easily transferable

between parties and should not be the reason two businesses are integrated.

Based on these arguments, Markides & Williamson155 propose two criteria that
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a process of integration must satisfy to be successful:

� As a result of the merger, a competence must be shared between the business

units which catalyzes the creation of strategic assets which are nontradeable,

nonsubstitutable, and slow or costly to accumulate;

� and it must be more efficient to transfer the competence internally (within a

single firm) than to transfer the competence by trade or contract.

If either or both of these criteria are not met, the merger should not take place

A third consideration is the potential for conflicts that might arise from business

integration153 These conflicts might include a clash between the company cultures

in the merging firms, or it may arise from a loss of performance in one or both of the

firms – the combined entities may become less efficient if they cannot benefit from

the competition of the open market in areas where they form a customer-supplier

relationship.158

5.2.5 Plan-to-market

The business concepts that emerged from the interview-oriented testing phase,

and their attractive permutations, require additional testing before they should

be considered “validated”; in the design of business models, the only way to truly

validate an idea is to implement it. In the design of physical products, creating a

prototype is an important milestone on the path to implementing an idea which

follows interviews, but precedes product launch; the analogy for ideas around man-

ufacturing processes or other services might be a pilot study. I screened through

the individual concepts which survived the interview-oriented testing phase of this
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project and estimated how difficult it would be for me to produce a prototype or

pilot study of each concept, and estimated how much impact the success of each

individual concept would have on the integrated concepts. I attempted to arrange

for a pilot study to occur for one of the concepts – the attempt itself forming

an important test of the concept – and will briefly describe the outcome of those

efforts.

5.3 Results

Insect cells lines have long established their utility in the production of various re-

combinant proteins138;144, but the discovery of adventitious viruses in the two major

cell lines (Sf9 and Hi-5) have created some concern among industry experts146–148.

The Boyce Thompson Institute (BTI; Ithaca, NY) isolated three immortalized cell

lines descended from the cabbage looper (Trichoplusia ni, or T. ni) which were ab-

sent of the adventitious viral infections (of the genus Alphanodavirus) which infect

comparable cell lines available on the market today149;150; this absence of adventi-

tious viruses was confirmed using RT-PCR149;150 and high-throughput small RNA

screening (unpublished data).

I undertook a project to investigate how these new insect cell lines might form

the core technology of a new business involved in the manufacturing of human

biotherapeutics. I decided to focus my efforts on adeno-associated virus (AAV)

as the recombinant product because it was the area in which BTI had performed

the least amount of commercialization efforts prior to my arrival, and because the

AAV industry was growing and in need of improved manufacturing technologies134.

I generated five concepts for businesses around using the baculovirus expression
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vector-insect cell system (BEVICS) to produce AAV for human gene therapy (Fig-

ure 5.4).

Figure 5.4: Set of business concepts.

5.3.1 A set of business concepts for insect cells in AAV

production

Concept 1: Licensing of cell lines to process technology developers

Certain firms in the pharmaceutical industry develop technologies that can form

the basis of multiple different manufacturing processes, such as physical equipment

or chemical reagents for use in clinical-grade manufacturing of several independent

drugs; or, they may invent entirely new methods spanning multiple aspects of

manufacture, such as whole gene expression systems that require special processing,

but can deliver significant improvements in recombinant protein production. These
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process technology developers (PTDs) out-license those technologies to firms which

produce drug materials, either for in-house therapies or as contract manufacturing

services.

This concept defines the business as the original rights-holder to a new insect

cell line, who grants an outside company – a process technology developer – the

rights to invent and sell new manufacturing techniques around the cell lines. The

process technology developer would earn revenue from consulting to third parties,

from selling reagents for use with their process, and from licensing their tech-

nologies to end users (i.e., manufacturers); the original rights-holder (the actual

firm defined in this concept) would earn revenue from royalties on some or all of

these services I assumed the benefits of this concept to be that end users could

access Alphanodavirus-free insect cell lines using their existing process technology

providers (and, perhaps, in conjunction with their existing expression systems) –

simplifying the process of licensing the cells and incorporating them into existing

manufacturing programs.

Concept 2: Direct licensing of cell lines to end-users

This concept bypasses the step of collaborating with an outside process technology

developer by interfacing directly with end-users of the cell lines. Here, I assumed

the end-users would be gene therapy companies or contract manufacturers who

specialize in the use of insect cells as a production substrate, so they would require

less outside assistance than typical customers of the process technology developer

in the previous concept. Unlike the previous concept, implementing this idea would

likely require the formation of a new company to raise funds; rigorous characteriza-

tion and viral safety testing, which is mandated by the FDA and is more extensive
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than the tests performed by BTI, on the cell lines would need to be performed be-

fore they are released to end-users, and these testing services would be too costly

for BTI to shoulder as an academic institution. In these respects, the business

identified in this concept resembles the outside process technology developer in

the previous example, albeit limited to the most basic additional development of

the cell lines. I assumed the benefits of this concept to be that end-users could

access the cells quickly following the previously mentioned testing, and receive

the cells from a dedicated supplier who can be available for basic assistance when

working with the cells.

Concept 3: Design and out-licensing of custom AAV/Baculovirus plas-

mids compatible with insect cells

This concept further achieves the role of the process technology developer by in-

venting new reagents for use with the insect cell lines (see Figure 5.3). A major

hurdle in the production of AAV using the BEVICS method is that the original

plasmids used to create the AAV in mammalian cells are not immediately compat-

ible with insect cells. Custom baculovirus plasmids would need to be engineered

for each serotype of AAV, with targeted edits in the genetic code which alter the

relative expression levels of different protein components of AAV. This work of

designing new plasmids, while complicated and time-consuming, would result in

extremely valuable intellectual property that could be licensed to gene therapy

companies who need to improve their manufacturing performance or switch to a

different serotype. For example, work performed by Rob Kotin at the National

Institutes of Health in the 2000s allowed three serotypes of AAV to be produced

in Sf9 insect cells; patents based on these designs continue to be licensed by gene

therapy companies. I assumed the benefits of this concept would be that end-
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users could obtain plasmids for baculovirus-based AAV expression which would be

guaranteed to have high quality and performance in the new insect cell lines, and

ideally, be able to avoid infringing on existing designs.

Concept 4: Contract process development for AAV manufacturing using

IC lines

This concept further builds on the idea of accumulating expertise in the indus-

trial use of insect cells to encompass hiring experts in process development and

making their services available to end-users. Process developers, often chemical

engineers or related biotechnologists with years of experience in creating and im-

proving laboratory- and clinical-grade bioprocesses, are in high demand across the

biopharmaceutical world; process developers with experience working with insect

cells are even more uncommon; those who have produced recombinant AAV us-

ing insect cells are rarely available for hire. This rarity suggest that a firm with

extensive knowledge in adapting bench-scale methods for AAV production into

economical IC-based processes, and the ability to provide licensable process de-

signs, might be able to extract large consulting and royalty fees from end-users

who are unable or unwilling to build such process development expertise in-house.

I assumed the benefits of this concept to be that the expertise of each process

developer in the firm could be applied to the largest number of end-users – max-

imizing the value that he or she could create and capture – and that more gene

therapy developers would be able to explore IC-based production with confidence

that assistance would be available when needed.
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Concept 5: Contract manufacturing of AAV using IC lines

This last concept strays the farthest from the passive approach of the first concept

to a firm which derives its revenue from the manufacture and sale of physical

goods. Across the pharmaceutical industry, companies which own the rights to a

therapy and manage its development may outsource some or all of the burden of

producing drug material to contract manufacturing organizations (CMOs). Much

like the firm in the previous concept would pool process development expertise

and make it available to any paying client, a CMO would pool manufacturing

capabilities and capacity and make it available to therapy companies at various

stages of development. I assumed the benefits of this concept to be that a small-

scale CMO with the ability to produce high-quality AAV in insect cells would meet

clients’ needs at a lower cost than comparable CMOs using mammalian cells and

would enable companies to test IC-derived versions of their AAV therapies early

in the drug development process.

5.3.2 Search pattern

I planned the rough order in which I would investigate these five concepts by rank-

ing how I hypothesized each concept would fare in seven factors that influence the

profitability of a new business, as shown in Table 5.2. In general, I hypothesized

that businesses which could generate royalties on sales of future gene therapies

would address larger markets than those which did not (e.g., C2, “Direct licensing

of cells to end users” ranked higher than C5, “Contract manufacturing organiza-

tion”). I also hypothesized that licensing opportunities would require less capital

requirements than ideas based around operating manufacturing facilities. I hypoth-
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Table 5.2: Scoring matrix for business concepts.

esized that the ownership of adventitious virus-free cell lines generally provided

better value propositions (i.e., reduced risk and better yield), higher margins (i.e.,

from royalties), more sustainable advantages (i.e., from patents on the cells), and

an easier fit (i.e., my relationship with the cells’ existing owner, BTI) than ideas

which would require me to create new IP, build new process development skills, or

assemble manufacturing capabilities. As a result, my rankings heavily skewed to-

wards Concepts 1 and 2, both of which revolving around the out-licensing of insect

cells to companies in the AAV industry. From the total scores assigned to each

business concept, I planned to investigate the direct licensing of insect cell lines

to gene therapy companies (Concept 2) first and the creation of an AAV contract

manufacturing organization (Concept 5) last.
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5.3.3 Interview process around each concept

Concept 2a: License insect cells to large gene therapy company

I hypothesized that the largest potential source of revenue for a proprietary cell

line comes from royalties on sales of drugs manufactured with the cell line; for

technologies used in pharmaceutical manufacture, royalties can be in the range of

0.5% to 5% of sales, meaning a single “blockbuster” drug can generate revenues

in excess of $10 million per year to the owner of a licensed technology. As such,

I hypothesized that marketing the cell lines to large gene therapy companies and

their contract manufacturers, the two entities closest to manufacturing AAV for

commercial sale, had the potential to make the most money from the cell lines,

the soonest.

I recorded my hypotheses in a map of the industry (Figure 5.5), which roughly

depicts the origin of large gene therapy companies, their relationship to contract

manufacturers, and how this business concept might address their needs. In Fig-

ure 5.5, I provide the two value propositions of this concept, which are both relevant

to commercial manufacture of AAV: the new insect cell lines may provide an ap-

proximately 2-fold increase in AAV yield compared to existing insect cell lines, and

they do not have any adventitious viral infections that might complicate regulatory

compliance of the manufacturing process. The most significant revenue stream of

this concept, royalties on sales of drugs, is highlighted in green in Figure 5.5.

I conducted a series of interviews to test whether the industry map and value

propositions recorded in Figure 5.5 were accurate. This concept being the first

I tested in this project, these interviews included a very broad sampling across

the biopharmaceutical industry to correct any major misconceptions I might have
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Figure 5.5: Concept 2a, Before.

had about drug development. Table 5.3 summarizes the interviews which had the

largest impact on this business concept; the table includes an anonymized list of

the people I spoke with, a brief rationale for why their perspective was relevant

to this concept, and the insights I gathered from the interview. In general, I

spoke with executives at therapy companies and CMOs who broadly understood

the business of drug manufacturing, scientists and engineers who understood the

practical considerations of using a new cell lines, and gene therapy companies who

might be potential customers.

From the very first interview of this project, in which I asked a CEO of a large

biopharmaceutical company about the basics of drug development, I found that

many of my original hypotheses were incorrect. Figure 5.6 depicts an industry map

for Concept 2a which includes the the results of the interview process in the form

of notes (explaining misconceptions in my original hypotheses or new observations)
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Table 5.3: Interview Process for Concept 2a.

and changes to the map itself. Notes highlighted in red explain falsified hypotheses,

and notes highlighted in yellow explain new observations not addressed by previous

hypotheses.

The business concept which I originally thought had the highest potential –

licensing new insect cell cell lines to gene therapy companies with drugs closest

to market launch – was flawed. By the time a drug reaches the final stages of

development, the manufacturing process is essentially fixed: CMOs do not have

input about what materials will be used, switching cell lines would likely constitute

a bigger regulatory risk than adventitious viral infections (specifically, those present

in existing insect cells), and anything less than a roughly 10x improvement in yield

from a new cell line is unlikely to get the attention of most companies at this stage.
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Figure 5.6: Concept 2a, After.

Concept 2b: License insect cells to small AAV producers

My original industry map for the potential licensees of insect cell lines (Figure 5.5)

was based on a flawed hypothesis – that companies with AAV therapies at an ad-

vanced stage of development would be interested in new cell lines. Before I moved

on to an entirely different concept, I instead considered whether gene therapy

companies, or even academic researchers, in the early stages of developing an AAV

therapy might agree to use the insect cell lines for R& D, and then work ]towards

using them for a commercial process. My original map of this hypothesis, pro-

vided in Figure 5.7, describes some of the potential sources of short-term revenue

for a company who would license cells in this manner, including flat fees for the

permission of small therapy companies to use the cell lines for R& D (on the order

of $1,000 per year per company) and larger payments made by a company when

they pass certain regulatory milestones using the cell lines ($10 to $100 thousand

per milestone).
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Figure 5.7: Concept 2b, Before.

Table 5.4 summarizes the interviews that I used to investigate this variation

on the concept of licensing to end users. I spoke with a CEO of an early-stage

company, who explained the needs of a company that has no revenues and large re-

search expenses – the future performance of a commercial manufacturing process

based on his product is a low priority compared to progressing quickly through

pre-clinical studies. I also spoke with managers of companies and academic facili-

ties that provide services to early-stage gene therapy companies – they understood

common problems that early-stage companies encountered, and assisted early stage

companies in choosing process technologies (incl. cell lines), which suggested they

would be the first to “convince” of the value of the cell lines when implement-

ing this concept. I had lengthy conversations with a scientist who managed the

manufacturing department as a mid-size gene therapy and he provided a highly

valuable perspective from a company transitioning from early R& D to later-stage

development; this company was stable enough that they could start to worry about
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long-term manufacturability, but were still open adopting new process technologies

for some drugs in their pipeline.

Table 5.4: Interview Process for Concept 2b.

Figure 5.8 illustrates how my understanding of the industry map for early-stage

AAV companies evolved after I conducted interviews. First and foremost, the

value propositions of the new cell lines, which were concentrated around benefits

enjoyed by companies producing large quantities of AAV for clinical trials and sale,

did not align with the urgent needs of gene therapy startups – these companies

perceived qualities such as speed, familiarity, and flexibility to be more important

to their survival than yield or stability. Resource-constrained startups were also

clear that they would likely avoid using any cell lines that carried a requirement to

pay usage fees, threatening the ability for the licensing company to collect short-

term revenues; they also explained that adopting any technology that carries a

commitment to pay royalties on sales would be unattractive to potential investors,

threatening the company’s ability to raise funds. Mid-size companies appreciated

the benefits that new IC lines could provide to their clinical-grade manufacturing

processes and were open to the idea of paying usage and milestone fees, but had
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doubts as to whether they could assemble the other pieces of the baculovirus

expression vector system necessary to produce AAV; in particular, IC-compatible

plasmids for each AAV serotype are needed, and mid-size companies were not

confident they could develop or license these plasmids.

Figure 5.8: Concept 2b, After.

The hypothetical industry map for this variation of the direct licensing concept

was closer to being correct than in the previous example, but contained some subtle

misconceptions about how the priorities of early-stage gene therapy companies and

confidence that growing gene therapies had in adopting new process technologies

without outside help. At this stage in the project, I concluded that it was possible

to attract new licensees to the insect cell lines as long as a process technology

developer was present to ensure clients has access to a complete IC-based expression

system and could provide assistance during scale-up.
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Concept 1: License insect cells to process technology developer

My investigation of the direct licensing concept had revealed that assistance from

a process technology developer was necessary for most growing gene therapy com-

panies to implement an IC-based process. I created an industry map (Figure 5.9)

that hypothesized a close collaboration between the cell rights-holder and a pro-

cess technology developer which could potentially allay the concerns of mid-size

AAV companies considering insect cells. When the process technology is consid-

ered as customer, a primary value proposition aimed at them would be the concept

of “pedigree” when it comes to cell lines: dozens of insect cell lines, even of the

species T. ni, have been isolated, but very few have received regulatory approval in

manufacture of pharmaceuticals, or have been used in any sort of industrial appli-

cation. The cell lines isolated by BTI were directly descended from Hi-5, which was

approved in the manufacture of a vaccine and is the second most commonly used

insect cell line for recombinant protein production. Another aspect of “pedigree”

is documentation: the FDA requests a complete history of ever physical manip-

ulation ever made to a cell line, such as steps taken to isolated the cells or any

times they were passaged or frozen; few cell lines have this kind of documentation

attached to them, but BTI’s cell lines do. I hypothesized that process technology

developers would consider the cell lines’ good pedigree (and lack of adventitious

viral infections) to reduce some of the risks associated with tailoring their process

technology to the cells; the last thing they would want is a surprise that makes

the cells a liability. I hypothesized that clients of the process technology developer

would benefit from improved yield over other insect cell lines.

I attempted to investigate this hypothesis by speaking with process technology

developers who work with insect cells and might distribute them in the manner
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Figure 5.9: Concept 1, Before.

illustrated in Figure 5.9. However, as summarized in Table 5.5, no companies

perfectly matched the process technology hypothesized in Figure 5.9. I spoke with

some firms and experts that embodied aspects of the developer. One large company

provided enabling process technologies (in the form of plasmids for natural AAV

serotypes) to a variety of companies, but did not work with insect cells or have the

expertise to develop new processes around insect cells. Another company made

AAV in insect cells, and reported to have process technologies available for licensed,

but did not have a record of successfully licensing those technologies to help smaller

companies scale up IC-based AAV processes. An expert within an university vector

core facility assisted companies with scaling up their AAV processes, and helped

device new process technologies, but was uninterested in developing expression

systems (including those based around insect cells). My conversations with the

manufacturing manager at the mid-size gene therapy company revealed a lack

of process technology developers for IC-based AAV production which made their
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technologies available for license; certain therapy companies had the right process

technology and were skilled at process development, but they did not share those

assets with other firms.

Table 5.5: Interview Process for Concept 1.

My understanding of how a process technology could help growing gene therapy

companies access and improve IC-based processes for AAV manufacture, captured

in Figure 5.9, was falsified in an unexpected way: the hypothesized firm did not

exist. As depicted in Figure 5.10, no firm performs the three key activities – out-

licensing IC-based process technology, providing dependable assistance to growing

therapy companies, and readily integrating new components of an IC-based ex-

pression system – necessary for the partnership to succeed.

While I did reject this concept for further consideration, it was not because

it reflected a poor understanding of what gene therapy companies need to adopt

IC-based AAV processes; on the contrary, many gene therapy companies I spoke

to wished such a firm would exist. Rather, this concept failed because of a lack of

infrastructure – the technologies for license, experts for hire, and manufacturing

facilities for lease which would together encourage growing gene therapy compa-
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Figure 5.10: Concept 1, After.

nies to adopt IC-based process. This development casted doubt on the near-term

prospects of licensing BTI’s cell lines in the gene therapy industry, but bolstered

the prospects of the remaining business concepts, each of would add to the infras-

tructure available to gene therapy companies who elect to use insect cells.

Concept 4: Contract process developer

The first rounds of interviews I conducted revealed that building and accessing ex-

pertise in bioprocess development in general is a challenge; finding people who can

perform process development on IC-based AAV production is a rarity. Following

these interviews, I suspected that an firm which pools process development exper-

tise might be more valuable than I had originally estimated. Figure 5.11 depicts

a map of how this firm would typically operate: growing gene therapy companies
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could consult with experts in the firm during to help make decisions during pro-

cess scale up, and could directly license process designs and enabling technologies.

Short-term revenue would come from consulting fees, and long-term revenue would

come from royalties on licensed technologies and process designs. I hypothesized

the value propositions to be that resource-constrained therapy companies could

hire process development experts on short-term basis, gain access to industry best

practices without years of experiential learning, and adopt new process technolo-

gies with reduced risk (knowing that expert troubleshooting would be available in

the future).s

Figure 5.11: Concept 4, Before.

To investigate this concept, I interviewed potential clients of the hypothetical

firm, as well as experts who represent potential employees the firm would need to

hire – summarized in Table 5.6. I also spoke the an industry analyst who had a

broad understanding of the challenges that therapy companies face when trying to

hire bioprocess development experts. My conversation with the analyst confirmed

that bioprocess developers were in short supply: he predicted a 30% shortfall
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in bioprocess developers across all sectors of biopharmaceuticals. This posed a

challenge when trying to find representatives of potential hires for the hypothetical

firm; however, I found that certain people in university settings – scientists at

vector core facilities and researchers of industrial biotechnology – had bioprocess

development skills which were highly relevant to the AAV-BEVICS process and

had not fully engaged with commercial partners (still mostly performing academic

research).

Table 5.6: Interview Process for Concept 4.

The insights I gathered from the interviews largely confirmed my original hy-

potheses about the role and value proposition of the contract process developer,

so minimal changes to my industry map were necessary. However, the practical

challenges of even finding bioprocess developers to interview gave me a newfound

respect for the challenges that would accompany trying to assemble a group of

such people into a single firm. As shown in Figure 5.12, the larger business model

behind a contract process developer must plan for how the necessary experts are
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going to be assembled. For example, talented biomolecular scientists and engineers

could be found by scouting for talent in academic research groups, but they would

need to build experience in clinical-grade bioprocessing for the specific application

before they could solve problems faced by client therapy companies; building this

expertise, even mastery, of clinical-grade bioprocessing was reported by intervie-

wees to be challenging in most commercial settings. Alternatively, the firm could

hire bioprocess developers from existing gene therapy companies, but this might

not be a profitable source of new hires because the salary requirements might be

extremely high for someone with these skills already developed.

Figure 5.12: Concept 4, After.

Overall, I concluded that having a firm of process development experts-for-hire

would likely be highly profitable because it would solve significant problems for

gene therapy companies and would be difficult for other firms to replicate, although

building the firm might hinge on finding a way to efficiently train employees in

clinical-grade AAV bioprocessing.
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Concept 3: Custom AAV-BEVICS plasmids

My review of the literature on AAV production using the baculovirus expression

vector-insect cell system (BEVICS) revealed decades of research went into devel-

oping the baculovirus plasmids that enabled insect cells to produce high quality

AAV. Patents for these IC-compatible AAV plasmids are owned by entities such as

the NIH and large gene therapy companies; early rounds of interviews with people

knowledgeable in this topic revealed that while the NIH will license these plasmids

to gene therapy start-ups, private companies which hold the patents only share

them under terms that virtually all partners would reject. I hypothesized that

developing and readily out-licensing new IC-compatible plasmids for AAV produc-

tion would unlock value for firms across the AAV industry: this might include

gene therapy companies who want to benefit from the enhanced yield of IC-based

processes, technology firms who rely on potential licensees to have access to these

plasmids (e.g., a firm attempting to out-license insect cell lines), and owners of

AAV serotypes who want their licensees to succeed in commercializing therapies.

Figure 5.13 depicts my hypothetical industry map around the latter suggestion:

a company which owns the rights to a serotype without existing IC-compatible

plasmids. I predicted that partnering with the owner of a serotype would be wise

because their patents would entirely cover any patents for adapting the serotype

to use in insect cells; without cooperation from the serotype owner, a firm de-

veloping a modified plasmid for the serotype could have their freedom to operate

revoked. I predicted that the short-term revenues for the firm developing the IC-

compatible plasmid might come from consulting fees for the work of developing the

plasmids; long term revenues could potentially be secured by negotiating royalties

or milestone payments from the serotype owner and its licensees.
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Figure 5.13: Concept 3, Before.

The interview process for this concept, summarized in Table 5.7, centered

around a company which owned rights to several prominent AAV serotypes and

was interested in creating IC-compatible plasmids for them. Following my dis-

cussion with this company, I sought out potential partners – mostly scientists in

university settings – who would have the requisite expertise in AAV, BEVICS,

or ideally both, to carry out the design process. This round of interviews was

notable in that the topic of discussion advanced extremely quickly from testing

the hypotheses of the business to arranging for the concept to be validated and

implemented.

As shown in Figure 5.14, my hypotheses for this concept were essentially con-

firmed by the interview process. Some new observations arose, such that reaching

an agreement about the rights of the plasmid (which could impact royalties) may

be difficult and that work of designing a plasmid might provide practice in com-

mercial process development for AAV-BEVICS, but no significant changes to the
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Table 5.7: Interview Process for Concept 3.

industry map were necessary. As in the concept of operating a contract process de-

velopment business (Figure 5.12), finding the right experts to execute the project

may pose a challenge. Some scientists I spoke to seemed to be already engaged in

this work (and could not divulge much about it), but others were open to starting

such a project, especially because it could be completed in an academic setting.

The hypothesis of organizing a project around the design of IC-compatible plas-

mids for AAV production emerged from a round of interviews mostly unscathed,

and the concept was in a good position to start the next phase of business model

design, validation (discussed below).

Concept 5: Contract manufacturing of AAV using insect cells

The final concept I investigated, the creation of a contract manufacturing organi-

zation (CMO) which focused on IC-based AAV production, ranked poorly in my

initial scoring matrix because I predicted that it would not receive royalties on
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Figure 5.14: Concept 3, After.

the sales of drugs, limiting its long-term profitability versus the other concepts.

However, in the process of testing the previous concepts, I discovered that firms

which provide services to AAV companies as they grow are both necessary for the

maturation of gene therapy and can potentially profit sooner and more reliably

than concepts which rely on clients to make it to the market (which has yet to

happen in the USA).

In Figure 5.15, I provide the industry map which I hypothesized to capture

the customers, revenues, and value propositions of an AAV-focused CMO. I hy-

pothesized that CMOs would be segmented by size: customers would need small

(for academic researchers or startups) or large (for mature gene therapy compa-

nies) batch sizes, and would value different qualities of the CMO accordingly. I

predicted that a small CMO catering to small clients would be most valuable if it

was fast, cheap, and of acceptable quality; I predicted that a large CMO catering

to large clients would be most valuable if it could provide the raw manufacturing
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capacity necessary to complete a clinical trial and could produce clinical-grade

material. In both cases, revenues be payments negotiated during the signing of

the manufacturing contract and fully received upon completion.

Figure 5.15: Concept 5, Before.

To test this hypothetical map, I spoke with senior employees of small, mid-size,

and large AAV therapy companies, as well as representatives from CMOs which

produce AAV, as summarized in Table 5.8. Every therapy company I spoke with

had used, or were planning to use, a CMO for clinical-grade AAV. Interestingly,

employees from larger companies generally held more unfavorable views of CMOs

than employees at smaller companies, perhaps indicating that existing CMOs had

a record of disappointing their clients in timely completion of contracts and in pro-

ducing high-quality AAV. Of the CMOs I spoke with, few used IC-based processes,

and all assured me they produced very high-quality AAV.

The interview process for this concept had mixed effects on my hypothesis for

the industry map around contract manufacturing of AAV, as shown in Figure 5.16.
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Table 5.8: Interview Process for Concept 5.

The largest charge to the map related to how CMOs were segmented: instead of

specializing in large or small batch sizes, CMOs, in the eyes of their clients, are

distinguished by the quality of AAV they produce. A CMO with limited experi-

ence in AAV or substandard process designs will produce AAV which is suitable

only for basic research (or may be effectively useless), while CMOs with extensive

experience and GMP-level quality control can be trusted with producing materi-

als for use in human patients. Advancing from having a basic, low-quality AAV

bioprocess to having a clinical-grade, GMP-ready manufacturing facility requires

significant capital expenses and the hiring of experts; one industry veteran esti-

mated that it would cost $10 - $15 million in the first year to assemble and operate

a clinical-grade CMO. Advancing from a small-scale, but clinical grade CMO to a

CMO capable of producing the projected volume of AAV needed for market launch

of a gene therapy may require an order-of-magnitude more investment, and has

not been accomplished to date.
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Figure 5.16: Concept 5, After.

The experts I spoke with felt that most existing CMOs produced poor-quality

AAV, likely due to a lack of experience, and therefor offered limited value to the

therapy companies; I expect that the perceived lack of value for an inexperienced

CMO hurts the prices that such CMOs can negotiate and reduces the profitabil-

ity of manufacturing AAV, perhaps leading the CMOs to limit their investment

in improving their AAV production capabilities. Without a large up-front invest-

ment, it is likely difficult for a CMO to finance the construction of a clinical-grade

AAV facility and the training or hiring of experts to operate it; I considered this

up-front cost to be the primary challenge to the CMO concept, as a successful

startup would have to establish why it should be the target of investments for

new clinical-grade AAV capacity and not existing CMOs. However, I did learn

that some therapy companies have successfully outsourced the manufacturing of

AAV for clinical trials; in many cases, these companies contracted with either

university vector core facilities or specialized contract development and manufac-
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turing organizations (CDMOs), each of which are diversified entities that perform

both manufacturing and R&D, suggesting a potential path towards operating a

profitable CMO of clinical-grade AAV.

Overall, I found the concept of manufacturing AAV on a contract basis for a

multiple gene therapy companies to be valid in terms of its value proposition to its

customers, but challenged by the startup and operating costs of a clinical-grade

manufacturing facility. There is an urgent need for high-quality manufacturing

capacity of AAV, and supplying it may be a matter of integrating a CMO with

another business concept to provide a sustainable competitive advantage that can

attract up-front investment on the order of tens of millions of dollars.

5.3.4 Business concept integration

I started out with five concepts for new businesses that could exist around the

theme of using insect cells to produce recombinant AAV for human gene ther-

apy. During the process of customer discovery, I learned that while almost all of

these concepts had certain value propositions that appealed to different customer

segments, in most cases, the current industry landscape presented barriers to the

customers enjoying the full benefits of the proposed business, or presented barriers

to implementing the idea as a standalone business. For example, small gene ther-

apy companies would be interested in using new and improved insect cell lines for

upcoming drug candidates, but only if they were confident that contractors would

be available to help them with process development and clinical manufacturing

(Figures 5.7 & 5.8). In another example, I found that having a contract manu-

facturing facility for clinical-grade AAV would solve urgent needs of gene therapy

customers large and small, but investors might be deterred from financing such a
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facility if it could not claim a sustainable competitive advantage over other CMOs.

I investigated whether I could overcome these problems by combining two or more

of the original concepts into integrated business concepts.

I chose to consider Concepts 2, 3, 4, and 5 for potential integration – Concept

1 faired too poorly in the initial testing phase to be considered for integration. I

used a matrix to generate all possible pairs that these four concepts could form

(Table 5.9), resulting in six pairings. For each of these six pairs, I estimated

three qualities to determine if integration of the concepts was recommendable: two

criteria for successful business integration from Markides & Williamson155 and the

possibility of conflicts153. Results for each of the parings are given in Table 5.10.

Table 5.9: Business concept pairing matrix

C2 C3 C4 C5

C2 x x x x
C3 C3,C2 x x x
C4 C4,C2 C4,C3 x x
C5 C5,C2 C5,C3 C5,C4 x

Below, I will discuss some of the details of my rational for the qualities and my

final verdict for each pairing.

C2,C3: Develop and own proprietary reagents and cell lines

This pairing describes a project to develop a whole expression system for AAV

production, covering both the production substrate (proprietary insect cells) and

other reagents (mainly the baculovirus plasmids which encode for specific AAV

serotypes). This holistic approach to expression system development was sug-

gested in conversations I had with experts in AAV process development; in fact,
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most process developers engage in some amount of cell line development to se-

lect clones from a larger pool, so this is pairing of activities which already exists

within some firms. Integration of these concepts would create a core competency

of “full-stack” design of AAV expression systems, which would be a sustainable

source of value to gene therapy clients. However, a possible conflict emerged: it is

far from certain that the proprietary cell lines provided by BTI, which are the cells

being referred to in concepts 1 and 2, are generally the best cells to use for new

AAV expression systems. For example, certain properties of Sf9, like its superior

propagation rate of baculovirus and familiarity to gene therapy customers, might

make it more attractive as the cell substrate to design a new expression system

around. Combining ownership of a proprietary cell line and a new set of reagents

under one roof would create a bias towards using the proprietary cell line, which

could potentially hurt the performance of the expression system as a whole. How-

ever, the potential for this conflict was minor compared to the expected benefits

(and could be mitigated by acquiring multiple different cell lines), so I ultimately

recommended the integration of concepts 2 and 3.

C4,C2: Own cells and provide contract process development (PD) as-

sistance

This pairing describes a firm which provides proprietary cell lines for license and

can provide expert help in using them for commercial AAV processes. I had reser-

vations about recommending the integration of these concepts. On one hand, a

body of expertise needs to be built around a cell line before it is useful; on the

other hand, but building such expertise is not as likely to be a differentiator as,

say, building expertise around a whole expression system.
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Insect cells are attractive because their processing requirements are relatively

predictable, and a skilled process developer can learn to overcome any peculiari-

ties of a new cell line with a few careful experiments; for example, the invention of

bench-top arrays of miniature bioreactors (e.g., the BioLector® system; m2p-labs

GmbH) have allowed bioprocess engineers to screen through dozens of configura-

tions for process parameters (pH, shear rate, temperature, etc.) to find the ideal

growth conditions for a new cell. Furthermore, even if specializing in a cell line as

a process developer was desirable, there are few reasons that the process developer

must own the cells. In general, rights holders to cell lines need to license them

to make money, so it’s unlikely the rights holders will hold up anyone trying to

assist mutual customers with process development. However, I saw no conflicts in

the pairing of cell lines and a process developer because the incentives are aligned:

somebody, whether a customer the owner of the cells, will have to learn the unique

processing needs of the cell lines. Overall, I gave this pairing a “maybe” – the

benefits it offered were marginal but the risks were minimal.

C5,C2: Own cells and provide contract manufacturing

This pairing describes a contract manufacturing organization (CMO) that owns

a proprietary cell line that it attempts to steer its customers towards using it for

their AAV therapies. This was the sole pairing that I saw no reason to recommend.

The only benefits to this approach are that a CMO could (1) build expertise with

the line (an easily imitated accomplishment) and (2) use the same sales channel

to advertise the service (manufacturing) and the product (the cell line). The

overlapping of sales channels is known as an “economy of scope” and while it can

help a company save money, it is not a sustainable competitive advantage: if the

strategy were remotely effective, other CMOs could imitate it and the competitive
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edge would cease to exist. Furthermore, there’s no reason to expect that combining

cell rights and CMO under one roof is the most efficient way to carry out the

transaction: the nature of cell lines as production substrates for multiple therapies

implies that they must remain easily licensable to any company that wants to use

them. Finally, integration of these concepts might pose a conflict of interest: a

CMO should respect the individual needs of its customers and not attempt to steer

them towards a relatively minor option in their manufacturing process just because

it earns the CMO royalties.

C4,C3: Develop reagents and provide contract process development as-

sistance

This pairing describes a firm that develops expression systems (without a cell line)

for AAV production and provides process development assistance for licensees of

the cell line. I recommended this pairing because a lack of licensable expression sys-

tems and expert process development assistance were two major reasons that small

gene therapy companies cited in avoiding insect cells as a production substrate.

The integration of these two concepts would create a sustainable competitive ad-

vantage, because expression systems and processing techniques are tailored one

another: with knowledge of AAV manufacturing techniques, the combined firm

could tailor reagents to suit the individual needs of its gene therapy customers to

deliver the highest-possible quality AAV. Being an expert in one expression system

would be a risky endeavor without owning the rights to the cell line: expression

systems are tightly guarded intellectual properties, and contracts for their use may

include confidentiality agreements that outside consultants (a standalone process

developer) cannot experiment them without express permission. If the reagent

owner maintained strict confidentiality, this could pose a “hold up” problem for
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the process developer, so it is most efficient to combine process development ex-

pertise with the rights to the expression system in one firm. The conflicts of this

pairing were minimal – drug development companies want help to available when

using a new expression system.

C5,C3: Develop reagents and provide contract manufacturing

This integrated concept is very similar to the (C5,C2) pairing in that a CMO owns

the rights to an AAV expression system (sans cell line) rather than a just a cell line.

As such, I also gave this pairing a “maybe”, but I had more confidence in it than

the (C5,C2) pairing. I will discuss why I judge these pairings slightly differently

in a dedicated subsection:

How are cell lines different than other parts of an AAV-BEVICS ex-

pression system?

An AAV expression system generally consists of the cells (the production sub-

strate), a transfer vector that introduces the recombinant AAV genome into the

cells, and various other cell-type-specific reagents that assist the cells in trans-

forming the AAV genome into functioning AAV particles (see Figure 5.3). An

important thing to note is that most parts of the AAV expression system are spe-

cific to cell types, not individual (perhaps proprietary) cell lines. By cell type, I

mean whole classes of immortalized cells used in bioprocessing; a human embryonic

kidney (HEK) is an entirely different type of cell than an insect cell, but the dis-

tinction between cells descended from Spodoptera frugiperda and Trichoplusia ni,

both insects of the order Lepidoptera, are less severe – some might consider them

the same type of cell and the expression system might work well on both. The
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distinctions between Tnao-38 and Hi-5, two cell lines descended from the same

species, are even smaller: they may have slightly different handling requirements

and performance but are otherwise interchangeable.

While the choice of cell type can have major implications for the manufacturing

prospects of an AAV therapy, the specific cell line a company uses within that type

has less of an impact. As such, companies spend a great deal of effort, time, and

money finding an expression system that suits their needs, but will often begin

their development process with any standard cell line that fits the type stipulated

by their choice expression system; these standard cell lines are often in the public

domain, and do not carry royalties, though upfront fees from a cell bank may

apply.

In general, whereas expression systems are highly differentiated, often highly

customized, and are enabling technologies for producing new AAV products, cell

lines are seen almost as commodities that should be predictable, minimally risky,

and cheap. Indeed, the largest difference between Tnao-38 and Hi-5, in the mind

of a gene therapy producer, might be that one is free to use and the other carries

a commitment to pay royalties (concerns about Alphanodavirus infection notwith-

standing). Based on these differences, I felt that the non-cell-line parts of ex-

pression systems generally integrated better with services like contract process

development and manufacturing because expertise in (and commitment to) work-

ing with these enabling technologies would create sustainable value to clients, while

attempting to steer customers between less-differentiated cell lines might be seen

as a mere “cash grab”.
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C5,C4: Contract process development and manufacturing

This pairing describes an emerging business model in the biopharmaceutical indus-

try known as the contract development and manufacturing organization (CDMO).

I was most confident about recommending this pairing because they are practi-

cally inseparable in the realm of advanced therapies. The largest hurdle for both

contract manufacturing and contract process development is that it is difficult to

ascend the “experience curve” in clinical grade manufacturing of experimental new

therapies without continuous learning and improvement. By integrating these con-

cepts into one firm, the regular manufacturing contracts provides the funding to

hire experts in AAV process development and the opportunity to expose them to

a wide variety of process design problems, while the accumulation of process de-

velopment expertise helps the CMO maintain a competitive edge by cutting costs

and turnaround times while improving product quality. Customers might benefit

from a CDMO that produces small-to-medium-size batches of clinical-grade AAV,

quickly and at a competitive cost, and feel secure knowing that the people who

developed the high-performing AAV process will be available to design future com-

mercial processes if and when the client’s manufacturing needs exceed the capacity

of the CDMO.

As for whether combining these capabilities into a single firm is most efficient –

process developers need to employed by CMOs that cater to advanced new thera-

pies (which lack mature, “industry-standard” production processes), because hiring

them on a contract basis each time a new client comes in would likely be uneco-

nomical; the real question is whether the process developers will be made available

to clients as a contract development service, not whether the process developers

will need to be internal to the company. The only conflict which might arise is
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worry by clients that the CDMO performing contract development might transmit

confidential information (even unintentionally) between clients, although the risks

of information sharing can be mitigated by various policies and are balanced by

clients’ benefit from the sharing of best practices.

Favorite pairings and three-unit concepts

From the six pairings listed above, I selected three that appeared to have the

highest potential for success: C2,C3; C3,C3; and C4,C5. I was also able to generate

two business concepts that integrated two of these pairings, for a total of three

units: C2,C3,C4 and C3,C4,C5. Figure 5.17 summarizes the integrated concepts

which I recommend for further investigation.

Figure 5.17: Permutations of integrated businesses.

The first three-unit concept (C2,C3,C4; “D” in Figure 5.17) describes a firm

dedicated to inventing a AAV-BEVICS new expression system (incl. both cells

and other reagents) and offering process development services to gene therapy
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companies (esp. early-stage); I label this firm the “acadmic consultancy”. This

firm could keep overhead low (perhaps operating out of a university) by keeping

manufacturing capacity at a minimum, cover its operating expenses with consulting

fees or research grants, and expect most of its long-term revenue to derive from

royalties on licensed technologies. The second three-unit concept (C3,C4,C5; “E”

in Figure 5.17) describes a firm that develops limited, but enabling, technologies

in AAV expression and uses them to offer competitive contract manufacturing

and process design services; I label this firm the “specialty CDMO” (contract

development and manufacturing organization). This firm caters more to medium

and large-scale gene therapy clients – it earns a sustainable margin from contract

manufacturing, with a potential for licensing fees if clients successfully market

therapies using reagents, process designs, or both. I estimated the success of

the three-unit concepts by listing the three pairings that connected each of the

underlying concepts. Each of these three-unit concepts had two connections that

matched a recommended pairings (“Yes” in Figure 5.17), and one connection that

matched a partially-recommended pairing (“Maybe” in Figure 5.17), so I estimated

them to have similar potential at this level of detail.

5.3.5 Business concept validation & implementation

A business model is only fully validated when it has been implemented. However,

some of the business concepts I presented would require dozens of people, millions

of dollars, and potentially years to implement (esp. the three-unit concepts in

Figure 5.17) – it was not obvious where I should begin attempting to implement

these ideas, or how to implement them.
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A guiding principle was offered to me in the form of the “staircases to growth,”

as summarized by an article from McKinsey & Co.159 The basic premise is that

companies should minimize the size each addition they make to their business

model and attempt to have each increment towards the larger goal be profitable.

An excellent description of the principle is offered in Beghail, et al.159, which

summarizes the answers provided by managers of several growing companies when

asked how they approached expanding their business model:

Their response to the question “How do I get from here to there” would typically

be “not by big bold leaps but by a series of measured steps.” Each step makes

money in its own right; each is a step up in that it adds new institutional

skills that better prepare the company to open up – and take advantage of –

opportunities; and each is a step roughly in the direction of a broader vision of

where the company wishes to be.159

As such, I concluded the design process by looking for the “lowest-hanging

fruit” in terms of ideas that had the highest likelihood of being implemented (and

to make somebody some money), while providing as much validation potential

for hypotheses about integrated concepts as possible; I would start by attempting

to implement a single concept that I thought could be independently profitable,

and then hypothetical work towards an integrated business if the initial idea was

successful. My first consideration when selecting which concept I would begin with

was understanding what barriers there were to starting the business. Next, I would

consider whether the success or failure of that concept would impact the expected

viability of the larger, integrated business. An example scenario: even if licensing

the cell lines to outside process technology developers (Concept 1) was an easy
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first step, it has minimal relevance to the integrated concepts because they would

not rely on outside process technology developers.

I hypothesized that developing custom AAV-BEVICs plasmids (Concept 3)

would be the most practical and informative concept to attempt to implement

first. The original work of designing new insect cell-compatible AAV plasmids was

highly scientific in nature, requiring people skilled in multiple aspects of recom-

binant AAV and BEVICS but minimal production capacity.139;143. I felt that it

would be easier to organize an academic research project than to assemble a team

of bioprocess engineers with commercial experience, which would be necessary for

several of the other concepts. Developing and building experiments with these

custom plasmids would likely provide a sustainable competitive advantage in po-

tential later activities like performing pilot studies with new insect cell lines or

collaborating with an industry partners on process development.

Less preferable concepts to attempt implementing at first were out-licensing

of insect cells to gene therapy clients (Concept 2) and assembling a contracting

firm of process developers (Concept 4). As discussed previously, most gene ther-

apy companies I interviewed would want to have a better developed “ecosystem”

around insect-cell based AAV production before they started experimenting with

insect cells. Assembling a firm of expert process developers would also be difficult

for someone in my position: what would I be able to offer these highly sought-after

employees that existing therapy companies or contract manufacturers could not?

Concepts which I felt were poor choices for implementing as a first step were

licensing insect cells to process technology developers (Concept 1) and creating

a contract manufacturing organization (Concept 5). I had trouble even finding

a company that fit the description of “process technology developer for insect-
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cell-based AAV manufacturing”; and I was deterred by the high startup-costs and

expert hiring needed to establish a commercial AAV manufacturing facility.

I concluded that starting with a research project to create new insect cell-

compatible AAV plasmids could hypothetically lead to either of the larger inte-

grated business concepts in Figure 5.17:

� Towards “academic consultancy” (“D” in Figure 5.17): Upon establishing

our basic ability to design new AAV-BEVICS reagents (validate Concept 3),

my firm could explore the potential of new cells to improve performance (im-

plement Concept 2), and then work towards designing a clinical-grade AAV

process (implement Concept 4) in collaboration with growing gene therapy

companies. This work could potentially all occur within an academic setting.

� Towards “specialty CDMO”(“E” in Figure 5.17): Upon establishing our basic

ability to design new AAV-BEVICS reagents (validate Concept 3), my firm

could immediately look for clients that want to co-develop a basic manufac-

turing process for a new AAV therapy (implement Concept 4), then propose

those clients outsource their pre-clinical (later clinical) manufacturing needs

to our company (implement Concept 5). My firm would spin out into a

private company relatively early.

In the final months of this project, I helped coordinate a research proposal

in conjunction with the owners of the cell line, a consortium of bioprocess devel-

opers, and a commercial gene therapy manufacturers. The proposal would have

validated Concept 3 (custom AAV-BEVICS plasmids) and began to establish a

center of expertise in insect cell-based AAV manufacturers central to some of the

other business concepts. Ultimately, the proposal was not funded, highlighting the

overall difficulty of completing efforts in this space.
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5.4 Discussion

Gene therapy is maturing to the point where recombinant viruses which introduce

foreign DNA into a patient’s cells have been approved for sale in Europe, with over

one hundred clinical trials underway in the United States. A great deal of work

over the last decade has resolved many of the scientific and medical uncertainties

associated with designing and administering gene therapies, but the technologies,

infrastructure, and collective expertise around manufacturing clinical-grade live

viruses poses major obstacles to gene therapy becoming economically feasible for

any but the most severe and untreated hereditary diseases. The nominal purpose

of this project was to determine if money could be made from using a set of newly-

isolated insect cell lines to produce recombinant AAV for human gene therapy;

however, my efforts here more importantly served as a case study of why the

constraints – of time, of money, and of scope – inherent high-risk drug development

projects demand a more holistic approach to commercializing innovations. I found

that customers across the gene therapy industry, from university research staff to

CEOs, placed a greater importance on the network of complimentary products and

services that could associate with my technology than the value propositions of the

technology itself.

Complimentary products

I knew from the literature that insect cells worked in tandem with a specialized ex-

pression system based around baculovirus infection. However, I did not anticipate

how much of a challenge it is design, or otherwise obtain, baculovirus plasmids

that produce high-quality AAV. Early efforts into making AAV in insects focused
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around a single serotype – AAV2 – not because it was the most common in clinical

applications but because it was the only one that produced nearly-functional virus

in insect cells.139 Years after AAV2 was first produced in insect cells, researchers

were able to produce other serotypes, but only by making hybrid serotypes that

contained regions of the AAV2 genome.143 As of today, baculovirus plasmids exist

for many, but not all, serotypes of AAV; these plasmid are covered under broad

patents that protect not only the primary sequence of the DNA, but the logic of

how different alterations were made to make the plasmid produce functional virus.

Some gene therapy companies are willing to adopt AAV manufacturing pro-

cesses around insect cells, but they have not been able to access plasmids for the

serotypes which they use in their therapies. It can take years of research and highly

specialized expertise to develop these plasmids, and some broad patents on design

principles for the plasmids are owned by therapy companies who do not license

them to competitors. This lead me to conclude that realizing the full potential

of the market for proprietary insect cell lines would like require that plasmids for

all major serotypes of AAV be made available for license on reasonable terms;

furthermore, those plasmids would likely be far more valuable to clients than the

improved cell lines themselves.

Because insect cell-compatible plasmids posed such an urgent need to some

customers, yet would not require a large capital investments to create, I hypoth-

esized that a project around designing these plasmids would be the best starting

point for my goal of implementing and validating one of the business concepts I

explored. I was successful in finding a medium-size gene therapy company who

was open to the idea of funding such a project; the proposal itself was not suc-

cessful, though it is unclear whether this is because the value propositions of an
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insect cell-compatible AAV plasmid as a product are flawed, or if the sponsoring

company was not confident that the team behind the proposal would be able to

provide the necessary services to assist in implementing the plasmids.

Complementary services

Businesses which provide manufacturing and design services form a critical bridge

between inexperienced therapy companies and the new technology products that

could help them meet deadlines and achieve manufacturing cost reductions. My

realization of the need for small- and medium-size gene therapy companies to have

access to contract manufacturing and consultation on process design before adopt-

ing a new technology was the primary motivator for me to understand how several

of my business concepts might be integrated into a firm that both invents technol-

ogy and profitably drives its adoption. In Figure 5.17, I highlight two integrated

businesses that can play an active role in ensuring that AAV therapy companies

are building manufacturability into their therapies as those companies advance

towards regulatory approval and demand a growing amount of drug material.

One, the “academic consultancy” might be considered the lower-risk option of

the two; it could be an extension of the well-established model of the university vec-

tor core facility which uses research grants as a stable source of funding to build

a “center of excellence”. By remaining connected to a university, the academic

consultancy solves two key problems faced by firms dedicated to innovation in bio-

processing: accessing skilled employees and allowing them to master a bioprocess –

free from the turbulence of the biopharmaceutical industry that frequently requires

process developers to be reassigned to new projects. I see an archetype for how this

firm might be started in one group I interviewed: a small, but prestigious, vector
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core facility which has mastered the traditional (transfection-based) methods of

AAV production; this firm could establish the highest standards of AAV quality

from the beginning, and gradually assemble expertise and intellectual property in

larger-scale manufacture per client needs. I hypothesized that keeping the firm sit-

uated in a university would afford the team greater proximity to sources of process

innovation emerging from academic research labs (e.g., engineered cell lines, new

expression systems, etc.) to maximize the performance of the firm’s process de-

signs; this emphasis on technology licensing, rather than providing services, would

orient this firm’s value propositions towards increased manufacturability of AAV

therapies at later stages of development and market launch.

The other integrated concept, the “specialty contract development and manu-

facturing organization (CDMO)”, might start out similarly to the academic consul-

tancy (perhaps also a spin-out from a vector core facility), but would prioritize its

ability to provide services to gene therapy clients – ranging from plasmid design

projects to manufacturing services to comparability studies for process changes.

Interviews I conducted with several gene therapy companies suggested that few

existing CMOs can offer insect cell-based AAV manufacturing services of sufficient

quality for clinical trials, perhaps due to a simple lack of experience. I hypothesized

that starting with a project to design insect cell-compatible AAV plasmids would

provide critical early learning opportunities for the firm and help build relationships

with therapy companies who might award manufacturing contracts once the credi-

bility of the firm is established. A track record of collaborations with gene therapy

companies with escalating levels of responsibility and involvement with the drug

development process might help attract the private investors necessary to purchase

clinical-grade manufacturing capacity. By offering convenience and speed in the

form of personalized manufacturing services and outsourced baculovirus plasmid
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design, the specialty CDMO could solve some of the short-term concerns of small,

but growing, gene therapy companies, rather than crafting nearly all of its value

propositions around promises of future increases manufacturability; I will discuss

some potential challenges I see to the value proposition of “manufacturability”

below.

Alternative view: a case against manufacturability

The philosophy of “fail early” practiced by serial entrepreneurs and embraced by

large pharmaceutical corporations, which states that a project should immediately

confront the largest problem it might face over its lifetime (rather than addressing

short-term concerns as they come), did not appear to be a guiding principle for the

therapy startups I spoke with. In one interview I conducted, this attitude mani-

fested as an open admission from an executive at a small gene therapy company

that questions about manufacturability – which might devastate the profitability of

the drug if left unanswered – were outside the scope of their business model. The

executive I spoke with asserted that large pharmaceutical companies will “buy

manufacturability” after acquiring the rights to the drug in later stages of the

development; my suggestion that the current (and perhaps future) industry land-

scape (i.e., with its lack of contract process developers and technology providers)

would make “buying” an improved process difficult did not seem to bother the

interviewee.

One could argue that indifference about future manufacturability and prof-

itability is evidence of mismanagement, or at least is non-optimal for the value of

the drug or startup; indeed, a study which modeled how the timing of “process

changes” (such as switching to a better-scaling bioreactor) impacts the value of
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a drug product found that the net present value of an advanced therapy over its

life-cycle are maximized when this type of process change is performed as early as

possible.160 This valuation was primarily based on discounted cash flows (DCF),

which predict the costs and revenues over the life-time of the drug and adjust their

impact on the company’s value based on when they occur. However, this same

study found that when probabilities of certain risks – such as changes in selling

price, or failures in clinical trials – were incorporated into a Monte Carlo simulation

of the business, waiting until after regulatory approval and full market launch to

switch to a more cost-effective manufacturing process could yield a higher expected

(i.e., average) present value, albeit with more variability.160

I might hypothesize that a gene therapy startup’s decision to deemphasize the

long-term concerns of manufacturing cost is not only understandable, but optimal,

depending on how the company is valued, or what the goals and values of its

managers are. One financial analyst in the pharmaceutical industry remarked that

“We give anything prior to Phase II [clinical trials] a value of zero,”161 indicating

the extent to which the concerns between large pharmaceutical companies, who

are responsible for the profitability of drug sales (and therefore manufacturability),

and biotechnology start-ups, whose founders are often salaried scientist who exit

upon acquisition, are disconnected. The financial analyst mentioned earlier was

valuing companies using a discounted cash flow method161 – same as that which

recommended companies switch to cost-effective manufacturing method early.160

Valuation models which consider a wider variety of probabilistic paths to com-

pany failure (e.g., running out of cash or receiving negative results from a clin-

ical trial) or success (e.g., negotiating an acquisition with an up-front payment

for the founder regardless of future sales) than DCF, such as expanded forms of
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Monte Carlo simulation160 or “real options” valuation techniques,161 might make a

stronger case against a biotechnology startup investing in manufacturability than

for it. Evidence in support of this hypothesis would significantly challenge the

near-term prospects of the “academic consultancy” and (to a lesser extent) “spe-

cialty CDMO” business models presented here, which share a general theme of

preparing gene therapies for manufacturability as they grow, not after they are

approved; if companies do indeed wait until after commercial launch of the first

wave of gene therapies to seek out assistance on process development, it is unclear

to me what firms will be there to offer it.

Conclusion

As viral gene therapies continue to work towards full market approval in the United

States, I will be watching closely how network of businesses and academic research

groups around AAV develops. A key question that stakeholders across the AAV

community need to address is how to approach innovation in manufacturing: the

worst case scenario would have every firm making the same gambit – to wait

until post market-approval to attempt to “buy manufacturability” – only to find

that no company has built such expertise and made it available for sale. This

hypothetical scenario is mitigated by the fact that several gene therapy companies

are investing in cost-effective manufacturing process, which they use internally,

but do not out-license; should a drug emerge which shows the potential to treat a

burdensome disease for a large patient population, but only if it can access those

manufacturing processes, I would hope and expect that a business agreement can

be met to share the process knowledge.
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In contrast to this “wait-and-see” approach, I have proposed a path to building

a CDMO that could profitably assist in bioprocess innovation for any company

at any stage of growth. I hypothesized that the first steps towards building such

the CDMO would have a group of talented scientists and bioprocessing developers,

who may or may not have direct experience with AAV, simultaneously building

expertise and valuable intellectual property by designing an AAV expression system

of their very own – at the center of which is a new insect cell-compatible plasmid

for a previously incompatible AAV serotype. My attempt at implementing the

concept of designing new plasmids was not successful, but it is possible that the

sponsoring company will find a CDMO (or proto-CDMO) to perform the work.

A certain existing CDMO, co-founded by a former research professor who made

important contributions to insect cell-based AAV manufacturing, advertises many

of the same capabilities and value propositions as the firm I proposed; it would be

a bittersweet validation of my efforts in this project to see this CDMO awarded

a contract from the sponsoring company similar to the research proposal which I

helped initiate.

In closing, this project provided me with an opportunity to build and apply

a broad understanding of a biomolecular engineering problem unlike any that has

come before it. This problem can be measured in dollars: a treatment of Glybera

requires 7.5 × 1013 AAV particles (each containing 7 million Daltons worth of

recombinant protein and DNA) and costs $1 million, so the first commercial AAV

product had price of roughly $1.1 billion per gram; clinical AAV is one of the most

expensive materials known to man, and manufacturing costs are expected to be

the major component of this price.36 This problem can be measured in lives: as of

May 2016, only one patient had been treated with Glybera133; roughly 300 people

in the United States have the condition which Glybera treats; but about 20,000
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people in the United States are living with hemophilia, a disease for which no

company has managed to commercialize a gene therapy. While the solution to the

high cost and low availability of gene therapy is likely a long ways away, the work

discussed in this chapter represents progress, if infinitesimal, towards defining the

path that will arrive at it.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

I began my doctoral studies with the singular goal of bringing the future of

biotechnology, as it is captured in our imaginations, closer; I quickly found that

some of the greatest challenges in applying biological discoveries is in building,

modeling, and executing within the systems that spring up around biology.

The preceding chapters capture my efforts in analyzing systems in applied

bioscience in two distinct domains: the development of multiscale models of an-

giogenesis and in the manufacturing of biopharmaceuticals:

� In Chapter 2, I provided an overview of biological pattern formation starting

with the pioneering efforts of Alan Turing and following through to the ongo-

ing areas of active research; this history provides a context for my subsequent

work in modeling tip cell selection.

� In Chapter 3, I analyzed the major hypotheses in tip cell selection that

have received the most experimental and computational study to date, and

explained the value, limitations, and opportunities of further research for

these hypotheses.

� In Chapter 4, I presented two hypotheses of my own for how tip cells might

increase their spacing during tip cell selection; such mechanisms might pro-

vide greater accordance with experiments showing that tip cell fractions can

be very different from 50% (as predicted by lateral inhibition) in physiologi-

cal and pathological contexts, and this work could assist in the development

of future experiments and multiscale models of angiogenesis.

� In Chapter 5, I recount my efforts to develop and validate business concepts
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around the manufacturing of adeno-associated virus for human gene therapy

using the baculovirus-insect cell expression vector system with a novel insect

cell line.

As captured in these chapters, I made several important contributions that

span from the scientific, to the pedagogical, to the commercial:

� I used linear stability analysis and numerical simulation to provide strong ev-

idence that mechanisms other than Delta-Notch signaling are likely respon-

sible for the initial pattern of vascular growth from sprouting angiogenesis.

� I proposed and simulated two new hypotheses for how multiple signaling

processes – such as VEGF reaction-diffusion or dual juxtacrine signaling

pathways – could control the spacing of tip cells.

� As an inaugural recipient of a fellowship aimed at training doctoral students

for the future of university research – which might increasingly rely on in-

dustrial collaboration in light of declining public funding – I provided a test

case for students aiming to commercialize in the life sciences.

� I shaped and executed the commercialization strategy for a key university

technology, with implications for how this asset will (or will not) enter the

market for the manufacturing of biopharmaceuticals.

Future work around multiscale modeling of angiogenesis will likely aim to pre-

dict growth of blood vessels in tumors and wound healing or understand how arti-

ficial devices (or implants) will be vascularized. Eventually, systems bioengineers

may be able to employ parametric design, as is used in architecture (see Figure

6.1), to routinely predict growth of vessels or other organs, where each cellular
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Figure 6.1: Analogs to multiscale modeling in design of architecture.
Left, an example of a pattern that can be reused and included as a design module
and controlled with parameters. Middle, a software interface for parametric design
– modules, each capturing a patterning mechanism or other design features, are
connected together to form a blueprint for procedural generation. Right, a building
resulting from parametric design. Multiscale simulations of the growth of the
vasculature or other physiological features (analogous to the building) could rely
on connecting modules representing cellular behaviors and transport phenomena
as a form of parametric design.

behavior, transport process, or pattern formation mechanism is a distinct module.

The blueprint of vascularized tissue could be procedurally generated using modules

based on previously studied and modeled mechanisms, and parameters could be

tuned by training on live experiments. I recommend that future researchers in this

field focus on collaboratively developing reusable tools alongside testing hypotheses

and building models; it would be ideal if computational and mathematical models

were built as inter-operable modules within a standardized simulation environment

to enable a discipline of biological architecture.

The future of manufacturing of adeno-associate virus and other advanced ther-

apies is evolving quickly. My work has led me to believe that introducing a new

cell line into a manufacturing platform – even if minimally different from existing

cell lines – is an uphill battle. Switches like these are typically only feasible in the

early stages of development – and in the early stages, it is imperative to reduce
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risk wherever possible; in the case of swapping cell lines, the risk of regulatory or

other complications outweighs all but the most drastic improvements in safety or

productivity. However, the emergence and sustained success of contract develop-

ment and manufacturing organizations (CDMO) is a promising sign that centers

of expertise that can potentially optimize therapies and their manufacturing plat-

forms in tandem are emerging, even in the turbulent world of biopharmaceuticals,

where teams are often shuffled and assets passed between companies.

In particular, it is my hope that a future researcher, whether me or another,

can truly unite these two thrusts, applying an entrepreneurial mindset to the issue

of integrating the exploding volume of data and proposed mechanism that exists

today in angiogenesis and beyond. Mutliscale modeling will require both new

technology and collaboration among human beings; the case must be made why

collaboration within a common simulation environment adds incremental value to

all involved, or such initiatives not achieve widespread success.

An important question raised to me throughout my studies was the extent

to which my work was solving life’s fundamental mysteries versus advancing a

practical interest with little or no discovery involved. With industrial collaboration

becoming increasingly present at research universities, these kinds of questions

will become increasingly relevant. I hope this work has demonstrated that solving

applied problems within complex biological systems is a science unto itself.
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APPENDIX A

CODE SAMPLES

A.1 Parameter setup

function [Sys, params] = defineParams(Sys)

switch Sys.kinetics

case ’aCL’

% Lateral Inhibition

Sys.speclist = strsplit(’R D’);

Sys.nspec = length(Sys.speclist);

% Parameters using fo LR lateral inhibition

%{

params.tau = 1;

params.kappaR = 6;%10^0.8189;

params.kappaD = 0.25;%10^-0.8;

params.KV = 1;

params.VH = 1;

params.nR = 3;

params.nD = 3;

Sys.nspec = 2;

%}

% Parameters used in paper for Fig. 3

params.tau = 1;
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params.kappaR = 2.5;%10^0.8189;

params.kappaD = 1/6;%10^-0.8;

params.KV = 1;

params.VH = 1;

params.nR = 2;

params.nD = 2;

Sys.nspec = 2;

case ’aDF’

% Lateral induction

Sys.speclist = strsplit(’R D’);

Sys.nspec = length(Sys.speclist);

params.ar = 0.325;

params.KV = 1;

params.VH = 1;

params.a = 0.2;

params.kappaD1 = 1/6;%10^-0.8;

params.nD1 = 2;

params.kappaD = 3/5;

params.nD = 2;

Sys.nspec = 2;

case ’aCLDE’

% Diffusion & Endocytosis
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Sys.speclist = strsplit(’V I’);

Sys.nspec = length(Sys.speclist);

% -- Geometric parameters --

% length scale of cell

params.lcell = sqrt(0.4*10^-5); % cm (20 microns on each side)

% height of compartment

params.h0 = 0.001; % cm (10 microns)

% -- VEGF Fluxes --

% Degradation rate of internal VEGF

params.kdeg = 5*10^-2; % s^-1 (MacGabhann 2013)

params.BLF = 3.471*10^-18; % mol/(cm^2 s) % BaseLine Flux

% a - Basal internalization flux of VEGF

params.a = params.BLF*10; % mol/cm^2/s

% b - Increase in internalization flux of VEGF

params.b = params.BLF*20; % mol/cm^2/s

% g - Homogeneous production flux of VEGF

params.g = params.BLF*13.1*1.01; % mol/cm^2/s

%Critical point is at 13.1
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% -- GRN Network elements --

% KI - 1/2 max level for positive feedback by internal VEGF Much

params.KI = 17*params.BLF/params.kdeg; % mol/cm^2

% KV - 1/2 max level for internalization of soluble VEGF

params.KV = 150*10^-15; % mol/cm^3 (150 pM)

% nI - Hill Coefficient for positive feedback

% Arbitrary.

params.nI = 4;

% -- Transport parameters --

% Diffusivity of VEGF (Rough average - VEGF164 is 1.04)

params.Dv = 1*1.04*10^-6; % cm^2 s^-1

% -- Lumped parameters --

params.alph = params.a/(params.kdeg*params.KI);% Basal consumption

params.beta = params.b/(params.kdeg*params.KI);% Bonus consumption

params.gamm = params.KI/(params.KV*params.h0); % Specific to 2.5D

params.rho = params.g/(params.kdeg*params.KI); % Production rate

params.DA = params.Dv/(params.lcell^2*params.kdeg); % Damkohler

case ’aDJ’

% Double Juxtacrine

Sys.speclist = strsplit(’A B’);

Sys.nspec = length(Sys.speclist);

qtarget = -0.25;
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%qtarget = -1*rand(1);

params.qtarget = qtarget;

MLE = 0.1;

%Assuming tau = 1, IC at 1/2 max for all functions

params.beta = 1;

params.nP = 16;

params.nA = -params.nP/(2*params.beta*qtarget);

params.nB = 32*(MLE+1)^2*params.nA/params.nP^2; %Does not work for beta

not = 1!!

params.KA = 1/2;

params.KP = 1/2;

params.KB = (1 + params.beta)/2;

Sys.nspec = 2;

end

A.2 Kinetics

A.2.1 Lateral inhibition

function [conc, spec] = kinetics_aCL(target,input,params)

%Definitions for Classical GRN kinetics

% target: identifies the species and equation (e.g. ’R_SS’ or ’D_DT’)
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% input: struct containing the necessary input (e.g., VEGF conc)

% output: struct containing the resultant output

% output.spec = string containing the species returns

% output.conc = numerical answer for species conc

tau = params.tau;

kappaR = params.kappaR;

kappaD = params.kappaD;

KV = params.KV;

VH = params.VH;

nR = params.nR;

nD = params.nD;

switch target

case ’R_SS’

DN = input.DN;

R_SS = 1./(1+(kappaR*DN).^nR);

case ’D_SS’

RA = input.RA;

D_SS = f_hill_a(1,kappaD,nD,RA);

case ’RA_SS’

R = input.R;

V = input.V;

RA_SS = R.*V./(KV+V);

case ’R_DT’

R = input.R;
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DN = input.DN;

R_DT = 1./(1+(kappaR*DN).^nR)-R;

case ’D_DT’

RA = input.RA;

D = input.D;

D_DT = tau*(f_hill_a(1,kappaD,nD,RA)-D);

otherwise

error(’Kinetics target not found’);

end

spec = target;

conc = eval(target);

end

A.2.2 Lateral induction

function [conc, spec] = kinetics_aCL(target,input,params)

%Definitions for Classical GRN kinetics

% target: identifies the species and equation (e.g. ’R_SS’ or ’D_DT’)

% input: struct containing the necessary input (e.g., VEGF conc)

% output: struct containing the resultant output

% output.spec = string containing the species returns

% output.conc = numerical answer for species conc

ar = params.ar;

KV = params.KV;

VH = params.VH;
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a = params.a;

kappaD1 = params.kappaD1;

nD1 = params.nD1;

kappaD = params.kappaD;

nD = params.nD;

switch target

case ’D_SS’

DN = input.DN;

RA = input.RA;

D_SS = a*f_hill_a(1,kappaD1,nD1,RA) + f_hill_a(1,kappaD,nD,DN);

case ’R_SS’

ar = input.ar;

R_SS = ar;

case ’RA_SS’

R = input.R;

V = input.V;

RA_SS = R.*V./(KV+V);

case ’D_DT’

RA = input.RA;

D = input.D;

DN = input.DN;

D_DT = a*f_hill_a(1,kappaD1,nD1,RA)+f_hill_a(1,kappaD,nD,DN)-D;

case ’R_DT’
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R = input.R;

R_DT = ar-R;

otherwise

error(’Kinetics target not found’);

end

spec = target;

conc = eval(target);

end

A.2.3 Double-juxtacrine

function [conc, spec] = kinetics_aDJ(target,input,params)

%Definitions for Classical GRN kinetics

% target: identifies the species and equation (e.g. ’R_SS’ or ’D_DT’)

% input: struct containing the necessary input (e.g., VEGF conc)

% output: struct containing the resultant output

% output.spec = string containing the species returns

% output.conc = numerical answer for species conc

beta = params.beta;

nP = params.nP;

nA = params.nA;

nB = params.nB;

KA = params.KA;

KP = params.KP;

KB = params.KB;
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switch target

case ’A_SS’

BN = input.BN;

B = input.B;

A_SS = f_hill_r(1,KP,nP,B)+f_hill_r(beta,KA,nA,BN);

case ’B_SS’

AN = input.AN;

B_SS = f_hill_a(1,KB,nB,AN);

case ’A_DT’

BN = input.BN;

B = input.B;

A = input.A;

A_DT = f_hill_r(1,KP,nP,B)+f_hill_r(beta,KA,nA,BN)-A;

case ’B_DT’

AN = input.AN;

B = input.B;

B_DT = f_hill_a(1,KB,nB,AN)-B;

otherwise

error(’Kinetics target not found’);

end

spec = target;

conc = eval(target);

end
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A.2.4 Diffusion & endocytosis

function [conc, spec] = kinetics_aCLDE(target,input,params)

%Definitions for Classical GRN kinetics

% target: identifies the species and equation (e.g. ’R_SS’ or ’D_DT’)

% input: struct containing the necessary input (e.g., VEGF conc)

% output: struct containing the resultant output

% output.spec = string containing the species returns

% output.conc = numerical answer for species conc

% NON-DIMENSIONAL ONLY

% Parameter definitions

alph = params.alph;

beta = params.beta;

gamm = params.gamm;

rho = params.rho;

DA = params.DA;

nI = params.nI;

switch target

case ’V_f_I_g’ %Find V given I for GRNs

I = input.I;

fI = alph+beta*(I).^nI./(1+(I).^nI);

V_f_I_g = I./(fI-I);

case ’V_f_I_t’ %Find V given I for Transport

I = input.I;

rho_in = input.rho_in;
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fI = alph+beta*(I).^nI./(1+(I).^nI);

V_f_I_t = rho./(fI-rho);

case ’V_f_I_gnb’ % ’No beta’ - response curve in absense of PF

I = input.I;

fI = alph+0*(I).^nI./(1+(I).^nI);

V_f_I_gnb = I./(fI-I);

case ’V_f_I_gfb’ % ’Full beta’ - response curve with full throughput

I = input.I;

I_MAX = 1.611;

fI = alph+beta*(I_MAX).^nI./(1+(I_MAX).^nI);

V_f_I_gfb = I./(fI-I);

case ’V_DT’

VN = input.VN;

V = input.V;

I = input.I;

rho_in = input.rho_in;

V_DT = gamm*(rho_in-(alph+f_hill_a(beta,1,nI,I)).*V./(1+V))+DA*(VN-V);

case ’I_DT’

V = input.V;

I = input.I;

I_DT = (alph+f_hill_a(beta,1,nI,I)).*V./(1+V)-I;

otherwise

error(’Kinetics target not found’);

end
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spec = target;

conc = eval(target);

end

A.3 Initial conditions

A.3.1 Lateral inhibition

function inits = homogIC_aCL(Sys,params,inits)

%Classical GRN initional condition generator

tau = params.tau;

kappaR = params.kappaR;

kappaD = params.kappaD;

KV = params.KV;

VH = params.VH;

nR = params.nR;

nD = params.nD;

line_red = [237/255 27/255 35/255];

line_blue = [0 173/255 239/255];

figures = false;

stability_fig = false;

%% Analysis
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% Goals:

% 1. Produce a steady-state relation (pretty!)

% 2. Calculate the uniform steady-state

% 3. Produce a stability profile (pretty!)

%1. Produce a steady-state relation (pretty!)

% The paper assumes this is with a two-cell model

V_vec = [0.1, 1, 10];

if figures

D1_1 = getD1(V_vec(1));

D1_2 = getD1(V_vec(2));

D1_3 = getD1(V_vec(3));

figure(’units’,’inches’,’position’,[5 5 1.675 1.675])% Half-column width

plot(D0,D1_1,’Color’,line_blue,’LineWidth’,1)

hold on

plot(D0,D1_2,’--’,’Color’,line_blue,’LineWidth’,1) % Blue

plot(D0,D1_3,’-.’,’Color’,line_blue,’LineWidth’,1)

plot([0 1],[0 1],’k’)

legend(’\it{V} = 0.1’,’1’,’10’)

legend(’boxoff’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,8)

%h1 = xlabel(’\bf{\it{D_{0}}}’,’FontSize’,8);

%h2 = ylabel(’\bf{\it{D_{1}}}’,’FontSize’,8);

h1 = xlabel(’\bf{\it{D0 (input)}}’,’FontSize’,8);

h2 = ylabel(’\bf{\it{D1 (output)}}’,’FontSize’,8);

end
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function D1 = getD1(V_in)

% Two-cell model

nullcl_num = 1000;

D0 = linspace(0,1,nullcl_num);

R2 = kinetics_aCL(’R_SS’,struct(’DN’,D0),params);

RA2 = kinetics_aCL(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,R2,’V’,V_in),params);

D2 = kinetics_aCL(’D_SS’,struct(’RA’,RA2),params);

R1 = kinetics_aCL(’R_SS’,struct(’DN’,D2),params);

RA1 = kinetics_aCL(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,R1,’V’,V_in),params);

D1 = kinetics_aCL(’D_SS’,struct(’RA’,RA1),params);

end

%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

% 1.B Produces true nullclines of R & D

if figures

% First, calculate the D which produces steady-state R (this is

independent

% of V)

R_points = 1000;

R_steady = linspace(0,1,R_points);

D_required = (1./R_steady-1).^(1/nR)/kappaR;

D_points = 1000;

D_steady = linspace(0,1,D_points);

R_required_2 = (-D_steady*kappaD^nD./(D_steady-1)).^(1/nD)/(V_vec(2)/(KV

+V_vec(2)));
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figure(’units’,’inches’,’position’,[5 5 1.675 1.675])% Half-column width

plot(R_steady,D_required,’Color’,line_red,’LineWidth’,1)

hold on

plot(R_required_2,D_steady,’--’,’Color’,line_blue,’LineWidth’,1)

%plot([0 1],[0 1],’k’)

%legend(’\it{V} = 0.1’,’1’,’10’)

%legend(’boxoff’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,8)

%h1 = xlabel(’\bf{\it{D_{0}}}’,’FontSize’,8);

%h2 = ylabel(’\bf{\it{D_{1}}}’,’FontSize’,8);

xlim([0 1]);

ylim([0 1]);

h1 = xlabel(’R’,’FontSize’,8);

h2 = ylabel(’D’,’FontSize’,8);

end

%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

% 1.C Produces true nullclines of R & D (attempt 2)

if figures

% First, calculate R_int_1 imposed by D_ext_1

D_ext_1_p = 1000;

D_ext_1 = linspace(0,1,D_ext_1_p);

R_int_1 = kinetics_aCL(’R_SS’,struct(’DN’,D_ext_1),params);
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% Second, calculate D_ext_2 impost by a two-cell iteration of R_int_2

%

R_int_2_p = 1000;

R_int_2 = linspace(0,1,R_int_2_p);

D_ext_2_1 = getDext(V_vec(1),R_int_2);

D_ext_2_2 = getDext(V_vec(2),R_int_2);

D_ext_2_3 = getDext(V_vec(3),R_int_2);

% Plot each nullcline, with D_ext on the X axis, and R_int on Y axis

figure(’units’,’inches’,’position’,[5 5 1.675 1.675])% Half-column width

(quarter page)

plot(D_ext_1,R_int_1,’Color’,line_red,’LineWidth’,1)

hold on

plot(D_ext_2_1,R_int_2,’Color’,line_blue,’LineWidth’,1)

plot(D_ext_2_2,R_int_2,’--’,’Color’,line_blue,’LineWidth’,1)

plot(D_ext_2_3,R_int_2,’-.’,’Color’,line_blue,’LineWidth’,1)

%plot([0 1],[0 1],’k’)

%legend(’\it{V} = 0.1’,’1’,’10’)

%legend(’boxoff’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,8)

%h1 = xlabel(’\bf{\it{D_{0}}}’,’FontSize’,8);

%h2 = ylabel(’\bf{\it{D_{1}}}’,’FontSize’,8);

xlim([0 1]);

ylim([0 1]);
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h1 = xlabel(’D_{ext}’,’FontSize’,8);

h2 = ylabel(’R_{int}’,’FontSize’,8);

end

function D_ext = getDext(V_in,R_int)

RA_int = kinetics_aCL(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,R_int,’V’,V_in),params);

D_int = kinetics_aCL(’D_SS’,struct(’RA’,RA_int),params);

R_ext = kinetics_aCL(’R_SS’,struct(’DN’,D_int),params);

RA_ext = kinetics_aCL(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,R_ext,’V’,V_in),params);

D_ext = kinetics_aCL(’D_SS’,struct(’RA’,RA_ext),params);

end

%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

% 2. Bifurcation diagram with R as a function of V

if figures

% First, chose a vector of V concentraitons (not too large)

V_vec2_p = 1000;

V_min = 0.1;

V_max = 10;

V_vec2 = 10.^(linspace(log10(V_min),log10(V_max),V_vec2_p));

% Next, create an empty matrix for storing steady-states

ss_mat = zeros(0,5);

% Column 1 - V_index, Column 2 - V, Column 3 - R, Column 4 - RA, Column
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% 5 - D

% For each element in V_vec2, calculate all possible steady-states using

a

% two cell model.

% Will probably have to use splines and fnzero

for j = 1:V_vec2_p

ss_mat = [ss_mat;getStates(j,V_vec2(j))]; %#ok<AGROW>

end

% Split the results into 5 line segments:

%1. Homogeneous low RA activation

%2. Patterning - Tip, Homog, Stalk

%3. Homogeneous high RA activation

%1. Homoegeneous low RA activation

%Start with the first index and count up until an index has >1 SS

seg_ind = 1; % segmentation index

segment1 = zeros(0,2); % [V RA]

in_seg1 = true;

while in_seg1

if sum(ss_mat(:,1) == seg_ind) == 1;

segment1 = [segment1; ss_mat(ss_mat(:,1)==seg_ind,[2 4])];

seg_ind = seg_ind + 1;

else

in_seg1 = false;
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end

end

%2. Patterning

segment2 = zeros(0,4);%[V RT RH RS]

in_seg2 = true;

while in_seg2

if sum(ss_mat(:,1) == seg_ind) == 3;

ind_mat = ss_mat(ss_mat(:,1) == seg_ind,:);

segment2 = [segment2; [...

ind_mat(1,2) ... %V

max(ind_mat(:,4)) ... %RT

median(ind_mat(:,4)) ... %RH

min(ind_mat(:,4)) ... %RS

]];

clear ind_mat

seg_ind = seg_ind + 1;

else

in_seg2 = false;

end

end

%3. Homoegeneous high RA activation

segment3 = zeros(0,2); % [V R]

in_seg3 = true;

while in_seg3
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if sum(ss_mat(:,1) == seg_ind) == 1;

segment3 = [segment3; ss_mat(ss_mat(:,1)==seg_ind,[2 4])];

seg_ind = seg_ind + 1;

else

in_seg3 = false;

end

end

%{

% Plot each segment - RA

figure(’units’,’inches’,’position’,[5 5 1.675 1.675])% Half-column width

semilogx(segment1(:,1),segment1(:,2),’-’,’Color’,’k’);

hold on

tip_line = semilogx(segment2(:,1),segment2(:,2),’-’,’Color’,line_red);

semilogx(segment2(:,1),segment2(:,3),’--’,’Color’,’k’);

stalk_line = semilogx(segment2(:,1),segment2(:,4),’-’,’Color’,line_blue)

;

semilogx(segment3(:,1),segment3(:,2),’-’,’Color’,’k’);

legend([tip_line,stalk_line],’Tip’,’Stalk’)

legend(’boxoff’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,8)

ylim([0 0.5]);

h1 = xlabel(’\bf{\it{V}}’,’FontSize’,8);

h2 = ylabel(’\bf{\it{RA}}’,’FontSize’,8);

%}
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% Plot each segment - D

%kinetics_aCL(’D_SS’,struct(’RA’,s_RA2),params);

figure(’units’,’inches’,’position’,[5 5 1.675 1.675])% Half-column width

semilogx(segment1(:,1),kinetics_aCL(’D_SS’,struct(’RA’,segment1(:,2)),

params),’-’,’Color’,’k’);

hold on

tip_line = semilogx(segment2(:,1),kinetics_aCL(’D_SS’,struct(’RA’,

segment2(:,2)),params),’-’,’Color’,line_red);

semilogx(segment2(:,1),kinetics_aCL(’D_SS’,struct(’RA’,segment2(:,3)),

params),’--’,’Color’,’k’);

stalk_line = semilogx(segment2(:,1),kinetics_aCL(’D_SS’,struct(’RA’,

segment2(:,4)),params),’-’,’Color’,line_blue);

semilogx(segment3(:,1),kinetics_aCL(’D_SS’,struct(’RA’,segment3(:,2)),

params),’-’,’Color’,’k’);

legend([tip_line,stalk_line],’Tip’,’Stalk’)

legend(’boxoff’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,8)

ylim([0 1]);

h1 = xlabel(’\bf{\it{V/K_V}}’,’FontSize’,8);

h2 = ylabel(’\bf{\it{D/D_0}}’,’FontSize’,8);

% Non-logarithmic X axis

%{

figure(’units’,’inches’,’position’,[5 5 1.675 1.675])% Half-column width

plot(segment1(:,1),segment1(:,2),’-’,’Color’,’k’);

hold on
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tip_line = plot(segment2(:,1),segment2(:,2),’-’,’Color’,line_red);

plot(segment2(:,1),segment2(:,3),’--’,’Color’,’k’);

stalk_line = plot(segment2(:,1),segment2(:,4),’-’,’Color’,line_blue);

plot(segment3(:,1),segment3(:,2),’-’,’Color’,’k’);

%}

end

function ss_mat_entry = getStates(index,V_in)

% Given a V_in, calculate the steady-states of the system using a

% two-cell modell

% Start with a vector of R1

R0_p = 100;

s_R0 = linspace(0,1,R0_p);

s_RA1 = kinetics_aCL(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,s_R0,’V’,V_in),params);

s_D1 = kinetics_aCL(’D_SS’,struct(’RA’,s_RA1),params);

s_R2 = kinetics_aCL(’R_SS’,struct(’DN’,s_D1),params);

s_RA2 = kinetics_aCL(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,s_R2,’V’,V_in),params);

s_D2 = kinetics_aCL(’D_SS’,struct(’RA’,s_RA2),params);

s_R1 = kinetics_aCL(’R_SS’,struct(’DN’,s_D2),params);

% Calculate the error between s_R0 and s_R1, and its zeros

err = s_R0 - s_R1;

Errorspline = spline(s_R0,err);

Z = fnzeros(Errorspline);

% Pull out the R concentrations at each zero and enter them into a

% matrix

if isempty(Z) == 0
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[~, nz] = size(Z); % nz is the number of new steady-states

ss_mat_entry(1:nz,1) = index; % Add index to first column

ss_mat_entry(1:nz,2) = V_in; % Add V conc to second column

ss_mat_entry(1:nz,3) = Z(2,:); % Add R conc to third column

% Calcute RA for each state

s_RA_f = kinetics_aCL(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,Z(2,:),’V’,V_in),params);

ss_mat_entry(1:nz,4) = s_RA_f; % Add R conc to third column

end

% Done, return the ss_mat_entry

end

%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

% 3. Calculate the uniform steady states

if figures || stability_fig

% Use same VEGF concentrations, but with one-cell model

% "Fast" method based on minimization (splines are more exhaustive)

D_guess = 0.5;

Dh_1 = fminsearch( @(x) H_err(x, V_vec(1)),D_guess);

Dh_2 = fminsearch( @(x) H_err(x, V_vec(2)),D_guess);

Dh_3 = fminsearch( @(x) H_err(x, V_vec(3)),D_guess);

end

function Herr = H_err(D_g,V_in)

R2 = kinetics_aCL(’R_SS’,struct(’DN’,D_g),params);
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RA2 = kinetics_aCL(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,R2,’V’,V_in),params);

D2 = kinetics_aCL(’D_SS’,struct(’RA’,RA2),params);

Herr = (D2 - D_g)^2*10^3;

end

%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

% 4. Perform a linear stability analysis on each steady state

if figures || stability_fig

Dseq_1 = getDseq(Dh_1,V_vec(1));

Dseq_2 = getDseq(Dh_2,V_vec(2));

Dseq_3 = getDseq(Dh_3,V_vec(3));

%{

Jmatz = zeros(2,2,length(inits.qk));

for g = 1:length(inits.qk)

Jmatz(:,:,g) = findJmat(inits.qk(g));

end

inits.Jmatz = Jmatz;

[Vseq,Dseq] = eigenshuffle(Jmatz);

inits.Jeigs = Dseq;

inits.Jvecs = Vseq;

%}

figJeigs = figure(’units’,’inches’,’position’,[5 5 1.675 1.675]); % Half

-column width

% Real - Blue; Red - Imaginary
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% First sequence

linew1 = 0.5;

HL1_1 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_1(1,:)),’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,linew1);

hold all

HL2_1 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_1(2,:)),’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,linew1);

%HL3_1 = plot(inits.qk,imag(Dseq_1(1,:)),’Color’,’b’,’LineWidth’,linew1)

;

%HL4_1 = plot(inits.qk,imag(Dseq_1(2,:)),’Color’,’b’,’LineWidth’,linew1)

;

% Second sequence

HL1_2 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_2(1,:)),’--’,’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

HL2_2 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_2(2,:)),’--’,’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

%HL3_2 = plot(inits.qk,imag(Dseq_2(1,:)),’--’,’Color’,’b’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

%HL4_2 = plot(inits.qk,imag(Dseq_2(2,:)),’--’,’Color’,’b’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

% Third sequence

HL1_3 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_3(1,:)),’-.’,’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

HL2_3 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_3(2,:)),’-.’,’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

%HL3_3 = plot(inits.qk,imag(Dseq_3(1,:)),’-.’,’Color’,’b’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

%HL4_3 = plot(inits.qk,imag(Dseq_3(2,:)),’-.’,’Color’,’b’,’LineWidth’,
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linew1);

plot([-1 1],[0 0],’r’)

xlim([-1 1])

%legend([HL1_1,HL3_1],’Real’,’Imag’)

%legend([HL1_1,HL1_2,HL1_3],’\it{V/K_V} = 0.1’,’1’,’10’,’FontSize’,8)

%legend([HL1_1,HL1_2,HL1_3],sprintf( ’%s\n%s’, ’{\it V/K_V} =’, ’0.1’ )

,’1’,’10’,’FontSize’,8)

legend([HL1_1,HL1_2,HL1_3],’0.1’,’1’,’10’,’FontSize’,8)

%legend([HL1_1,HL1_2,HL1_3],’0.1’,’1’,’10’,’FontSize’,8)

legend(’boxoff’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,8)

xlabel(’Structural eigenvalue, \bf{\it{q_k}}’,’FontSize’,8)

ylabel(’Dynamic eigenvalue, \bf{\it{\lambda}}’,’FontSize’,8)

% Zoomed-in figure

figJeigsz = figure(’units’,’inches’,’position’,[5 5 1.675 1.675]); %

Half-column width

% Real - Blue; Red - Imaginary

% First sequence

linew1 = 0.5;

HL1_1z = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_1(1,:)),’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,linew1)

;

hold all

HL2_1z = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_1(2,:)),’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,linew1)

;
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% Second sequence

HL1_2z = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_2(1,:)),’--’,’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

HL2_2z = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_2(2,:)),’--’,’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

% Third sequence

HL1_3z = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_3(1,:)),’-.’,’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

HL2_3z = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_3(2,:)),’-.’,’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

plot([-1 1],[0 0],’r’)

xlim([-1 -0.75])

ylim([-0.5 0.5])

legend([HL1_1z,HL1_2z,HL1_3z],’{\it V/K_V} = 0.1’,’1’,’10’)

legend(’boxoff’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,8)

xlabel(’Structural eigenvalue, \bf{\it{q_k}}’,’FontSize’,8)

ylabel(’Dynamic eigenvalue, \bf{\it{\lambda}}’,’FontSize’,8)

end

function Dseq = getDseq(D_in,V_in)

R_in = kinetics_aCL(’R_SS’,struct(’DN’,D_in),params);

RA_in = kinetics_aCL(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,R_in,’V’,V_in),params);
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GR = g_hill(1,1/kappaR,nR,D_in);

GD = g_hill(1,kappaD,nD,RA_in);

GRA = V_in/(KV+V_in);

Jmatz = zeros(2,2,length(inits.qk));

for g = 1:length(inits.qk)

Jmatz(:,:,g) = findJmat(inits.qk(g),GR,GD,GRA);

end

[Vseq,Dseq] = eigenshuffle(Jmatz);

end

function Jmat = findJmat(qk,GR,GD,GRA)

Jac = zeros(2,2);

Jac(1,1) = -1;

Jac(1,2) = -qk*GR;

Jac(2,1) = tau*GD*GRA;

Jac(2,2) = -tau;

Jmat = Jac;

end

%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

%% Simulaiton initial conditions

% 5. Calculate the initial conditions for the simulation
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% Basic, flat profile

D_guess = 0.5;

inits.DSS = fminsearch( @(x) H_err_2(x, inits.Vi),D_guess);

inits.RSS = kinetics_aCL(’R_SS’,struct(’DN’,inits.DSS),params);

inits.V = ones(Sys.M,Sys.N)*inits.Vi;

%{

% Logarithmic-sinusoidal VEGF profile

M = Sys.M;

N = Sys.N;

D_guess = 0.5;

C = zeros(M,N);

for mu = 1:M

for nu = 1:N

C(mu,nu) = 1.2*(sin(mu/M*pi)+sin(nu/N*pi)-1);

inits.V(mu,nu) = 10.^(C(mu,nu));

inits.D0(mu,nu) = fminsearch( @(x) H_err_2(x, inits.V(mu,nu)),D_guess);

inits.R0(mu,nu) = kinetics_aCL(’R_SS’,struct(’DN’,inits.D0(mu,nu)),

params);

end

end

inits.customX0 = true;

%}

function Herr = H_err_2(D_g,V_in)

R2 = kinetics_aCL(’R_SS’,struct(’DN’,D_g),params);

RA2 = kinetics_aCL(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,R2,’V’,V_in),params);
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D2 = kinetics_aCL(’D_SS’,struct(’RA’,RA2),params);

Herr = (D2 - D_g)^2*10^3;

end

%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

end

A.3.2 Lateral induction

function inits = homogIC_aDF(Sys,params,inits)

%Classical GRN initional condition generator

ar = params.ar;

KV = params.KV;

VH = params.VH;

a = params.a;

kappaD1 = params.kappaD1;

nD1 = params.nD1;

kappaD = params.kappaD;

nD = params.nD;

line_red = [237/255 27/255 35/255];

line_blue = [0 173/255 239/255];

plots = true;

V_vec = [0.8, 1, 1.2];
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D_max = 3/2;

%% Analysis

% Goals:

% 1. Produce a steady-state relation (pretty!)

% 2. Calculate the uniform steady-state

% 3. Produce a stability profile (pretty!)

%1. Produce a steady-state relation (pretty!)

if plots

% The paper assumes this is with a two-cell model

nullcl_num = 1000;

D0 = linspace(0,D_max,nullcl_num);

D1_1 = getD1(V_vec(1),D0);

D1_2 = getD1(V_vec(2),D0);

D1_3 = getD1(V_vec(3),D0);

figure(’units’,’inches’,’position’,[5 5 1.675 1.675])% Half-column width

plot(D0,D1_1,’Color’,line_blue,’LineWidth’,1)

hold on

plot(D0,D1_2,’--’,’Color’,line_blue,’LineWidth’,1) % Blue

plot(D0,D1_3,’-.’,’Color’,line_blue,’LineWidth’,1)

plot([0 D_max],[0 D_max],’k’)

legend(’\it{a} = 0’,’0.1’,’0.2’)

legend(’boxoff’)
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ylim([0 3/2]);

xlim([0 3/2]);

set(gca,’FontSize’,8)

%h1 = xlabel(’\bf{\it{D_{0}}}’,’FontSize’,8);

%h2 = ylabel(’\bf{\it{D_{1}}}’,’FontSize’,8);

h1 = xlabel(’\bf{\it{D0 (input)}}’,’FontSize’,8);

h2 = ylabel(’\bf{\it{D1 (output)}}’,’FontSize’,8);

end

function D_1 = getD1(V_in,D0)

% Two-cell model

R_1 = params.ar;

RA_1 = kinetics_aDF(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,R_1,’V’,V_in),params);

D_1 = kinetics_aDF(’D_SS’,struct(’DN’,D0,’RA’,RA_1),params);

end

%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

%{

% 1.B Produces true nullclines of R & D

% First, calculate the D which produces steady-state R (this is

independent

% of V)

R_points = 1000;

R_steady = linspace(0,1,R_points);
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D_required = (1./R_steady-1).^(1/nR)/kappaR;

D_points = 1000;

D_steady = linspace(0,1,D_points);

R_required_2 = (-D_steady*kappaD^nD./(D_steady-1)).^(1/nD)/(a_vec(2)/(KV

+a_vec(2)));

figure(’units’,’inches’,’position’,[5 5 1.675 1.675])% Half-column width

plot(R_steady,D_required,’Color’,line_red,’LineWidth’,1)

hold on

plot(R_required_2,D_steady,’--’,’Color’,line_blue,’LineWidth’,1)

%plot([0 1],[0 1],’k’)

%legend(’\it{V} = 0.1’,’1’,’10’)

%legend(’boxoff’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,8)

%h1 = xlabel(’\bf{\it{D_{0}}}’,’FontSize’,8);

%h2 = ylabel(’\bf{\it{D_{1}}}’,’FontSize’,8);

xlim([0 1]);

ylim([0 1]);

h1 = xlabel(’R’,’FontSize’,8);

h2 = ylabel(’D’,’FontSize’,8);

%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

% 1.C Produces true nullclines of R & D (attempt 2)

% First, calculate R_int_1 imposed by D_ext_1

D_ext_1_p = 1000;
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D_ext_1 = linspace(0,1,D_ext_1_p);

R_int_1 = kinetics_aCL(’R_SS’,struct(’DN’,D_ext_1),params);

% Second, calculate D_ext_2 impost by a two-cell iteration of R_int_2

%

R_int_2_p = 1000;

R_int_2 = linspace(0,1,R_int_2_p);

D_ext_2_1 = getDext(a_vec(1),R_int_2);

D_ext_2_2 = getDext(a_vec(2),R_int_2);

D_ext_2_3 = getDext(a_vec(3),R_int_2);

function D_ext = getDext(V_in,R_int)

RA_int = kinetics_aCL(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,R_int,’V’,V_in),params);

D_int = kinetics_aCL(’D_SS’,struct(’RA’,RA_int),params);

R_ext = kinetics_aCL(’R_SS’,struct(’DN’,D_int),params);

RA_ext = kinetics_aCL(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,R_ext,’V’,V_in),params);

D_ext = kinetics_aCL(’D_SS’,struct(’RA’,RA_ext),params);

end

% Plot each nullcline, with D_ext on the X axis, and R_int on Y axis

figure(’units’,’inches’,’position’,[5 5 1.675 1.675])% Half-column width

plot(D_ext_1,R_int_1,’Color’,line_red,’LineWidth’,1)

hold on

plot(D_ext_2_1,R_int_2,’Color’,line_blue,’LineWidth’,1)

plot(D_ext_2_2,R_int_2,’--’,’Color’,line_blue,’LineWidth’,1)

plot(D_ext_2_3,R_int_2,’-.’,’Color’,line_blue,’LineWidth’,1)
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%plot([0 1],[0 1],’k’)

%legend(’\it{V} = 0.1’,’1’,’10’)

%legend(’boxoff’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,8)

%h1 = xlabel(’\bf{\it{D_{0}}}’,’FontSize’,8);

%h2 = ylabel(’\bf{\it{D_{1}}}’,’FontSize’,8);

xlim([0 1]);

ylim([0 1]);

h1 = xlabel(’D_{ext}’,’FontSize’,8);

h2 = ylabel(’R_{int}’,’FontSize’,8);

%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

%}

% 2. Bifurcation diagram with D as a function of a

if plots

% First, chose a vector of a values (not too large)

V_vec2_p = 2000;

V_min = 0.1;

V_max = 10;

V_vec2 = linspace(V_min,V_max,V_vec2_p);

% Next, create an empty matrix for storing steady-states

ss_mat = zeros(0,3);

% Column 1 - a_index, Column 2 - a, Column 3 - D
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% For each element in a_vec2, calculate all possible steady-states using

a

% two cell model.

% Will probably have to use splines and fnzero

for j = 1:V_vec2_p

ss_mat = [ss_mat;getStates(j,V_vec2(j))]; %#ok<AGROW>

end

% Do a preliminary check of the data

figure

plot(ss_mat(:,2),ss_mat(:,3),’s’)

% Might want to test the stability for each of those, because I don’t

have

% a clue

stable_mat_T = zeros(0,3);

stable_mat_S = zeros(0,3);

stable_mat_1 = zeros(0,3);

stable_mat_2 = zeros(0,3);

unstable_mat = zeros(0,3);

D_split = 0.3;

VU_min = 0.8627;

VU_max = 1.095;

for j = 1:length(ss_mat(:,1))

if check_stable(ss_mat(j,2),ss_mat(j,3));

if ss_mat(j,3) > D_split
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if ss_mat(j,2) < VU_max

stable_mat_T = [stable_mat_T;ss_mat(j,:)];

else

stable_mat_1 = [stable_mat_1;ss_mat(j,:)];

end

else

if ss_mat(j,2) > VU_min

stable_mat_S = [stable_mat_S;ss_mat(j,:)];

else

stable_mat_2 = [stable_mat_2;ss_mat(j,:)];

end

end

else

unstable_mat = [unstable_mat;ss_mat(j,:)];

end

end

figure(’units’,’inches’,’position’,[5 5 1.675 1.675])% Half-column width

semilogx(stable_mat_1(:,2),stable_mat_1(:,3),’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,1)

hold on

semilogx(stable_mat_2(:,2),stable_mat_2(:,3),’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,1)

semilogx(stable_mat_T(:,2),stable_mat_T(:,3),’Color’,line_red,’LineWidth

’,1)

semilogx(stable_mat_S(:,2),stable_mat_S(:,3),’Color’,line_blue,’

LineWidth’,1)

semilogx(unstable_mat(:,2),unstable_mat(:,3),’k--’,’LineWidth’,0.75)

%legend(’stable’,’unstable’)
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%legend(’boxoff’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,8)

h1 = xlabel(’\bf{\it{V/K_V}}’,’FontSize’,8);

h2 = ylabel(’\bf{\it{D/D_0}}’,’FontSize’,8);

end

function ss_mat_entry = getStates(index,V_in)

% Given a V_in, calculate the steady-states of the system using a

% two-cell modell

% Start with a vector of D1

D0_p = 100;

s_D0 = linspace(0,D_max,D0_p);

R_1 = params.ar;

RA_1 = kinetics_aDF(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,R_1,’V’,V_in),params);

s_D1 = kinetics_aDF(’D_SS’,struct(’DN’,s_D0,’RA’,RA_1),params);

% Calculate the error between s_D0 and s_D1, and its zeros

err = s_D0 - s_D1;

Errorspline = spline(s_D0,err);

Z = fnzeros(Errorspline);

% Pull out the R concentrations at each zero and enter them into a

% matrix

if isempty(Z) == 0

[~, nz] = size(Z); % nz is the number of new steady-states

ss_mat_entry(1:nz,1) = index; % Add index to first column

ss_mat_entry(1:nz,2) = V_in; % Add a value to second column
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ss_mat_entry(1:nz,3) = Z(2,:); % Add D conc to third column

end

% Done, return the ss_mat_entry

end

function stable_result = check_stable(V_in,D_in)

% See if the derivative is positive for qk = 1

R_1 = params.ar;

RA_1 = kinetics_aDF(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,R_1,’V’,V_in),params);

GD1 = g_hill(a,kappaD1,nD1,RA_1);

GD = g_hill(1,kappaD,nD,D_in);

GRA = V_in/(KV+V_in);

Jmat = zeros(2,2);

Jmat(1,1) = -1;

Jmat(1,2) = 0;

Jmat(2,1) = GD1*GRA;

Jmat(2,2) = GD-1;

if max(real(eig(Jmat))) > 0

stable_result = false;

else

stable_result = true;

end

end

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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% 3. Calculate the uniform steady states

% For this we are going to use the same set of parameters, probe each of

% the three steady-states

V_H = 1; % Chosen parameter

DH_states = getStates_2(V_H)

function D_states = getStates_2(V_in)

% Given a a_in, calculate the steady-states of the system using a

% two-cell modell

% Start with a vector of D1

D0_p = 100;

s_D0 = linspace(0,D_max,D0_p);

R_1 = params.ar;

RA_1 = kinetics_aDF(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,R_1,’V’,V_in),params);

s_D1 = kinetics_aDF(’D_SS’,struct(’DN’,s_D0,’RA’,RA_1),params);

% Calculate the error between s_D0 and s_D1, and its zeros

err = s_D0 - s_D1;

Errorspline = spline(s_D0,err);

Z = fnzeros(Errorspline);

D_states = Z(2,:);

% Done, return the ss_mat_entry

end

%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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% 4. Perform a linear stability analysis on each steady state

if plots

Dseq_1 = getDseq(V_vec(1),getStates_3(V_vec(1)));

Dseq_2 = getDseq(V_vec(2),getStates_3(V_vec(2)));

Dseq_3 = getDseq(V_vec(3),getStates_3(V_vec(3)));

%{

Jmatz = zeros(2,2,length(inits.qk));

for g = 1:length(inits.qk)

Jmatz(:,:,g) = findJmat(inits.qk(g));

end

inits.Jmatz = Jmatz;

[Vseq,Dseq] = eigenshuffle(Jmatz);

inits.Jeigs = Dseq;

inits.Jvecs = Vseq;

%}

figJeigs = figure(’units’,’inches’,’position’,[5 5 1.675 1.675]); % Half

-column width

% Real - Blue; Red - Imaginary

% First sequence

linew1 = 0.5;

HL1_1 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_1(1,:)),’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,linew1);

hold all

HL2_1 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_1(2,:)),’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,linew1);
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HL3_1 = plot(inits.qk,imag(Dseq_1(1,:)),’Color’,’b’,’LineWidth’,linew1);

HL4_1 = plot(inits.qk,imag(Dseq_1(2,:)),’Color’,’b’,’LineWidth’,linew1);

% Second sequence

HL1_2 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_2(1,:)),’--’,’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

HL2_2 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_2(2,:)),’--’,’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

HL3_2 = plot(inits.qk,imag(Dseq_2(1,:)),’--’,’Color’,’b’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

HL4_2 = plot(inits.qk,imag(Dseq_2(2,:)),’--’,’Color’,’b’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

% Third sequence

HL1_3 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_3(1,:)),’-.’,’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

HL2_3 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_3(2,:)),’-.’,’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

HL3_3 = plot(inits.qk,imag(Dseq_3(1,:)),’-.’,’Color’,’b’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

HL4_3 = plot(inits.qk,imag(Dseq_3(2,:)),’-.’,’Color’,’b’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

plot([-1 1],[0 0],’r’)

xlim([-1 1])

legend([HL1_1,HL1_2,HL1_3],’{\it V/K_V} = 0.8’,’1’,’1.2’)

legend(’boxoff’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,8)
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xlabel(’Structural eigenvalue, \bf{\it{q_k}}’,’FontSize’,8)

ylabel(’Dynamic eigenvalue, \bf{\it{\lambda}}’,’FontSize’,8)

% Zoomed-in figure

figure(’units’,’inches’,’position’,[5 5 1.675 1.675]); % Half-column

width

% Real - Blue; Red - Imaginary

% First sequence

linew1 = 0.5;

HL1_1z = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_1(1,:)),’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,linew1)

;

hold all

%HL2_1z = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_1(2,:)),’Color’,line_blue,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

% Second sequence

HL1_2z = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_2(1,:)),’--’,’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

%HL2_2z = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_2(2,:)),’--’,’Color’,line_blue,’

LineWidth’,linew1)

% Third sequence

HL1_3z = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_3(1,:)),’-.’,’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

%HL2_3z = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_3(2,:)),’-.’,’Color’,line_blue,’

LineWidth’,linew1);
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%legend([HL1_1z,HL1_2z,HL1_3z],’\it{V/K_V} = 0.1’,’1’,’10’)

legend([HL1_1z,HL1_2z,HL1_3z],’{\it V/K_V} = 0.8’,’1’,’1.2’)

legend(’boxoff’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,8)

plot([-1 1],[0 0],’r’)

xlim([0 1])

ylim([-0.5 0.5])

xlabel(’Structural eigenvalue, \bf{\it{q_k}}’,’FontSize’,8)

ylabel(’Dynamic eigenvalue, \bf{\it{\lambda}}’,’FontSize’,8)

end

function D_out = getStates_3(V_in)

% Given a a_in, calculate the steady-states of the system using a

% two-cell modell

% Start with a vector of D1

D0_p = 100;

s_D0 = linspace(0,D_max,D0_p);

R_1 = params.ar;

RA_1 = kinetics_aDF(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,R_1,’V’,V_in),params);

s_D1 = kinetics_aDF(’D_SS’,struct(’DN’,s_D0,’RA’,RA_1),params);

% Calculate the error between s_D0 and s_D1, and its zeros

err = s_D0 - s_D1;

Errorspline = spline(s_D0,err);

Z = fnzeros(Errorspline);

if isempty(Z) == 0

[~, nz] = size(Z); % nz is the number of new steady-states
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if nz == 1

D_out = Z(2,1); % Add D conc to third column

else

D_out = Z(2,2);

end

end

% Done, return the ss_mat_entry

end

function Dseq = getDseq(V_in,D_in)

Jmatz = zeros(2,2,length(inits.qk));

for g = 1:length(inits.qk)

Jmatz(:,:,g) = findJmat(V_in,D_in,inits.qk(g));

end

[Vseq,Dseq] = eigenshuffle(Jmatz);

end

function Jmat = findJmat(V_in,D_in,qk)

% See if the derivative is positive for qk = 1

R_1 = params.ar;

RA_1 = kinetics_aDF(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,R_1,’V’,V_in),params);

GD1 = g_hill(a,kappaD1,nD1,RA_1);

GD = g_hill(1,kappaD,nD,D_in);

GRA = V_in/(KV+V_in);

Jmat = zeros(2,2);
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Jmat(1,1) = -1;

Jmat(1,2) = 0;

Jmat(2,1) = GD1*GRA;

Jmat(2,2) = qk*GD-1;

end

%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

%% Simulaiton initial conditions

% 5. Calculate the initial conditions for the simulation

inits.X0(2) = DH_states(2);

inits.X0(1) = params.ar;

inits.customX0 = false;

%{

% Logarithmic-sinusoidal VEGF profile

M = Sys.M;

N = Sys.N;

D_guess = 0.5;

C = zeros(M,N);

for mu = 1:M

for nu = 1:N

C(mu,nu) = 1.2*(sin(mu/M*pi)+sin(nu/N*pi)-1);
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inits.V(mu,nu) = 10.^(C(mu,nu));

inits.D0(mu,nu) = fminsearch( @(x) H_err_2(x, inits.V(mu,nu)),D_guess);

inits.R0(mu,nu) = params.ar;

end

end

function Herr = H_err_2(D_g,V_in)

R_1 = params.ar;

RA_1 = kinetics_aDF(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,R_1,’V’,V_in),params);

D_1 = kinetics_aDF(’D_SS’,struct(’DN’,D_g,’RA’,RA_1),params);

Herr = (D_1 - D_g)^2*10^3;

end

inits.customX0 = true;

%}

%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

end

A.3.3 Double-juxtacrine

function inits = homogIC_aDJ(Sys,params,inits)

%Classical GRN initional condition generator

beta = params.beta;

nP = params.nP;
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nA = params.nA;

nB = params.nB;

KA = params.KA;

KP = params.KP;

KB = params.KB;

line_red = [237/255 27/255 35/255];

line_blue = [0 173/255 239/255];

figures = true;

compare_qk = false;

%% Analysis

% 1. Confirm that the steady-state assumptions are working correctly

A_in = (1 + params.beta)/2;

B_in = 1/2;

A_out = kinetics_aDJ(’A_SS’,struct(’BN’,B_in,’B’,B_in),params);

B_out = kinetics_aDJ(’B_SS’,struct(’AN’,A_in),params);

AisGood = A_in == A_out;

BisGood = B_in == B_out;

if ~AisGood || ~BisGood ; error(’Steady-states do not match’); end

% 2. Perform a linear stability analysis on each steady state

if figures

GA = g_hill(beta,KA,nA,B_in)

GB = g_hill(1,KB,nB,A_in)

GP = g_hill(1,KP,nP,B_in)
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Jmatz = zeros(2,2,length(inits.qk));

for g = 1:length(inits.qk)

Jmatz(:,:,g) = findJmat(inits.qk(g),GA,GB,GP);

end

[Vseq,Dseq] = eigenshuffle(Jmatz);

%{

Jmatz = zeros(2,2,length(inits.qk));

for g = 1:length(inits.qk)

Jmatz(:,:,g) = findJmat(inits.qk(g));

end

inits.Jmatz = Jmatz;

[Vseq,Dseq] = eigenshuffle(Jmatz);

inits.Jeigs = Dseq;

inits.Jvecs = Vseq;

%}

figJeigs = figure(’units’,’inches’,’position’,[5 5 1.675 1.675]); % Half

-column width

% Real - Blue; Red - Imaginary

% First sequence

linew1 = 0.5;

HL1_1 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq(1,:)),’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,linew1);

hold all

HL2_1 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq(2,:)),’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,linew1);

plot([-1 1],[0 0],’r’)
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xlim([-1 1])

xlabel(’Structural eigenvalue, \bf{\it{q_k}}’,’FontSize’,8)

ylabel(’Dynamic eigenvalue, \bf{\it{\lambda}}’,’FontSize’,8)

end

function Jmat = findJmat(qk,GA,GB,GP)

Jac = zeros(2,2);

Jac(1,1) = -1;

Jac(1,2) = -GP-qk*GA;

Jac(2,1) = qk*GB;

Jac(2,2) = -1;

Jmat = Jac;

end

%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

if compare_qk

q_t = [-0.25 -0.5 -0.9];

MLE_t = [0.05 0.05 0.05];

Dseq_1 = getDseq(q_t(1),MLE_t(1));

Dseq_2 = getDseq(q_t(2),MLE_t(2));

Dseq_3 = getDseq(q_t(3),MLE_t(3));

figJeigs = figure(’units’,’inches’,’position’,[5 5 2.23 2.23]); % Half-

column width
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% Real - Blue; Red - Imaginary

% First sequence

linew1 = 0.5;

HL1_1 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_1(1,:)),’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,linew1);

hold all

HL2_1 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_1(2,:)),’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,linew1);

HL1_2 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_2(1,:)),’--’,’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

HL2_2 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_2(2,:)),’--’,’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

HL1_3 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_3(1,:)),’-.’,’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

HL2_3 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_3(2,:)),’-.’,’Color’,’k’,’LineWidth’,

linew1);

plot([-1 1],[0 0],’r’)

xlim([-1 1])

ylim([-0.5 0.5])

legend([HL1_1,HL1_2,HL1_3],’{\it q_{max}} = -0.25’,’-0.5’,’-0.9’)

legend(’boxoff’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,8)

xlabel(’Structural eigenvalue, \bf{\it{q_k}}’,’FontSize’,8)

ylabel(’Dynamic eigenvalue, \bf{\it{\lambda}}’,’FontSize’,8)

end

function Dseq_out = getDseq(q_target,MLE_target)
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param_in = getParams(q_target,MLE_target);

beta_g = param_in.beta;

nP_g = param_in.nP;

nA_g = param_in.nA;

nB_g = param_in.nB;

KA_g = param_in.KA;

KP_g = param_in.KP;

KB_g = param_in.KB;

A_in_g = (1 + param_in.beta)/2;

B_in_g = 1/2;

A_out_g = kinetics_aDJ(’A_SS’,struct(’BN’,B_in_g,’B’,B_in_g),param_in);

B_out_g = kinetics_aDJ(’B_SS’,struct(’AN’,A_in_g),param_in);

AisGood_g = A_in_g == A_out_g;

BisGood_g = B_in_g == B_out_g;

if ~AisGood_g || ~BisGood_g ; error(’Steady-states do not match’); end

GA_g = g_hill(beta_g,KA_g,nA_g,B_in_g)

GB_g = g_hill(1,KB_g,nB_g,A_in_g)

GP_g = g_hill(1,KP_g,nP_g,B_in_g)

Jmatz_g = zeros(2,2,length(inits.qk));

for h = 1:length(inits.qk)

Jmatz_g(:,:,h) = findJmat(inits.qk(h),GA_g,GB_g,GP_g);

end

[Vseq_g,Dseq_out] = eigenshuffle(Jmatz_g);

end
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function param_out = getParams(qk_in,MLE_in)

qtarget = qk_in;

MLE = MLE_in;

%Assuming tau = 1, IC at 1/2 max for all functions

param_out.beta = 1;

param_out.nP = 6;

param_out.nA = -param_out.nP/(2*param_out.beta*qtarget);

param_out.nB = 32*(MLE+1)^2*param_out.nA/param_out.nP^2; %Does not work

for beta not = 1!!

param_out.KA = 1/2;

param_out.KP = 1/2;

param_out.KB = (1 + param_out.beta)/2;

end

inits.X0 = [1 1/2];

end

A.3.4 Diffusion & endocytosis

function inits = homogIC_aCLDE(Sys,params,inits)

%Non dim parameters

alph = params.alph;
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beta = params.beta;

gamm = params.gamm;

rho = params.rho;

DA = params.DA;

nI = params.nI;

line_red = [237/255 27/255 35/255];

line_blue = [0 173/255 239/255];

rho_vec = [0.8 1.1 1.5];

%Dimensional parameters must be called from the struct, use sparingly

nullclines = true;

%manualhss = true;

%autohss = true;

%autohssGFX = false;

jacobian = true;

if nullclines

% Limits for I

I_min = 2*10^-2;

I_max = (alph+beta);

I_num = 1000;

I_vector = linspace(I_min,I_max,I_num);

%rho_vec = [0.8 1 1.2];

% V is closed function of I
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% ----- VEGF GRN Nullcline -----

% Calculate VEGF required for all possible I levels using the GRN

V_g_vector = kinetics_aCLDE(’V_f_I_g’,struct(’I’,I_vector),params);

% Split the vector into five parts

V_g_v_b = zeros(0,2); % Blue

V_g_v_u = zeros(0,2); % Dotted (unstable)

V_g_v_r = zeros(0,2); % Red

V_g_v_k1 = zeros(0,2); % black 1

V_g_v_k2 = zeros(0,2); % black 2

I_ref = 0.8;

VU_min = 5.66;

VU_max = 6.202;

for j = 1:length(V_g_vector)

if V_g_vector(j) > 0

if checkStable_split(V_g_vector(j),I_vector(j))

if I_vector(j) < I_ref

if V_g_vector(j) > VU_min

V_g_v_b = [V_g_v_b;[I_vector(j) V_g_vector(j)]];

else

V_g_v_k1 = [V_g_v_k1;[I_vector(j) V_g_vector(j)]];

end

else

if V_g_vector(j) < VU_max

V_g_v_r = [V_g_v_r;[I_vector(j) V_g_vector(j)]];

else
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V_g_v_k2 = [V_g_v_k2;[I_vector(j) V_g_vector(j)]];

end

end

else

V_g_v_u = [V_g_v_u;[I_vector(j) V_g_vector(j)]];

end

end

end

% ----- VEGF GRN Nullcline (NO BETA) -----

% Hypothetical curve without positive feeback

V_gnb_vector = kinetics_aCLDE(’V_f_I_gnb’,struct(’I’,I_vector),params);

% ----- VEGF GRN Nullcline (FULL BETA) -----

% Hypothetical curve without positive feeback

V_gfb_vector = kinetics_aCLDE(’V_f_I_gfb’,struct(’I’,I_vector),params);

% Perform multiple nullclines, modify Rho parameter for each

% ----- VEGF Transport Nullclines -----

% Calculate VEGF required for all possible I levels using the Trans. eq

V_t_vector_1 = kinetics_aCLDE(’V_f_I_t’,struct(’I’,I_vector,’rho_in’,rho

*rho_vec(1)),params);

V_t_vector_2 = kinetics_aCLDE(’V_f_I_t’,struct(’I’,I_vector,’rho_in’,rho

*rho_vec(2)),params);

V_t_vector_3 = kinetics_aCLDE(’V_f_I_t’,struct(’I’,I_vector,’rho_in’,rho

*rho_vec(3)),params);

figure(’units’,’inches’,’position’,[5 5 1.4 1.2])
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% GRN Nullclines

VEGF_SCALE = 0.7622; %Where did this number come from

%stalkl = plot(V_g_v_b(:,1)/VEGF_SCALE,V_g_v_b(:,2),’Color’,line_blue) %

VEGF FUDGE FACTOR = 6.202

stalkl = plot(V_g_v_b(:,1)/VEGF_SCALE,V_g_v_b(:,2),’Color’,’k’) % VEGF

FUDGE FACTOR = 6.202

hold on

plot(V_g_v_u(:,1)/VEGF_SCALE,V_g_v_u(:,2),’k:’)

%tipl = plot(V_g_v_r(:,1)/VEGF_SCALE,V_g_v_r(:,2),’Color’,line_red)

tipl = plot(V_g_v_r(:,1)/VEGF_SCALE,V_g_v_r(:,2),’Color’,’k’)

plot(V_g_v_k1(:,1)/VEGF_SCALE,V_g_v_k1(:,2),’Color’,’k’)

plot(V_g_v_k2(:,1)/VEGF_SCALE,V_g_v_k2(:,2),’Color’,’k’)

%plot(I_vector(V_gnb_vector > 0)/VEGF_SCALE,V_gnb_vector(V_gnb_vector >

0),’k--’)

%plot(I_vector(V_gfb_vector > 0)/VEGF_SCALE,V_gfb_vector(V_gfb_vector >

0),’k--’)

% Transport lines

%plot(I_vector(V_t_vector_1 > 0),V_t_vector_1(V_t_vector_1 > 0),’Color

’,’g’)

%hold on

%plot(I_vector(V_t_vector_2 > 0),V_t_vector_2(V_t_vector_2 > 0),’--’,’

Color’,’g’)

%plot(I_vector(V_t_vector_3 > 0),V_t_vector_3(V_t_vector_3 > 0),’-.’,’

Color’,’g’)

% Production rate points

%semilogy(I_vector,V_g_vector,’r’)
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%hold on

%semilogy(I_vector,V_t_vector,’b’)

%semilogy(I_vector,V_gnb_vector,’r--’)

ylim([0 10])

xlim([0.1/VEGF_SCALE I_max/VEGF_SCALE])

%Operating on the assumption that the steady-state internalization rate

%matches the homogeneous generation rate

I_HSS = rho;

V_HSS = kinetics_aCLDE(’V_f_I_g’,struct(’I’,I_HSS),params);

%semilogy(I_HSS,V_HSS,’ks’);

%title(’Nondimensional nullclines’)

%xlabel(’\it{I}’)

%xl = xlabel(’\sffamily $\dot{V}/\dot{V}_C$’)

%set(xl,’interpreter’,’latex’);

%ylabel(’\it{V/V_0}’)

%legend([tipl, stalkl],’Tip’,’Stalk’)

%leg1 = legend(’\sffamily $\dot{V}_C$ x 0.8’,’\sffamily 1.1’,’\sffamily

1.5’)

%I = legend( ’$\gamma$’, ’$\dot{\gamma}$’, ’$\ddot{\gamma}$’);

%set(leg1,’interpreter’,’latex’);

%legend(’boxoff’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,8,’Fontname’,’Lato’)

end

function stable = checkStable_split(V_in,I_in)

Jac = zeros(Sys.nspec,Sys.nspec);

fi = (alph + f_hill_a(beta,1,nI,I_in));
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% V

Jac(1,1) = -gamm*fi/(1+V_in)^2+DA*(-1-1);

Jac(1,2) = -gamm*V_in/(1+V_in)*g_hill(beta,1,nI,I_in);

% I

Jac(2,1) = fi/(1+V_in)^2;

Jac(2,2) = V_in/(1+V_in)*g_hill(beta,1,nI,I_in)-1;

mle = max(real(eig(Jac)));

if mle > 0

stable = false;

else

stable = true;

end

end

%error(’stop’)

%Basic, flat profile

inits.customX0 = false;

I_HSS = rho;

V_HSS = kinetics_aCLDE(’V_f_I_g’,struct(’I’,I_HSS),params);

X0 = [V_HSS, I_HSS];

inits.X0 = X0;
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% Logarithmic-sinusoidal VEGF profile

%{

inits.customX0 = true;

M = Sys.M;

N = Sys.N;

rho_min = 0.8;

rho_max = 1.3;

for mu = 1:M

for nu = 1:N

%Define all the rho you will encounter

inits.rho(mu,nu) = rho*(rho_min+(rho_max-rho_min)*(sin(mu/M*pi)+sin(nu/N

*pi))/2); % Profile for altering RHO

%Set the steady-state I for each rho

inits.I0(mu,nu) = inits.rho(mu,nu);

%Set the steady-state V for each I

inits.V0(mu,nu) = kinetics_aCLDE(’V_f_I_g’,struct(’I’,inits.I0(mu,nu)),

params);

end

end

%}

if jacobian

analyzeHSS(rho_vec);

end
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function analyzeHSS(rho_v)

Dseq_1 = getDseq(rho_v(1));

Dseq_2 = getDseq(rho_v(2));

Dseq_3 = getDseq(rho_v(3));

figJeigs = figure(’units’,’inches’,’position’,[5 5 1.354 1.198]);

plot([-1 1],[0 0],’Color’,[0.5 0.5 0.5],’Linewidth’,1.5)

hold on

HL1_1 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_1(1,:)),’k’);

%hold all

HL2_1 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_1(2,:)),’k’);

HL1_2 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_2(1,:)),’k--’);

HL2_2 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_2(2,:)),’k--’);

HL1_3 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_3(1,:)),’k-.’);

HL2_3 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq_3(2,:)),’k-.’);

%HL3 = plot(inits.qk,imag(Dseq(1,:)),’b’);

%HL4 = plot(inits.qk,imag(Dseq(2,:)),’b’);

%HL5 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq(3,:)),’k’);

%HL6 = plot(inits.qk,imag(Dseq(3,:)),’b’);

%HL7 = plot(inits.qk,real(Dseq(4,:)),’k’);

%HL8 = plot(inits.qk,imag(Dseq(4,:)),’b’);

%plot([min(inits.qk) 1],[0 0],’r’)

ylim([-0.5 0.5])

xlim([-1 1])

%title([’Eigenvalues of the Jacobian - "CLDE"’])

%xlabel(’Structural eigenvalue, \bf{\it{q_k}}’,’FontSize’,8)

%ylabel(’Dynamic eigenvalue, \bf{\it{\lambda}}’,’FontSize’,8)
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%legend([HL1,HL3],’Real’,’Imag’)

%legend([HL1_1,HL1_2,HL1_3],’\[{\dot V_C}\] x 0.8’,’1.1’,’1.5’)

leg2 = legend([HL1_1,HL1_2,HL1_3],’V = 0.8’,’1.1’,’1.5’)

%I = legend( ’$\gamma$’, ’$\dot{\gamma}$’, ’$\ddot{\gamma}$’);

%set(leg2,’interpreter’,’latex’,’Fontname’,’Lato’);

set(gca,’XTick’,[-1 0 1])

legend(’boxoff’)

set(gca,’FontSize’,8,’Fontname’,’Lato’)

function Dseq = getDseq(rho_in)

ISS = rho_in*params.rho;

VSS = kinetics_aCLDE(’V_f_I_g’,struct(’I’,ISS),params);

fi = (alph + f_hill_a(beta,1,nI,ISS));

Jmatz = zeros(Sys.nspec,Sys.nspec,length(inits.qk));

for g = 1:length(inits.qk)

Jmatz(:,:,g) = findJmat(inits.qk(g));

end

[Vseq,Dseq] = eigenshuffle(Jmatz);

inits.Jeigs = Dseq;

inits.Jvecs = Vseq;

inits.J0 = findJmat(0);

function Jmat = findJmat(qk)

Jac = zeros(Sys.nspec,Sys.nspec);

% V

Jac(1,1) = -gamm*fi/(1+VSS)^2+DA*(qk-1);

Jac(1,2) = -gamm*VSS/(1+VSS)*g_hill(beta,1,nI,ISS);
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% I

Jac(2,1) = fi/(1+VSS)^2;

Jac(2,2) = VSS/(1+VSS)*g_hill(beta,1,nI,ISS)-1;

Jmat = Jac;

end

end

end

end

A.4 Dynamics

A.4.1 Lateral inhibition

function [T,Y] = dS_aCL(params,inits,Sys)

Tmax = Sys.Tmax;

M = Sys.M;

N = Sys.N;

Mmat = Sys.MmatS;

if isfield(inits,’customX0’) && inits.customX0

V = reshape(inits.V,N*M,1);

R0 = reshape(inits.R0,N*M,1);

D0 = reshape(inits.D0,N*M,1);

Y0(1:2:2*N*M) = R0;

Y0(2:2:2*N*M) = D0;
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Y0 = perturbIC(Y0,params,inits,Sys);

else

V = reshape(inits.V,N*M,1);

%Add initial perturbation

RSS = inits.RSS;

DSS = inits.DSS;

Y0 = zeros(2*N*M,1);

Y0(1:2:2*N*M) = RSS;

Y0(2:2:2*N*M) = DSS;

Y0 = perturbIC(Y0,params,inits,Sys);

end

%tvec = [0 Tmax];

tvec = linspace(0, Tmax, 300);

%dynWaitbar = waitbar(0, ’Simulating pattern formation’);

[T,Y] = ode45(@patterning2DMmat,tvec,Y0);

%delete(dynWaitbar);;

function dY = patterning2DMmat(t,Y)

dY = zeros(2*N*M,1);

Ymat = reshape(Y,[2,N*M]);

R = Ymat(1,:)’;

D = Ymat(2,:)’;

RA = kinetics_aCL(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,R,’V’,V),params);

DN = Mmat*D;

dD = kinetics_aCL(’D_DT’,struct(’RA’,RA,’D’,D),params);
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dR = kinetics_aCL(’R_DT’,struct(’DN’,DN,’R’,R),params);

dY(1:2:2*N*M) = dR;

dY(2:2:2*N*M) = dD;

end

end

A.4.2 Lateral induction

function [T,Y] = dS_aDF(params,inits,Sys)

Tmax = Sys.Tmax;

M = Sys.M;

N = Sys.N;

Mmat = Sys.MmatS;

if isfield(inits,’customX0’) && inits.customX0

V = reshape(inits.V,N*M,1);

R0 = reshape(inits.R0,N*M,1);

D0 = reshape(inits.D0,N*M,1);

Y0(1:2:2*N*M) = R0;

Y0(2:2:2*N*M) = D0;

Y0 = perturbIC(Y0,params,inits,Sys);

else

V = reshape(inits.V,N*M,1);

%Add initial perturbation

RSS = inits.X0(1);

DSS = inits.X0(2);
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Y0 = zeros(2*N*M,1);

Y0(1:2:2*N*M) = RSS;

Y0(2:2:2*N*M) = DSS;

Y0 = perturbIC(Y0,params,inits,Sys);

end

%tvec = [0 Tmax];

tvec = linspace(0, Tmax, 200);

%dynWaitbar = waitbar(0, ’Simulating pattern formation’);

[T,Y] = ode45(@patterning2DMmat,tvec,Y0);

%delete(dynWaitbar);;

function dY = patterning2DMmat(t,Y)

dY = zeros(2*N*M,1);

Ymat = reshape(Y,[2,N*M]);

R = Ymat(1,:)’;

D = Ymat(2,:)’;

DN = Mmat*D;

RA = kinetics_aDF(’RA_SS’,struct(’R’,R,’V’,V),params);

dD = kinetics_aDF(’D_DT’,struct(’DN’,DN,’D’,D,’RA’,RA),params);

dR = kinetics_aDF(’R_DT’,struct(’R’,R),params);

dY(1:2:2*N*M) = dR;

dY(2:2:2*N*M) = dD;

end

end
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A.4.3 Double-juxtacrine

function [T,Y] = dS_aDJ(params,inits,Sys)

Tmax = Sys.Tmax;

M = Sys.M;

N = Sys.N;

Mmat = Sys.MmatS;

%Add initial perturbation

ASS = inits.X0(1);

BSS = inits.X0(2);

Y0 = zeros(2*N*M,1);

Y0(1:2:2*N*M) = ASS;

Y0(2:2:2*N*M) = BSS;

Y0 = perturbIC(Y0,params,inits,Sys);

%tvec = [0 Tmax];

tvec = linspace(0, Tmax, 300);

%dynWaitbar = waitbar(0, ’Simulating pattern formation’);

[T,Y] = ode45(@patterning2DMmat,tvec,Y0);

%delete(dynWaitbar);;

function dY = patterning2DMmat(t,Y)

dY = zeros(2*N*M,1);

Ymat = reshape(Y,[2,N*M]);

A = Ymat(1,:)’;
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B = Ymat(2,:)’;

AN = Mmat*A;

BN = Mmat*B;

dA = kinetics_aDJ(’A_DT’,struct(’A’,A,’BN’,BN,’B’,B),params);

dB = kinetics_aDJ(’B_DT’,struct(’AN’,AN,’B’,B),params);

dY(1:2:2*N*M) = dA;

dY(2:2:2*N*M) = dB;

end

end

A.4.4 Diffusion & endocytosis

function [T,Y] = dS_aCLDE(params,inits,Sys)

Tmax = Sys.Tmax;

M = Sys.M;

N = Sys.N;

Mmat = Sys.MmatS;

if isfield(inits,’customX0’) && inits.customX0

% Spatial profile

rho_in = reshape(inits.rho,N*M,1);

V0 = reshape(inits.V0,N*M,1);

I0 = reshape(inits.I0,N*M,1);

Y0(1:2:2*N*M) = V0;

Y0(2:2:2*N*M) = I0;

Y0 = perturbIC(Y0,params,inits,Sys);

else
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% Basic, flat profile

Y0 = zeros(Sys.nspec*N*M,1);

for j = 1:Sys.nspec

Y0(j:Sys.nspec:Sys.nspec*N*M) = inits.X0(j);

end

Y0 = real(perturbIC(Y0,params,inits,Sys));

%Vext = reshape(inits.V,M*N,1);

rho_in = params.rho;

end

%tvec = [0 Tmax];

tvec = linspace(0, Tmax, 200);

%dynWaitbar = waitbar(0, ’Simulating pattern formation’);

[T,Y] = ode45(@patterning2DMmat,tvec,Y0);

%delete(dynWaitbar);

function DY = patterning2DMmat(t,Y)

DY = zeros(Sys.nspec*N*M,1);

Ymat = reshape(Y,[Sys.nspec,length(Y)/Sys.nspec]);

V = Ymat(1,:)’;

I = Ymat(2,:)’;

VN = Mmat*V;

dI = kinetics_aCLDE(’I_DT’,struct(’I’,I,’V’,V),params);

dV = kinetics_aCLDE(’V_DT’,struct(’I’,I,’VN’,VN,’V’,V,’rho_in’,rho_in),
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params);

%progress = t/(Tmax);

%set(0, ’CurrentFigure’, dynWaitbar);

%waitbar(progress, dynWaitbar);

DY(1:Sys.nspec:Sys.nspec*N*M) = dV;

DY(2:Sys.nspec:Sys.nspec*N*M) = dI;

end

end
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